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MEXICO, SATURDAY,

II

Charge Up Lava Cliffs by

SENATE

Manila. Jan. 9. The cable between
Is broken ami
Jolo and Mindanou
there is only a launch service between
the two islands, and as a result of the
Interruption of the cable service further details of the recent battle on
and Monopolies.
Mount Dajo are not available, but the
military authorities are endeavoring
to speedily obtain them. Apparently
there will' be no more righting on the
Island of Jolo. On the Island or MinAMENDS RESOLUTION WHICH
danao federal troops and constabulary-arpursuing hostile Moros and probMR. ROOSEVELT CRITICIZED
ably some unimportant engagements
will follow.
Advices at hand show that the atDajo was a most notaon
tack
Interstate Commerce Commission to ble one. Mount
Major General Wood directed Col. Joseph W. Duncan to attack
Have Full Power to Summon Witthe Moros In the crater and capture
or kill them.
This was accomplished after repeatnesses and Get Evidence.
Six huned demands to surrender.
dred Moros were killed. It is believed
that no prisoners were taken.
Washington, Mar. 9. RepresentaThe attack was made under most
Starting
tive Townsend introduced a joint res- hazardous circumstances.
in the afternoon of March 6, the
olution today to amend the resolution early
assa'llanls climbed for a distance of
approved on March 7 for investigation 2.100 feel up a lava cone, the thick-iwooded rldgei of which furnish the
of railway discrimination and monopThe last .100 feet of
only foothold.
olies by giving the commerce commission full power to summon Witness?
es and compel production of documentary evidence. It also makes an
appropriation of $50,000 to conduct
the investigation.
Representative Gillespie, of Texas,
also introduced a hill appropriating
$100,000 for the same investigation,
it provides thai any person testifying
ill such an investigation shall not be
prosecuted for any offense about
which he may testify. The hill also
provides that the commission shall accept the reports of other departments
of the government on subjects Investigated by them In case the commisas
investigations
sion regards the
thorough.
The resolution sought to be amended
is that which the president criticised
In a recent message to congress.
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Governor and Commissioners

STATEHOOD

News

tingent.

the constabulary, the following
officers were wounded: Captain John
R. White. Captain Tyre;' Riven, LieuOf

sponcleiicc Morning Journal.
Santa Fe
finita Fe, N. M., Mar.
tenant Gordon, Lieutenant W.vley T. County has two assessors. They may
very
long,
but
Conway. Sixth Infantry, also slightly not both hold office
one of them was appointed by Govwounded.
othtoday
v.
and
the
Hagerman
ernor
Joseph
of
Col.
the sixth
Dubean
er by the county commission of Santa
infantry directed operations.
Fe county. G. A. Collins, a surveyor
of this city, is the governor's appointee, Willie Kdward Andrews, a democrat, also id' Santa Fe. is the appoin
tee of the county commission.
These appointments resulted today
following the announcements of a decision by Judge John R. McPte sustaining the charges of Incompetency
against Amistado Gonzales, tiled some
months ago by Traveling Auditor
Charles V. Safford and the trial of
which occurred a few days ago. The
order of the court removing Gonsal is
from office was made public today
.nut Governor Hagerman soon
after
announced the appointment of Collins
vacancy,
to the
The county commission
held a
meeting during the afternoon and
Andrews.
It Is the geni ral opinion here thai
tingovernor's appointee will stand
county
alt hough
the
commission
claims the power to appoint.
BOLD
ATTEMPT
RANCHMAN FOILS
UNITED STATES COURT
COMPLETES SHORT SESSION
TO STEAL 82 VALUABLE STEERS
The United States court for the
Piral district completed a very short
and unimportant session here toda)
important pension fraud cases
Four Daring Thieves Cut Out Big Several
were to have come up, but for sonic
reason the pension examiner who
Bunch of Cattle Which Are Rewas to have appeared, failed to tench
Santa Fe and the trial jury was dis
Shortly alter ihe jury had
missed.
captured by Posse of Cowboys.
been dismissed h telcgraru. was r
cd from the examiner from Louisville
stating thgl he was ahoiit to leave for
Correspondence Morning Journal.
'Santa Fe. lie was advised Ininiedi-- !
Raton, N. M., Mar. !. Officers are ately not to come, as the trial Jury
now on the trail of the rustlers who had been discharged and tincas-this week tried to perpetrate one of could not be In aril.
the most daring and wholesale cattle
thefts ever attempted In New Mexico. GOVERNOR RECEIVES REPORT
who Uvas
I ROM
I w
Alexander Wersenlck,
INsVNE
about eiRht miles from Raton, was
Governor Hagerman today received
the ranchman whom the rustlers a report from the Investigating com- spotted as their Victim and to his iniiiof Ihe boars of ,le , loe s nf
presence of mind and quick action lh insane asylum tit Las Vegas which
... ,1... .......
,.r ,,
alone he owes tin tact that he has ...ils ,,Imrli- -j
not lost nearly a hundred head of governor to investigate' the charges li
valuable fat steers.
cruelly brought by Nurse Frances
Bgrly Monday morning the rustfinds
The Committee
the
head of the finest charges of tin- nurse untrue and be- -'
lers cut eighty-tw- o
Wercattle they could find out of the
lleves them prompted by spile. The
senlck herd on an outlying pasture governor win not push the Investigo-- j
of the ranch and started off with them tlon further.
for Colorado. The loss was discovered
In the afternoon and a posse of cowCOMM INDER l CHIEF WILL
boys started on the trail of the herd.
it. REUNION
ATTEND (i
After riding a few miles they found
Depaitm-- nt
Commander
Jacob
by Weltmer. of the Grand Army for New
them in a lonely gulch guarded
four armed and mounted men. who Mexico, who Is a reside nt of Santa Fe
the search party appeared. has been advised bj General Tanner,
iied wh-The cowboys gave chase and tired it of Illinois, commander In chief of th
the fugitives but the latter made good 'Grand Army, that he will be- In Dal- Mr. Wersenlck rod" las the latter part of April.
their escape.
He re.
Into Raton and informed the
quest! to be informed of the dates of
who has a posse of men hunting for the annual encampment Of the Ne w
ar-- i
The ranchmen
the criminals.
Mexico department In order that
much excited at the boldness of the
be present if possible-The New
g
ittempt as cattle rustling on such
Mexico encampment will be held In
The Las Cruces this year.
huge scale Is unprecedented.
steers were worth about $40 u head.
GOVERNOR HAGERMAN GOES
Earthquake in Nina Scotia.
ON VISIT TO ROSWEI.Ii
Gove rnor Hagerman left Santa
Halifax. x. 8., Mar. . Reports Of
an earthquake on the eastern shore tOdgy for Roswell when- he will mak B
of Halifax county reached here toda. a brief init.
He was accompanied
violently for by Adjutant General Tarklngton, who
The ground trembled
several seconds. Houses shook and will Inspect the Roswell militia com- pany.
doors and windows rattled.
c

NOT FUGITIVES COLFAX COUNTY
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MESSAGE MAT
PRESIDENT'S
. I
I.
MIS.SN l
Till.' I
Washington." Ma, i. a n solution
,.-ana h oiii nesignen en en mPresident Roosevelt pointed out in the
Tillman resolution for the Investigation by the Interstate commerce commission of railroad discriminations and
monopoles was Introduced today In
the house. The resolution was Introduced by Representative Townsend
of Michigan and the bill by Representative Gillespie of Texas. Mr. Town-senresolution provides appropriation of $50,000 to carry on the investigation and the Gillespie bill mako.i
an appropriation of $100.000 for the
same purpose.
The Townsend resolution provides
that the interstate commerce commis- sion shall have under the TillmanCflllespie resolution all the powers to
subpoena witnesses, to compel them
to testify and to produce documentary
evidence which it enjoys under the
interstate commerce act. It also provides that witnesses shall enjoy the
same rights and Immunity in this investigation that they enjoy under the
interstate commerce act. Similar provisions are made In the Gillespie bil1.
Under the Gillespie bill the Interstate commerce commission is permitted to avoid the duplication of the Investigations by the adoption of findings of any other department of the
government which have Investigated
any particular matter coming under
the scope of the inquiry.
In explanation of his bill and in v
to objections offered by the president to the Tillman resolution. Mr.
Gillespie said:
"I am glad the president signed the
resolution and that the same has breóme law, although in doing so he
sent a message to congress that will.
I fear, defeat the quick results that
otherwise might have been reached
by the commission In the investigation
which the resolution provides. His
message conveys to the guilty parties
a doubt as to Its power to compel the
production of books and papers. Of
course, they will take advantage of
this doubt and urge it against every
step the commission may take."
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COURT CONSIDERING APPLICATION

,

FOR WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS

Attorneys Wrangle Over Legal Technicalities While Dynamiters

Anx-

d'

iously Await Liberty.
Boise. Idaho. Mar. 9. Charles II.
Moyer,
William !. Haywood anJ
George A. I'etllboiie. were arraigned

today before District Judge Prank
Smith at Caldwell, under Indictments
charging them with the murder of
former Governor Frank Steuncnberg,
in that city on the night of December
The defendants will b
30
last.
brought into court again next Friday
Moycr. Hayto enter their pleas.
wood. Petllbone and "Jack" Simpklns
are Indicted Jointly. being chargedwith having murdered Prank StennsnI erg.
There is In the Indictment no
mention of the Western Federation of
Miners, nor any charge of conspiracy.
.So f ir as the indictment shows each M
accused of having personally partld-- I
ated In the crime charged.
contains thre
Indictment
The
The
counts, all of similar nature.
nist of the charges is that the accused
men plac ed a deadly box or bomb,ips. sintilled with giant powder.
phuric acid and other explosives a,s
the gate In front of Frank BteUfieP-berg'residence with, the intention "f
killing him. One count charges the
actual murdering of Bteunenoerg by
auslng the bomb to explode
.Steuncnberg was entering his yard.
The names of twenty witnesses including Harry Orchard, who has confessed to his part of the crime, are Indorsed on the indictment.

re-pl-
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OF
PRIVATE PENSION BILL
Washington. Mur. 8. The house
today passed 400 private pension hil's
and devoted three hours to considers
tlon of a bill providing a uniform system of naturalization, the chief features of which require an alien to
write either his own or the Knglish
Inniriiflire and to speak and read the
latter and to decían hls Intention t
In
the United
reside permanently
States before he can become an AmIs
to be the
bill
erican citizen. The
continuing order when appropriation
bills are under consideration. It met
many objections and will prove a
fruitful topic of discussion
Mr Bonynge, of Colorado, Is in
charge of the measure and occupied
the time In explaining Its provisions
and answering objections.
PASSES

DEPENDANTS DENY THEY
ARE FUGITIVES PROM JUSTICE
Boise, Idaho. Mar. I. The argil-incof the application for writs ol
Haywood
habeas corpus by Mover.
and Peltiboiir ame cm in the supreme,
court this afternoon. J. H. Hawlev.
senior counsel for the prosecution,
Opened
the proceedings by asking
leave to amend t.he return of Warden
Whitney so it would show the men
Sare held Oil bench warrants issued
by the district court of Canyon COUn- tv on an indictment reiurneu againsi
tiic men therg for murder. Fred Mi ler. for lie diTense. oojecieii mi i in
ground that the Indictment was returned alter the writs were applied
(or, ami the change would make u
new ease. The court admitledariiend-ment- l
subject to objec tion, with the
understanding that the entire matter
Mr. Hgwtg)
would he argued later.
then moved to strike out from the answer to return all reference to the arrest of the men In Denver and all portions of the answer clinging conspn
acy between the governor of Colorado
and the governor of Idaho.
Fred Miller for the defense took the
Stand that the men were brought be .
without authority of law. In the
es cited, he says the men proved to o
fugitives from Justice, but in this
were not. They were not in Ida
ho when this murder was commuted
and therefore could not lie held to
have ten fugitives from Justic e when
they were arrested on the warrant oi
extradition issued by the governor of
Colorado. The court took the motUM
iider consideration until Monday.

BATCH

Insurance Outlierlng.

neve
Albany. Mar. 9.
before has a more rem li kable gather-In- gd
of life Insurance men been iisscm-hieunder h single roof than thai
which met today In the slate eanliol
In connection with the hearing of the
htm amendments 1o insurance
laws. The hearing on bills was held
before the Joint legislative Investigating committee, which drew upon llse.f
universal attention by Its exposure of
many conditions surrounding the
of life Insurance com Denies In
this state. Ma in radical changes In
the slate Insurance laws and kindred
statutes are proposed In the ten bills
under consideration.
Miss Anthony's Friends Hopeful.
Rochester, N. Y.. Mar. I. - Miss
B Anthony's condition Is Improved tonight. She Is stronger than she
was yesterday and has taken considerable nourishment. Her friends feel
much more hrtpeful of her recovery.
i

-s

Of The

i

Senate Action a

ol

A complete list of casualties has not BELIEVED NOMINATION OF
yet been made up. but the company
commanders are working on it.
HAGERMAN WILL STAND
The action resulted in the extinction
w
recognizing
of a band of outlaws,
ho
no chief, had raided friendly Moros
and owing to defiance of Amerlcun Executive Receives Insane Asylum
ELIMINATION
authorities stirred up a dangerous
All American
condition of affairs.
Management
Report Exonerating
They inwounded are doing well.
clude Knslgn H. D. Cooke, Jr., of the
Cnlted States steamer Pampanga. a ml
From Cruelty Charges.
Coxswain t.ilmore of the naval con

inmiQcn rv
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ca-In- et

Harrien secures Ihe
e
M. Bourgeois and M.
he will accept tin- task of forming a ministry, taking the premiership and the portfolio of Justice, ami
M. Itonraeols will he minister of for
eign affairs. M. Polncalre, minister of
tin, un e oi of the Interior, M. Thorn
son. minister of navy and M. Rusan,
minister of agriculture.
If M.

of

cas-the-

Poin-Catr-

Kelly Sullivan Mill a Drue
Angeles, Mar. 9. -- The fight between Hugo Kelly, of Chicago, and
Jack (Twin) Sullivan, of Honton, was
declared a draw at the end of twenty
rounds. Kelly had all the better of
the fight up to the fifteenth round and
LOS

Itle.e.el III KlllltO ReillllllgO.

the fourth put tiulllvan down lor
the count of eight, and again In Ihe
twelfth came near ending the contest
with a knockout.

Su-fu- n

In

Wife

Murderer Gets Twenty Years.

Dr. J.
Greensboro, N. G., Mar.
Matthews was today found 'guilty
of the murder of his wife and w
sentenced to the penitentiary for 20
years. The most sensational allegation at the trial of Matthews was that
he hsd Injected stryehnlne Into his
wife while she was 111 and while pretending to be offering a prayer at her
bedside.
.
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Francisco, Mnr.
Fire
stone building a!
I
312 Mjuome street, between California ami Sacramento streets, caused a
San

night

9.

In

t

five-stor- y

loss of over TI9,069,
There were no serious accld'-ntso far as known every occupant
capee! from the building.
Three
who were caught in their rooms
to safely after much difficulty
pel II.

and
es-

ni. ii

got
and

PASSAGE OF FORAKER AMENDMENT

c,ivesrav of Hon

disappointment
and ti
presentment that New
Mexico is to remain a territory until
the end of the chapter, were sentiments generally expressed yesterday
afternoon when the Morning Journal's extra announcing the victory of
the Foraker amendment in the senate
carried the tlrst news of the apparent
defeat of statehood in the present congress to the people of Albuquerque,
The later dispatches following the
SZtrá and announcing the elimination
of ArlSOna and New MeXlCC from ni
hil! in th- - vic tory of the BUrTOWi
amendment, did not become generally
know n yesterday evening and are published tor lb- - first time in Albuquerque in this morning's Journal.
It is
the elimination of tin- two southwestern territories I'tnin the bill, which
leaves some Slight hone that there
may yet be state hood in the present
congress for New Mexico, although It
Is realized that the hope is smalt.
Rut the victory cit the Poraker
amendment seet i to carry conviction to the people who gathered in
business houses and on strecj CQTIffrs
to read and discuss the news, that our
hone of statehood is gone ami thai
Nest Mexii q win have to worry along
as a territory for an indefinite term
of years.
Those who kne w of ihe elimination
w
Mexico from th
of Alisons and
bill last night, however, expressed the
hops that this action might result In
an agreement of some sort in conference which ma) yel bring the admis

-

N--

sion of New Mexico, if not of All- zona.
The whole question, now. however.
has gone over until next week, when
bill wi'l
the fate of thC statehood
quickly be made known by the at
lllele of Ihe house.
--

-

ro-tlr- e.

PAVES WAV FOR KNOCKOUT BLOW
5:M I. M. THE SENATE
OF A NI W STATE TO BE
CAl.l.l.D OKLAHOMA AND TO III'- COMPOSED OF THE TERRITORIES
IT WAS THE HOUSE
OF OKLAHOMA AND INDIAN TERRITORY.
WITH ALL Till. PROVISION'S RELATING
JOINT STATEHOOD Ril
TO ARIZONA AND NEW MEXICO STRICKEN OUT.
THE MOTION TO STRIKE OUT WAS MADE BY MR. RURROWK,
As CARRIED RV THE CLOSE VOTE OP SI TO a AFTER
AND IT
WASHINGTON.

PASSED

BILL

A

MAR.

POR

".TODAY

THE

AT

ADMISSION
-

l- -

HAVING

LOST BY THE STILL CLOSER VOTE OF 35 TO M.

BREN

Immediately ifter the disposal of the statehood hill the- - railroad hill WaH
made unfinished business, hut as the senate adjourned until Monday tho
will not begin until Monday.
actual ft rnial consideration of the
The vole- on statehood ame as the clinuix of a day devoted exclusively
to that lull. Most of the time was given to dls usslon but the voting on the
The speechraaklng
bill and amendments Consumed an hour ami a half.
excited comparatively little interest, hut there was pronounced excitement
throughout the voting period, and It culminated when the success of tho
motion to eliminate Arizona and New IfeXlCO was announced after the second
i that proposition.
vol
Tintest vote on whic h the opponents of joint statehood showed their
greatest strength was on the Foraker amendment, which provided that
Arizona ami New Mexic o should have- an Opportunity to vote separately on
joint statehood. This was carried by the vote of 42 to 29. Previous to this
In the bill was stricken out
ac tion a proposition for increased appropriations
in order to afford an opportunity for a motion to concur in the senati
amendments when the bin is sent to the house, The speechmatitg began st
11 o'clock ami was under the
rule after the first hour. About
Injnil
made,
were
speech.
made by Mesara.
notable
ouch
ios.il
i
DuBolS and Rurrows In denunciation of polygamy In Arizona and New
amendment,
Mexico. Mr. DuBOil secured Incorporation of an
hut Hie- elimination of Arizona from the measure detracted somewhat from
Ihe importance of the ace otiiplishment.
.lust before the- voting began Mr. Cullom, who has been absent from
the senate- on account of Illness during the greater part of the session,
entered the chamber. II- - was warmly welcomed.
As amended by the senate the hill provides for the creation of the state
of Oklahoma out of Oklahoma and Indian Territories, upon the adoption of
Tin- - state Is allowed the usual quota of
a constitution.
judicial
ami legislative Officers, two I nlted States senators and five members of the
national house of representatives,
a constitutions convention with no members. 5 of which are to lie
chos.-by each of the territories comprising the state Is provided for. and
years old ure made eligible
all male- citizens or male Indians twenty-on- e
to membership in it. There is an especial provision protecting the Indians
in their rights ami continuing the prerogative of the national government
In control their affairs.
The sale of Intoxicating liquor In what Is now
years and longer, unless the
Indian Territory Is prohibited for twenty-on- e
constitution is changed. Sections 16 and 3 of each township of land in
Oklahoma are set aside lor thS benefit of the common school system, ss is
also live per cent of the proceeds of the sale of public lands. There is an
appropriation of $.re. 11(10.000 from the national treasury for the benefit of th I
schools.
Provision is made for the support of higher education and charitable
institutions. Two district! for the United States courts, one In Oklahoma
and the other in Indian Territory, are pi ided for.
Cuthrle Is made the temporary si. of government, but the house
provision otitlnuing It In that capacity until 1913 was eliminated.
-

-
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anti-polyga-
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COAL BARONS

-

exee-utlve-
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WOULD GO TO INDIANAPOLIS

WITH

NO

STRINGS ATTACHED

Pittsburg.
coal

s

M

Pel-

of

ir.

9.

When

Pittsburg
ml conference

the-

the
dls-l.-l- .a

;et
',, in,, ae
Indianapolis mi March 19 with the
operators of Ohio, Indians ami Illinois the) will l ike- a stand as a body.
This action was determined on at the
meeting called by Frauds I.. Rob-Mami which was held in this city
s
today.
There were about fifty
present.
Tonight it was learned that there
Ttu somewhat of a sensation sprung
during tin- meeting. From a source-tha- i
is regarded as trustworthy, it is
demand was made of
learned thai
Mr. Robbins, Who was presiding, that
made of how Pros- hi explanation
lldent Roosevelt came to enlist in the
prevent controversy between the ml- ners and operators.
Mi. Kohhins s.inl tin- whole matt r
was accomplished as a result of a con terence with John Mitchell while they
rere in New York. The situation was
serious and both agreed it was necessary to gel another meeting of the
interstate conference.
line of the strongest points made ;,l
today's conference, it was also mild to
night, was against any settlement lor
more- than a single year.
oper-lator-

-

-

Kilts TELL NOTHING
Or THE PHOt'KEmXU
Pittsburg, Pa., .Mar. 9. No action
walak.n d todays conference 3f
or tin- Pittsburg
It

ihe coal operators
district "ii Un- question or an advance
in the miners' wage scale.
According to a statement given out
the only business transacted was the
adoption or a resolution to meet the
operators or Ohio. Indiana and Illinois in joint conference at Indlunapo-lls- .

March 19
reason suggesP-- as to why nothof a
ing wa done on the Question
wane advance or refusal by the opln-lonot I N i ll, SEPTEMBER,
In this district was that the operwished to attend tho Indianapoators
King iind Kaiser to Meet at Hie Silesia lis conference frei and iintrammeled
Army Main niers.
by many resolutions or action that
Rerlin, Mar. 9 The Tagehlatt says would result In hampering an agreethat the Kaiser and King Kdward will ment.
Sentiment - Divided.
meet next September during the anPittsburg, Pa.. Mar. 9. Today's
nual army maneuveis In Silesia.
meeting ol" the coal operators of the
Pittsburg district which was called by
'rancie L Bobbins for the purpose r
TO PI T TA FT on
uniting on some definite policy for
SUPREME BENCH
convenpresentation at Ihe Inter-stat- e
9.
The
Mar.
Washington,
tion nl Indianapolis Is regarded us the
Post today says:
most Important conference held since
President Roosevelt lias decidthe question of the wages of the mied to appoint William H. Taft, or
Previous
ners wa before the public
Ohio, now secretary or war. to
to opening the meeting the general
the next vacanej- In the United
sentiment was that the conference
Stales supreme court.
would he divided, some operators sidWhen Chief Justice Fuller
ing wltl the Pittsburg Coal company
provided It Is during the
Interests to grunt concessions to mi
administration of Mr. Roosevelt,
ners, and a number or otner strong
Mr. Tart will be promoted to his
ly
opposed granting any advance in
exalted position.
wages ut all.
The building was practically gutted.

Killed

Is

OF SOUTHWEST

Profound
deep seated

il

President Fallieres
Taris,
received Jean Sarrlen, former minister of Justice, this afternoon and
him the (ask or forming a
Mar.

i

Washington, Mar. 9. The state department Is In receipt of a cable dated
Monte Cristi. Santo Domingo, yesterday, saying the preceding day while
the terms of surrender were being carried out
between the government
the latter
forces and revolutionists
a. ted In bud faith and there was a
fight In which two officers and six
7ilit Col Minor
men were killed. Ine hiding General
Cecal Falls, Mont., Msr. 9 The "00 Copln. The revolutionists escaped to
coal miners In the employ of the
Railway and Goal company at the hushes.
00 miles
Lethbrldge, Alta, ('tinada.
Wyoming Official Appointed.
north of (Treat Falls, struck today,
Mar. 9. The president
Washington,
wages
In
and
an
Increase
demanding
The output of the today sent to the senate theto nominaother concessions.
be sur- P. Hansen
Alpheus
of
tlon
1800
tons
been
about
mines has
vcyor general of Wyoming.
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Hamilton Bill

Than a Door Nail.

Deader

.

.

Sim
Legislation

Statehood

All

n

sh'-n,T-

CENTS

New Mexico andArizona
Are Thrown Bodily Out

ALBUQUERQUEANS

SEE UTILE HOPE

the ascent was at an angle of 60 degrees and the last fifty feet almost
perpendicular.
At the top were 600
fanatical Moros armed with rifles and
knives, and supported by native artillery. The fortified crater was almost
invisible and seemingly inaccessible.
At the word of command the troops
rushed Into the crater and a hand to

v

ANGLES

COUNTY

American Troops in Jolo.

Hi

vol del Pueblo
L."

BJc?iu

10, 1906.

MARCH

SANTA FE HAS

FROMCRA TER

BUS

GfWM

TO

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

TOWNSEND IS

HOUSE

1

A

u

AMID BURST
'l n riven
the result of fraudu- OP SENATORIAL ELOOl'ENCE p.,,, representation.
Mr Beverldge was
liberally ap-ij- 9
The Morning Journal Bureau, j
Pennsylvania Ave., N. w. ! Iplauded by tin- galleries when he
D C Mar. 9.
eluded
bill
The administration
session of Thursdsy
The legit
went down to defeat today amidst a came to an nd at 12 o'clock and the
burst of oratory such as Is seldom scssuen of today was commenced at
heard In the senate. The passionate once
appeal! of Senator Beverldge in ra- Coder the head or morning business
vor of tin- bill failed utterly of then
r Heverldge undertook to hsve read
effect, Senator
countered at
number or telegram In support of
every turn and the excitement reach- the statehood hill but Mr. Teller oh-j- e
gentleman
the
ed Its climax when
ground that they should
cod ,,,,
from Ohio declared that Senator Bev- Some In properly as a part of the diserldge was responsible ror the many cussion of the statehood bill.
telegrams received by senators from
Laugh on Beeridge.
Arizona and New Mexico In favor of
Mr Kevcrldge then stated that he
joint statehood.
da of messages,
hud received h
adherents became most of them from Arlsona urging
The Foraker
noisy when the Ohio senator conclud"I
too have received
Joint admission.
ed reading a message from some of hundreds nt messages on the subject
the "anils" In Arizona to the effect or statehood." responded Mr. Foraker.
that It was common report In the ter- "One or them from a gentleman who
ritory that messages were being sent gives his name and who Nays that a telto the senate at Ihe urgent request e,r egram signed by the senator from InMr. Beverldge. The nduutUMi denied diana Is being circulated In Arlsona
the charge unequivocally.
urging flint live hundred telegrams be
Tin- adoption of the- Foraker amendsent to the senate from Arlsona In fament is regarded as a direct slap at vor of statehood." The announcement
the president who was earnestly op- created
laugh at Mr. Reverldge's
posed p. the amendment.
In which he Joined.
He
In Ihe
senate have said heand
The debate
knew nothing about the telethat If New gram The telegrams were not read
clearly demonstrated
Mexico and Alisons come Into the unA communication
from Secretary
ion In the next quarter century, they Hitchcock recommending
an extenmust enter us a Joint state.
sion of the time for opening the Shoshone Indian reservation In Wyoming
MORMON ROOY PIGURES IN
from June IT. to Aug. 15 was read.
N
TERRITORIES
ATTACKS
A hill appropriating
$400,009 for the
By Associated Press.
Improvement of the mouth of the CoWsHliinglon, Mar. 9. Owing to the lumbia river was passed.
ract that the senate took a reces InConsideration of the statehood hill
stead or adjourning last night, Mr. w.m then resumed and Mr. Foraker
V
proceed
Beverldge was enabled
made the first speech under the
of the
with his speech In support
rule. He pointed nut that ArJoint statehood hill when today's" ses- izona was not asking admission and
o'clock. There wa said there never had been an effort to
sion began at
a much better attendunce than at the force statehood on an unwilling territorial constitueney
opening yesterday.
Mr. Beverldge look up his arguThe Mormon Pine Bream.
Mr Dubois followed In support it
ment where he left off yesterday, contending thai the necessity for Inter- an amendment offered by him prohibpreters for the benefit of ihe Mexlcsn iting Mormons and polygamlats from
population was rapidly passing and voting In the proposed state of Arlsarguing that very little attention ona as was originally provided In the
should be given to the pledge for Idaho state test. He said he had seen
statehood given when the territory of a list of some 60 to 190 polygamlats
Arizona was created because It had living In Arlsona and there ware also
DE PEAT COMES

state-hoo-

-

te

1

1

PAGfc

T0.

THE ALBUQUERQUE

iu

mmny In New Mexico
There
he
y
said, no power In Utah to puntan
and Mormonlsm was no srVonfe
In hla own tatof Idaho that notwithstanding the leader of the sect In
state
that
had testified that he wa
the husband of three wives, there was
nb possibility of bringing him to account for It because of the political
power of his church.
'Wherever there Is Mormonism
there I polygamy. " lie said. :nil add
ed that the only way to prevent polygamy was to strike at the organization that encourages It
Speeches were made by other
as follows:

(big time it prevailed.
folio vvs:
Ye is - Alger.

poly-eam-

?

to

as

35.

and made her homo in Monterery
ounty. California. There she died dii
May i. 1HÍ4, leaving a will dated
May 15. 1894. In which she gives all
her
possessions to her son
Harry.
Craft discovered that the cemetery
issociation hud cut up the jdat into
tions and had sold them. He claims
that the cemetery derived $301000 to
$.10.000.
The defense rests upon the
statute of limitations.

TO SLAUGHTER

Blackburn.
Bulked y
Burrows, farter. Clark
(Mont.) Clay Culberson. Danlet, Dubois. Flint Foraker. Poster. Prater,
Okllltger, Geafta. Ha nabrough , Roy-burLattlmer, MeCroary, Maikiry,
Ma, tin. Morgan. Newlandj, Overman,
Patterson, Perkins. Peltus, Rayner.
-' of, Simniujis. Spoonur.
ütoue, Talia-- I
ferro, Teller. Tillman: 37.
Naps
Vil.- - Allison. Ankenv.
Brundegfce.
Burnlvim, Clapp.
(Wyo.),
t'lark
Crane, ("ullom. Dick.
Dillingham, Dolllver. Dryden. Fulton
Humble,
Hale, He men way, Hopkins.
Mr.8pooner.sayinKth.it Mr Bever-Idge- Ki ni. Knox. Ua Follette. Lodge. Long,
McCumber, Millard.
speech was at variance with lh
Nixon.
former representations of the commit Penrose, Pllag, roctor, Bmoot, Bath-- ,
rl nut. Warner, Wetmore: 3á.
tee on territories: Mr Nelson,
The changes from the first vote
the union of Arizona ana New
rare
Scott, who voted aye, and Overt,
Mexico as the best plan f.,r the
man.
who tranoJerred his imir with
of New Mexico Mr. Teller.
pf Arkansas to Carmack and
Mr. Hopkins. Mr Hanstorough, Mr.
d
in the affirmativ'e.
Oal linger. Mr Hepburn. Mr (' irk
The bill as amended wus then pass-- ,
Wyo i. Mr Dillingham ami Mr Cud by unanimous vote.
ter, who said that he ,i unalterablv
Mr.
Tillman was then recqgnlaad,
opposed to the km rclon of any bod)
of American cltlxi ns, much us he and ,,n his motion the house railroad
was
bill
mnde the unfinished bOeinest.
would like t.i vote for a bill suppori-eThe senate then at .', :3s p. m. went
by the president and a republican
ll
géclltlve
seasifm and at .',:(:' ad- house of representativa
Brief speeches 1st, were made bj oiirned until Monday
Messrs. Newland- - M. rumi
I'ulton,
Kmoot and Múrroni. The I'tah sena-to- r
15 STILL
introduced an amendment annex- BELIEVES THERE
ing to his state ail th n pari of Arizona lying north of the Colorado rivand spoke in support of It. H a agid
SOME
SMALL HOPE
the strig was unwatered and without
--

j

MORE JEWS

e,

St. Petersburg, Mar. 9. The fears
of a renewal of Jewisn massacres on
Faster, to whi, h a deputation recently
called Premier WittO'g attention, ap-- I
pear upon Investigation to have reai

1

advo-catln-

else-whe-

vo-te-

re

RuaaM "
'lr ul. us have been prepared In M.I

,

Petersburg railing for the extermln
lion of the Jews.
No War

with

INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

value

Nnmi

Would HtrfVe i - Out.
FOR STATEHOOD
Mr. BurrOWl advo,at,, the elimination of A regona and Nee Mexico
from tin- bill and presented an amend.
ment
end. iff bated hl oppo.
Uttltej Stales Atloruey V. H. II.
sition on the ground that there
polygamlsts In the two it rnto-- . Uewellyn was in Albuquerque laa)
ries. ami spoke of polygamy
an "of. nlKht for a few minutes on his way
fense agiJtut the civilisation of the to his home in Las Cruces from Santa
age.'"
He laid tile real offense was F, where he ha been attending to
not In plural marriages, but in polygbusiness before the United States
amous, cohabitation
Major Llewellyn believes th.'.t
practiced aftet
here Is still some (mall hope for GOV! RNMKNT m .sl s CASE
marriage elsewhere
Ma quoted from
IN THE PACKERS' TRIAL
letters to slu,w üiai there Wete munv statehood ffom the present
ingress
Mormons living In polygamv in Ari- ilthollgh he says it is g small han, e.
zona and
"The iiiiht Is not oyer yet by any argumenta on Immunity W ill Comei Mexi.-oand aid that
mence Monday.
tneane,' told Major Uewellyn, "When
notwithstanding the difficulty of
ChiCtlgO, Mar. H. The government
the news v;'s teieiveil in Santa p.testimony there h id
n
today rested its case In the packers'
for poly gu my.
roaterdnt afternoon that New Mexi.-In this connection he e id
and Arizona had been cUI out of thi: hearing on their ideas for Immunity.
lette
ftrim the attorney genera of the I'nlt-e- d bill by th.- senate several of us Im- No announcement was made by the
attorneys for the puckers as to whethStates stating that re, ntly there mediately wired to Waahlngtoh
had been thirty-onthai New Mexico be admitted er thev will Introduce any evidence 'a
convictions undet
the Kdmunds act. a majority of which alone We would lather have joint H buttal, but it
believed by the govtat, In.od than none, but it would be ernment that they will not. The arwere for unlawful cohabitation.
Th
senator, therefore, gajq that he sluiuli very ni, e to nine in alone, even if guments are expected to commence
oppose the admission of these two ter- Arizona had to he left out.
when the court convenes on Monday.
m
.1
AM the bill now stands It can hardritorios, until they should purge them,
y be puased by
Archbishop O'Brien Dead.
selves of this lawless element.
the house unlem
also quoted from testimony in th speaker Cannon retires from his po- -'
N ilifax. N. S
Mar. 8. Archbishop
Smoot case to show that polygam eg. ait ion which in la not likely to do.! O'Brien, of the Roman Catholic dlo- if he does not and the bouse declino c.ses of. Nova Scotia. Prince Kdvvard
isled in the territories.
Hevcrhiyc I nraKcr lilt,
concur, uhd tin- comerence com-- 1 island and Bermuda, died suddenly
Towards the dose of th, debatí mittee cannot reach an agreement here tonight.
Mr. Beveiidge ami Mr Poraker en then there is limply no statehood Igg- ,. Strike on I, a, Lavvnnna.
I. ill, 01
gaged iu
it thia session and Oklahoma
Nharii colloquy over the
must wsil as well as New Mexico fen
number ami contents of telegrams r
Seranton. Pa.. Mar. 8. All the
irlgona. Bui the statehood tight in J
by them respectively.
between ihe Delaware, Lack
Anions
the messages read by the Ohio
'his congresj Is not over yet."
iwanna and Western and Its conduc-or- a
tor was otic saying that Mr. Beverldgt
and trainmen have been adjusted
Death Benténoo Commuted,
had wired to Arizona, asking that
and there will be no strike.
egrams be sent him. Mr. Ilex
Trenton,
j.. Mar. . The
e
ende,
in reply, spoke of Delegate Smith oi
at death imposed on fra, An- PARLIAMENT POORLY DRESSED,
Arizona, as Mr. Forager's "democrat
toinette Toll i for killing Joseph Sonta Invasion of Labor Members Destroys
helper."
WgS today commuted
(O seven years
lie,. it y.
"Why should the heathen ragl
uní a half Imprisonment by the court
i on, Ion. Mar. !.
Probably no legasked Mr. r'or.tkci
,,f
pardons.
Mrs.
was
Tolla
to
have
islative
"Why should th, wicked flee wh
assembly Ha ever been
been hanged next Monday.
This .J
no man pursues?" lespomJed Mr liev
a
from
sartorial point of view
the li st time the court of pardons to much
as the presenl neuae of com
eridge
-vci
oinuiuled the death sentence tQ mona, Columns have been written
He repeated the declaration that he
about John Munis' derby hat. and
had tint made an appeal for testlmo "I hei ih, ,n life unpi isiinini nl.
.ais from Arizona.
bu4 n efer suit even In the Paris papers.
Mr. DI. k siioke for the bill and U
Keir II. idn 's cap has almost
riv
aled Hut ns' bowler. On the tlrst
'lark (Mont.) against it. and Ml Thai Dr. PterceVt ravorlte Prescription if
day
Hcveridge
of the sessiun the prime minister
th- ,.,t,. ,,,
the only medicine told through druggists
cacy of the measure.
referred t,, the red neckties of the
for woman'a weaknesses .'11111 peculiar aillabor
members, while today the trade
,
Voting BcarJaa
ments thai does not contain large quantl
O'clock.
'it in, Tailor and Cutter, laments over
Uaaot alcohol? It U also the on)) medicine,
When
promptly at 4 o i l... k th
of
laborlie
especially prepared for the cure of the the trousers
member
gavel fell at the end Of Mr.
delicate diseases peculiar to women, tin Shackleton. They bag at the Mieos
erldge'n appeal for the I, III the Otlllg maker of which Is nol afraid to take his
Another writer In a s6ciety week'
light over the departure of the sarpatient- - into his full confidence, by printwas begun. The amendments gugg tal
ing
a
torial glory of the house of commons,
ism Bfech Ixit tic w rapper all the ingle
en oy tne .ommiltee were llt.--t read
dlenu entering into the medicine. Ask it says: "This parliament
is
th
am to them no objection wai mad
your druggist f this is not true.
worst dressed within our recollection.
'
until the proposition to Increasi from
Favorite Prescription." too. is the onlv The red tie- -, tlottd) hits, reefer Jackmedicine for wonsen, all the Ingredients
lion.ooo to DSO.oOo the appropriaet! and baggy-knee- d
trousers cr the
tion for defraying the expense .,f pre- of which have the unqualified endoran-nien- t litboritas m e a pom- compensation foej
ol the leading medical w riters of the the egqultite correctness
liminary elections to lie held in the
of Robert
schools Of practice, recommendproposed state of Oklahottli
Verburg and the dandylam of iier- The several
ing
for
111011
cure
then
the
of the diseases far
Hodge.
amendment was lost 4v u vote ,.f 31 tu
the "Prescription" is advised
The wrltei seems to find some Utile
4. The in, i,....-.-- of th( eh Hon ap- - Which
Write to Dr.
V. Pierce. Buffalo, N. V
liroprlatlon of Arizona from fita
comfort in reflecting on Ashmead
for a trcr Isniklet. and read the nutners,
to 11 7.",.000 was disagreed on,
Hull, at Huí
who is the
mis extract from itandard medical
best dresSe, mall ill the house, altd
The first test vote came on thei
praltlng the several Ingredienti
not, 1 hat y, "iiiiVC
money proposals and the opponent
are inclined
Dr. Pierce's medicines are made, to moiioc, s. whichradical!
of
Of Joint statehood
are worn by sey- scored a victor) andwinch
forget,
don't
no
that
other medicines
lit, ti ministerial memb.
The object of striking out the In, reas.
PUl lip for sale through druggists for dowas to avoid the n
salt) of having
mestic
mjaielonai
um
can
any
show
such
Boats Turn Up.
the bill sent to a committee when re.
endorsement.
Tbli, of itself, is ,,f far
Trondhjenti Mar. 8.- - Several
turned to the house ,,r repres. tit
more
and Ifeiportmnce than any itiK bouts
.
reported mfcntng
t'tider the rules of the housi iinj aroounlv.eight
of
"teatlmonlalt'' to reached port ami the t,,ial loss la novv
hill amended by tin senate carrylnii rvnapicnouily
Haunted
before
the public, reduced to elfhl boats and lt men.
Increased expenditure must bi
ft VtNf of tbe alcoholic compound-- .
ferred to a commute, and onsidere in The
'Favorite
Prescription
cure, all
s Cenieterj tor 880,000.
In rommittee of the whole
Thi op
woman's peculiar weakneeaet and
Philadelphia,
Mar.
Claiming
ponaata of Joint stat.-- l
desired to
inents.thus banishing tin periodical ownership to "The Circle of St
John,"
afford opportunlt) f,,i .1 motion to headache.
backfechM, bet rl
many
Where
tinted
concur In the amcudm-nt.- -,
are
Masons
v lihoiii
bulled.
tenderness and draglng-dow- n
sen
Harry M.
Of Monterey county.
such reference.
ntionii in lower abdomen, accompaoied California, Craft
i broker
today tiled a suit
Intendment Lust.
b) weakening and disagreeable catarrhal,
the Mount Morían Cemetery associaAs soon as the committee amendpelvic drains ami kindred symptom.
tion.
ii claims da mages in the sum
ments were disposed of Mr For. ike:
Dr. Pierce and his staff of skilled speOf 180,000.
formally offered his am
The papers were tiled In
Irocnl pro- cialist may bo consulted free hy addressviding for a separate v.,te ,,,,
ing
, common pleas court Ño. 3 lv Attoraliove.
All corresponden
l itch, .0,1.
ney
vviiiiam H. Pease.
The vote was in
Ilatel) treati I at 1 an redly confidential,
By
According to the bin of complaint
taken and .urlcd h In; in
lalvc t Dt
this way the disagreeable
Craft
of 4:' to :"J as follows:
claims a pice of ground 10.000
,,
ipiest: xiings and per-- nal "exam inn tions"
tMl square in the center of which is
Tea: Alger. Bacon
II!
but u are av tided,
lllllkeley, BurrOWS
The People's Common Sense Medical It handsome memorial shaft erected b)
rl
Cuter
(Mont.), t'luk fWyo
Advi- - r contains some very Interesting
the Masonic fraternity to the memory
Cla) Culbet
son haiilel, Drvden
and valuable chapters on the rtlicttat ,,f its distinguished members.
m t..'s
Craft
Kiln'
PoraJcar, Poste Ki ixer, Pull
peculiar to women. It contains over one has documents to bear out his asserlinger Qearln, rlansbrougti Heybum tbottttnd pages. It Is sent ms( paid, on tion that "The Circle Of St. John" w is
La (timer. McCreary. McCumber.
receipt of auncient In one-eostamps to purchased by his mother. Elisa ft.
pay cost of mailing only, or tl cents for Craft, on July I, 1Kfi. for $1.000.
Martin, Morgan
At
Nix
on. Patterson. I'erklna. Pettus Ray-pe- r a copy in flexible ia er covers, or a1! cents that time the Mount Morían Cemetery
for a
Scott, summons, spoon.., ki m
copy. Address i)r. H. V. association was in its Infancy and no
Pu re,, as above,
one dreamed of the enormous value
totherland. Taliaferro Tellei
12.
to which the grOUltd would eventually
Dr. Pierce's Pellets regulate and InvigNays. Allee, Allison Ankeuy
orate stomach, liver and bowelt. One rise. Several years after purchasing
Bran, leg.-.III" plat Mrs. Craft left Philadelphia
Burnham. t'lapp a laxative, two or tlirts. cathartic.
Ullum Ul K ItlllltlKll IM
-.
liver. Humble Hal- Ilemenw.n II,,
kins. Keah. Knox ., K"o lette, l.odg
I. "tig. MilUid Nelson Penrose I'll,
Proctor. ftatoot, Warnei
Wet mor,
to-t-

anti-foreig-

u

.

"tlf.
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Insulted Kiii; UfOnaO.
Barcelona, Mar '.. The editor ,f
BI Diluvio has been s.nteneed to eight
years' imprisonment for printing a
dispatch Insulting King Afsonso.

sen-lanc-

ciiti-ctlsu-

.

DO YOU KNOW

.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Natal Rebela Captured.
Durban, Mar.
The murderer) if
Inspector Hunt have been brought in.
four of them dead, by Mveli and his
men. It appears that Mvell. the Hlive scout, worked like a Trojan, alle
found the outlaws near Byrne. As
soon as they saw they were discover!
they held a prayer meeting.
A fight ensued, the
outlaws resisting
stubbornly. Mnjongwe
the leader.
was armed with a rifle, He RrtÁ
eral Ineffective shots ami
killed St
last by an assegai.
Three of Mvell's men were lightly
wounded
by assegais. Beaides the
dead, six outlaws were brought
alive.
--

AT

THE CLOSE OP BUSINESS,

NOVEMBER 9, 1905

sev-vv-

RESOURCES

LIABILITIES

11

Loans and Discounts
f t.sso.BM.oe
Bonds, stocks, Real Estate
2, 822.60
Banking House and Furniture
88,500.00
I nlted States Bond .
808,000.00
Cash and Exchange
1.370,306.21 I, 70,308.21

laps Blame Missionaries.
Tokio, Mar. 9. The Japanese press
is inclined to blame the methods of
the missionaries for the troubles In
China and advisee them to refrain
from imprudent actions.
The Nichi
Nb hi Sbimbun lakes a gloomv view
of the situation, it thinks it n exaggeration to say there inav be a repetition ,,r the outbreaks of Dion. The
Jiji BhimpO ays that Japan must prep-ire
for any emergency. It warns the
nation to be ready,
it is a efngutar fact thai the Japanese newspapers have been officially
warned not to publish details of the
numbers of regimenté returning from
Manchuria, n a believed in gome
quarters that nojthev Russia nor Japan means tu observe the provisions
of the treaty of Portsmouth, regu.

TOTAL

83,130,784.81

DEPOSITORY OF THE

I

Capital and Profits
Circulation
Deposita

8,839,580.28

TOTAL

A T. & S.

888,188.58
200,000.00

$3.130,784.81

F .

RAILWAY SYSTEM

JO

demobilization.

'

t.--

OF THE- -

First National Bank

man failed.

iiinu.

ated and conditions are not nearly tio
alarming aa one would be led to suppose from reports published throughout the western world. There have
been diatrubgncea, but i do not think
they menace peace between China and
the United States and any other nation.
Hatred towards Americans la
not any worse than that entertained
against other foreigners and I undern
stand the entire
feeling
is due iu a large measure to the exploitation
of business
enterprises
which the Chinese feel should be controlled by their own people.

i

,

Capital and Surplus, $100,000.00.

-i

i

gag Francisco. Mar.
.
"There will
be no war between the 1'nlted States
and China." said Major (enetal Cor-Ml- t,
on arrival from the Orient yesterday. "So far us I have been able
to óbeerve, the reportad dlatrobanooa
Iu China have been grossly exagger-

MEXICO

NEW

el

foundation.
"The Black Hundred. '
' Organizations In
the Pale." and
in Hussia are conducting an
imitation to slaughter the "Enemies or

Amer-Icanlxatl-

11

ALBUQUERQUE,

-

's

i

March 10,

faOÑTCZUWtA TRUST COMPANY

fjtmpg to Death iu Bob.
Seattle. Mar. '.(.
Frank Carey. 33
.veal's old, a mining operator of Copper river and Nome. Alaska, committed suicide by jumping Into the sea
from the deck of the steamship ICx- ceialor on February 12, when the yes-swas about to enter Yakutat. Ci- rev was thought to have been insane.
He was taken 111 when the vessel left
Seattle and raved like a maniac at
times. He was locked up in the cap
tains room, but sprang out when
conversing with friends and leaped Into the sea. All efforts to save the

i.a-to-

,

Sntiirtlay.

i

n.

"k

MORNING JOURNAL.

Almost Drowned in suit.
Phoeniz, Ariz.. Alar. I. Returning
from Tempe lo this city. Frank Kline,
traveling .salesman for the Standard
Woodefl company, of 1,0s Angeles.
tells a story of a narrow escape Irani
drowning In the Su It river.
He ami W. H.
BUteb
drove 1,1
T, rape, but when they
reached tlv
river iney Were warned not to attempt
to foni tne etream.
Nevertheless they plunged In and
when they were about half way across
the buggy lloated and rucked so that
it almost overturned.
However the
horse swam well and pulled the vehicle to shore.
Then the animal ran away, broke
loose from ""' harness ami thY. IW t!l"
men t,, the -- t mind.

M'lNTOSH HARDWARE eO
Agents for Studebaker Wagons
--
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PLOWS, SCRAPERS,
11

IRROWS, SHOVSXiS.

( SPADES. RAKES,

HOE8 AND
GARDEN TOOLS.

1

.
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HARWARE,

BUILDING

,

OARPBNTERS' tools,
CORRUGATED ROOFING,
15
ltiJ WIRE PENCE
STAPLES, BAR H'.)N

r

Ways. Remember

STEE

tho Full Name

ETC.

axative Rromo Quinine

MSSSiMBnBSSnmSSJSJSMagMMM--

Cures a Cold in One Day, Grfpui 2 Days

dett-Coutt-

I'H

.

en every
bos. 35c

S
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RUPPE I LAMBING PLACES f
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Mi-iii- u
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203 West Railroad Ave.
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Address Fred Winn or Wm.

I
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Fine Water.

Thoroughly Protected.

DRUGGIST

.

11

Splendid Grass.
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THE STATE NATIONAL BANK
of Albuquerque,
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Capital
Surplus and Undivided Profits
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BANK OF COMMERCE

15,000.00

EXTENDS

11) DHPOST TOKS

OFP1CERH AN I) DlRECTOItN
i K, .Marion.
President; Wm. Kan-- vive presidemt! J. B. Herndon,
Cashier; Ito.v McDonald. AssHtant 'ashler; l. A. Oye, J. A.
man. K A Miera. K. H. Btrong, Jay A. Hubbs. and D, li. t

Of Beers and
LDNA

W. S.

snucKi Ert.
V,e.-P,r,ar-

J.

O.

80L0M0N

d

KALniHOGE.

carder.

1

11
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.

-- .

torj' or former
orvationg.

,,1

present Inll.in

GOLD COIN FLOUR

res- -

Mr. Dubois'

amendment teljitlv. t
polygamy Iu th proposed state of
Arizona was then offered. He askc
for the ayes and noea, but a formal
vote was prevented b) the committee
accepting tho provision. It vv is there-forIncorporated
In the hill.
.
T
in" nesi lormai I vote was tagen Oil
Mr. Burrows' motion to strike out all
that part of the bill relating to
and New Mexlro.
In the loss of the motlot
35 yeaa to It nays. Mr. fiurros ga.,
notice
that he would renew th
amendment when the bill was report.
ed to the senate.
On motion of Mr Tellei the proi
Ion continuing Huthrie as the capital of the proposed state of Oklahoma
until Itlt. was stricken out by the
VOte Of 31 to 31. The effei t Is to flx
the capital gt that city only temp
I

e

..

Arl-on-

rarity.

ATtaona and

a

Mexirxi (.0 Out.
The proceedings up lo this time had
been In committee of the whole.
When the bill was reported to the acuate Mr. Burrow renewed hla motion
to strike out the part of the bill relating to Arizona and New Mexico and
,
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kett with Mi I nit In
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'lark
With Overman: Depe
unh McKnen
Krye with
lot man
Kilt Idgi w It'll
Piatt. Wan. n with Money.
A number of mlnoi
amendments re.
latlng to land laws term
of th,
ourts. etc.. were accepted
by the
(Ommiltee llld tile
,.ile
Sevela!
amendments etreiigtlienlng the prohibition provisions were adopted ,11 ,.
them being .inline,! to Indian t
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Just buy a sack of Gold Coin Flour. It is the cheapest because
it is the best and makes more bread
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SPRING OPENING

212H South Second Street.
Automatic 'Phone 328.
EOH SALE.
12,600
brick cottage, bath,
electric llehts. barn, comer lot. 50i
142; N. Second street.
frame cottage, N. 1st
$1,100
St.: Kit 00x142, trees, sidewalk:
$500 cash, balance on lime.
frame dwell$2.600
ing, bath, trees, windmill; S. Edith
frame, new, barn
$1,300
shade trees, city water, high loca- -

When your nerves are weak, when you are
easily tired, when you feel all run down, then
is the time you need a good strong tonic
Ayer's Sarsaparilla. Your doctor will tell you
why it has such power over weak nerves, why
it makes the blood rich, and why it gives
courage and strength. Ask him if it is not
just the medicine you need.

Every detail of ur Spring Stock is now complete and we are iO
readiness to serve out patrons in the same satisfactory manner, thai
has mark this store so popular and lnih up for u such a large volume
of business.

tlon.

frame cottage, bath
$2,000
etc.; S. Arno street.
frame cottage, bath
$1,100
electric lights, close In.
In, In$6,0004 double houses, close
come $80 per month; a good Invest- tuent. Half cosh, balance on time at
I per cent.
Some good business properties fot
sale.
frame cottnge,
$1,600 New
well built, near shops; easy pay- ments.
,
brick, sulta-$3,Í00
,
, .
., .
oie lor rooming ur i.utmruiiig i.nousv
on Highlands.
frame, bath, electric
$2,600
lights, trees, shrubbery, lot 70x142, j
Fourth ward.
frame cottage, elegant
$3,600
Lowell,
Mail.
residence. West Tijeras ave.
Made bj the J. C. Ayer Co.,
Aleo Mauufaeturera of
frame, near shops.
$1,300
frame cottage; new.
$1,200
AYKR'S PILLS - Fot conitipation.
AYER'S HAIR VIGOR For the hair.
North Eighth St.; easy terms.
ma Lar ia and p
For coughe . AYER'S AGUE CURJS-- Fr
AYER S CHKRR V PECTORAL
modern
$i,00n
brick dwelling; bath; gas; electric
lights; barn.
brick cottage; modern
$3,300- well built; large cellar; good barn;
trees and lawn; fine location. Weal
Tijeras road.
ly to its revenues, increase the popuframe dwelling with
WOULD MAKE SACRAMENTO lation and make of it a hive of activity $2,700
modern conveniences; well built. S
of which Orogrande will be the comArno st.
mercial center.
frame cottage; mod$2,300
VALLEY PARADISE OE
ern conveniences, trees and shrubTRIED TO STAB FOBF.M W
K
II
CAMM.ES'I
bery, corner lot, 60x142.
WITH MINER'S
frame cottage; tree?
$1,000
In
Loe!
MnAssassin
Unsnonceasful
nnd shrubbery: near shops.
THE SOUTHWEST
rinth With Bullet in lA'KMoney to Loan on Good Heal Estate
nt Isiw Hates of Intere-- t
Aricounty.
Officers In Santa Cruz
(Orogrande Times.)
zona, are looking for l'ablo Ribera,
Water alone is needed to convert the Mowry camp miner, and if he is apSacramento valley into a garden, the prehended he win be brought to trial
fame of which will go out through the on a charge of first degree assault. Every "Knock" is a "Boost"
land. The valley Is as rich as that of Ribete is wanted for attacking fb
the Nile anything that will grow any foreman of the Alta mine at Mowry.
"Undo Johney"
with a de. idly weapon. The weapon
other plan' will grow here.
Settlers will come in, and farms will described as dealy is a miner's cantake the place of the deseri area, with dlestick.
The assault was committed lasl
the advent of water.
week. The mine foreman entered a
Water the South West Company has inline while making his rounds of The St. Elmo Sample and
the mine. The story as told is lo the
and to spare.
his
Millions of gallons daily run to effect that Ribera was waiting for and
Club Rooms
waste sink in the sands or Hood down ulntlm in the ibirk of Ihe liiniiel.place
Ihe
reached
the
foreman
when
canyons
the
of the mountains, of use
choice Liquors Perfed. A gkk1 Place
to no one, ami performing no .service 'where the man was waiting for himto while nwav the weary hours.
ran'the fellow attacked him with the
to mankind.
Keno every
All the Popular (James.
lb"
warded
dleatlck,
The foreman
I'o bring In an additional supply
Saturday
Thursday
and
Monday,
the
at
at
him.
was
blow
made
that,
to construct another pipe
joe. and
Nights.
same time drawing a revolver and tilbuilil a series of reservoirs
on th
JOSEPH I1AHNETT.
BSMllant
Tile
In
ing
dark.
shm
a
the
plains, or on the high point of ground
Proprietor
and the! 120 w. Hnilroml Atc.
the pipe line would cross, would mean fell, being shot in the leg. the
tunfrom
to reclaim a valley which will attract mine foreman hurriedcamp
he told the
at the
MEN ANU WOMEN
Hoattention of the entire country, nel. Arriving
o ihe assault and the men wept
Di
ii for utitiiit'irul
and draw to it the best and wealthiest story
Ribera
investigate.
to the tunnel to
ii.ii,..V uliM'tiariit'fl.iufluiuniatloQa
o
lass of
larmers and stock could
Miuw
SharaataH
trritauuua ur
a close
though
and
be
found!
not
raisers.
hot
Irlrtuff.
of iniU'UUM IIM'lll III Kllurf.
and search has been since kept
l'rT,nU uaUcioa. Pal n Iimm ntid .it nitrin
The water is there It is running to watch
list EvA!s Chemical Go. K''iit or I'm
nJ
waste, as stated, at the rate oí mil- up Ithe ishas not Ijeen located.
believed that friends of the
.Sold b; JjmroUla.
, CINCINNA'I.OBHi
lions of gallons dally, and the people man. hearing
atory,
foreman'
I. 8. .
BaT or i''1'1 'u ?'aii wr'it'Pr.
stand prepared to buy it. if the facili- hurried to the the
101
bv rxpreM,
tunnel and helped Bi- r bolita tz 73.
ties are only provided for bringing It bera escape, hiding
someaway
him
Mr
'.
a"r
to them.
sufficiently to
The cost of an additional piye line, where lili he recovers
country.
of vastly greater volume than the one escape from the
For Kidnev
now approaching completion, will be
POR A DELICIOUS CUP OF
A. R nririar
aaaaaammiaak
v fcnn,v.v
jjjjpjjpjBjMHaaaa.
repaid in a short time, and will prove BREAKFAST
"FERN-DELL."
COFFEE TRY
an enormous revenue maker to the
DAY'S
IT Will. MAKE THK
company.
EASY.
While we realize that the cost will WollK
JAFFA ;hockhy co.
Tin:
be great, the results will more
than
"Good Things to Bat."
justify the expense.
URINARY
In affording the people of the valley
no TO OLD TOWN TONIGHT AND
the water necessary to accomplish the ENJOY Till: FREE DANCE AT THK
-N
Capsulr
transformation of the desert to a flow- CASINO.
ml"
Í
er garden, the South West company
shf.'.rolif ii.,i:.ir.-t- UÍJ
will be utilizing resources that are at
carMMitpr tclephon)
tUunr ofcounttrftHa
If you need
,rwvwvwwvwAAAiVAAs--'jvvvvv-j
the present time wasted, and add vast- - llesschleii. Allto I'lione .iH.

We've Clothes for Men. Boys and Children, fresh from the hands
oí the Country's most noted Maker-;- .

j

"I regret to acknowledge my Inability to extend the Rock Island railway to the Pacific coast this week,"
said President B. L. Wlnchell of that
system, as he nipped the end off an
after-dinncigar in the lobby of the
Alexandria hotel in Los Angeles.
Pwnlflint Winchell had just arrived In the city a few hours before
on a special train over the Southern
Pacific, accompanied by his wife and
was
son, ani after I good dinner
e
spending a busy hour in greeting
friends, says the Los Angeles
Times.
our hief concern just at present
Is In perfecting and improving our
present lines, in order to give the pubIn fact,
lic the best possible service.
that is the general trend of railroad
development throughout the United
States at the present moment. We are
not troubling ourselves about rate
legislation, prospective coal strikes or
Insurance Investigations. We are trying to operate a railroad In the very
best way we know how.
"Yes, I know so much has been said
of the Hock Island extending Its line
through lo the coast that every time
a surveyor comes out here to enjoy
the winter climate or every time one
of our representative! travels west of
the Rockies, it is Indicative of nothing short of the fact that actual work
of construction is to begin immediately. But there's nothing In it. The
future? Who can tell. Prophets are
soldom good railroad men. and a good
railroad man hasn't time to prognosticate the turns and variations of the
weather value of railway polity."
er

old-tim-

Laborer Killed at Baton.
Cnrnello Greigo, a laborer with a
track gang of the Santa Fe, was
ground to death under the wheels
ot Santa Fe train No. 7 Monday In
the eastern yards at Baton.
(ireigo was passing the rear of
freight going east, when he was struck
by train No. 7. westbound, which was
at a rate of
i omlng Into the station
about eight miles an hour. Greigo did
warning
whistles of the
not heed the
engine of No. 7. and as the engineer
expected him to get off the track In
time, he did not y tempt to stop the
train until too late. Four cars of the
passenger train passed over the unfortunate man before the train could
stop, ills legs were cut off and he
was olbet wise Injured, and though ho
lived till 7 o'clock Monday evening,
he did not regain consciousness.
é
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TURN COAT ON lilt AWE BEAM
MAY BE TOKEN OP TRAGE1YL'
of ordinary texture, but
A co it
hewed full of holes under the wheels
of Santa Fe local No. 44, which ar(

in San Bernardino Monday evenfrom Los Angeles by way of
Upland, is furnishing mystery for Santa Fe officers. Hues a tragedy lie hidsignify some fortunate
den, or does
hobo's narrow escape from an awful
death , beneath the wheels?
These are questions which the ofThe garJ
ficers are trying to solve.
nicnt wis found twisted on the brake-lod- s
when the train arrived. Special
Officer Mulvane was looking for hoboes under the train when he happened to espy the ragged coat. A
shiver was caused when the discovery was made, anil It was expected
thai the search Immediately instituted
would soon bring to light a corpse.
All day the hunt up and down the
(tack between San Bernardino ami
I. os Angeles was made, but no further
evidence of a tragedy was brought to,
light.
oung Man.
Si range
Connected with the mystery Is a
strange young fellow who prowled in- 10 Upland the previous day and offered ii Valuable watch for sale for $H.fiO.
lie was anxious to part with the timepiece and finally offered to part with
for I cents. Be was
His trousers were thought to be of a
xlinilpr material to that of the ragged
nil found under the train.

rived
ing
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dust-staine-
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tcttvtty in Bananas.
Bananas were plentiful along the,
Southern Pacific tracks at Ari.ola the
olher morning, says the Tucson Citizen,
it is not to be Inferred from
this, however, that Atizóla Is about to
contend with Yuma and Phoenix for
first honors for fruit growing. The
bananos littered the mesa at rVrlSOU
owing to u freight wreck there.
The wreck was caused by two cars
Jumping the track and tied up mailers for about five hours. The wrecking crew pul the cars back on the
track. Aside from the bananas that
were Inst, the damage was nominal.
Sight Officer ITr eigne
Night Officer Guy has resigned his
position as special officer at the San
ta H'e depot In San Bernardino and
will be temporarily employed at tria
rip tracks in the local yards. It Is
said there is something better In store
for him, however, and as soon as the
V
ha mad the arrangements
CONI1
there will he a position open for him
al one of the other division points.
Me has been replaced by Special Officer Cobb, of I .os Angeles, who went
lo work the first of the week.
COOK

l

DISHWASHER

WVAY BY THE EAR
Night cook Tumey and Night Dlah- washer Johnson, of the San Bernardino Harvey bouse were led out of town
by the ear Wednesday night as a
a

It will not rost you a cent to try
Chamberlain's
Htornach.
nnd Llvpr
Tableta, and they are fxcellent for
stomach troubles
m.i ronstlpntlon.
(let u free Hiioiple nt tmy ilruic store.
'
I'ltKSH I I T I MIWKHS,
IVES TIIjB FLORIST, tf
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We've the most choice Toggery the market affords.
We've main ideas not to be found elsewhere,

two-stor-

M.MANDELL

ami
O tu It $3.50
Shoes
$4.00

DauUf Huts
Nfttleton's Shoes

Fine Clothing & Furnishings,

Manhattan Shirts
HarU-- Wilson
Skirts

yagrr

U mterxorar

Albuquerque

-

E. BELL
J.
Livery, Feed and Sale
Ill

ult-t-

IG

I
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HEnch

Alt Kjnds of...

Vehicles

..STABLES..

well-to-d-

y-

.
Hoardii.ir Horses a Spti'laltj
Saddle Horse-- .
V. Silver Avenue. Albuauerouc.

Farm Machinery

and Harness.
Ftures and Quality

of

Goods are buhat
TalK. to let us 4t)e

you figures

WHOLESALE

J. KORBER.

the old leaky roof. Get a
new one that will endure

New Wash Presses for
Children; pretty new
to ii year sizes;
styles;
fiOc. Tfic, $1.00 and $1.50
each.
1

Xq0jr

ttíooW
no FINO

An Occasion of Much Interest to all

Tl""i'' ari' " n,,w Bprini silks, especially
hnuKht for this Kreat event. In the lot will
Ihe
newest and latest designs and effects, Inhe found all
cluding Oheekl and stripes, In a fine line of colors, for shrit
waist stiiis. waists and gowns; regularly sold at II cents
the yard. Sale Price, per yard
For some lime past we have been making preparations for this Ore! Silk Sale. Our
buyer has succeeded ill securing several thousand yards of bright new Spring Silks Id
all the latest designs and effects. This fort unate purchase was made at auay below
market value and the handsome (roods wil! be offered you at the same great reducOP THK
tions. This will really he NK OF THK O A BAT SII.K OPPORTUNITIES
Huvers whose nurses are limited as well as the more fortunate will appreciate
YKAH.
event. We advise that you do not miss this, and It Is wise to
this great money-savin- g
50c
come early for choicest selections. The price, per yard, is only

Women

L30c

Waíí Paper ana
J

on your building and you will nev
care how bard i' tains or bow bot lb
sua shines.
Anyone can pnt II down.
ojaaW
kfV
r r Sample ou request.

Jap-a-La- c

rt--

ft lor
BORRAD AILE
'

First

kola by

COMPANY
Agents, 117 Gold Avenue
Albuquerque, N. M.
A

come news for the
ladies concerning these
great special offering of
spring fabrics. Every
piece freshly new and of
fashionable style and
artistic effect. See our
v
Window Display.

New Spring Coats

Several new models of Spring Coats and Jackets are now on exhibition. Among the most notable values Is a little Covert Hox
good covert cloth; specially priced at
Coat, satln-IIne17.541 and $.

feathers, wings, mallnes.
In fact. everylhliiK used In
makliiK ui a hat.

LS?

ExtraLordinatry SsaJe of New Blaxk

Dress Goods. A Big Unlooked for

Eve nt.

d g .1)0 New
11.60, !.!(
lllack Press
. . .
Se
(i
is tor. per yarn
(limits
of more
b
will
This nominal sale of lllack Press
than ordinary interest to prudent buyers. l.oiig and tare- sr
aatP -- a) ful preparation lias brought splendid sin cess to anr ambitious
i.im w
King.
inn uuyer mis m'i iin'ii 1111 tiniiii-iiniHie latest Spring fabrics in all the newest weaves, both
foreign and domestic, ami to make this the most popular lllack Press Hoods Sale we
have ever conducted we will put these choice new goods on sale at really seiison's-en- d
clearance prices. This will be a fortunate opportunity to secure a new Hlack Press at
an Important saving. At 110 other lime will we approach the almost endless variety of
fabrics shown in this sale. In the lot are shown Panamas. Serges. Broadcloth, French
Voile Chariot, BMllM, Paris Crepe, Plain and Fancy Itrilllanllne, Batiste, Nun's Veilings, Wool Crepe, and French Serge. A dress from this selection of Mlack will be beyond criticism ami always In good taste in omlng, noon uud night. Better call eurly.

,

r

Liked Suits Will Be T5he

15he

Etons

(SECOND FLOOR)
Tin y permit of more elaboration than the box or pony styles nnd
hence are 011 i.lere.l more dressy for calling, reception and afternoon
Many women combine their afternoon and street costume In
wear.
one of these very stylish eton suits.
We have them of Panama, voile, and chiffon broadcloth: In grny,
Alice blue, light blue, green, shadow plaids, checks and stripes.
Some have long and short sleeves, they are Persian braid trlmi
and the skirts are gored and circular. The prices are $15.00, $20.00,
$2.1.00 and $6.M.
,

In Long Coats we show coverts or novelty mixed goods, in the
most desirable models, at prices which will Insure speedy
$12.50 to $2.".l
disposal. Prices range from

GAeNew

J5he Best

SprinSkirts

Always complemented upon our vry attractive Skirt models. This
season's Skirts are more desirable than ever; nil the newest
checks, plaids nnd novelties are here; also several modela of
took Skirts, In new materials. Prices ut present range from
ge.50, flO.00, $12.00 to $25.00

Hand Embroidered Linen

.ae,!'

STR-TC- T

We sell all kinds of Milliners' trimmings tlorrtn

STOKK

At either side of this
paragraph we have wel-

Work (iuarantreil
l'r'ces Keasonahle

CIuk

lift NORTH SECOND

4a

.

fifo

SEW MEXICO

C. A. HUDSON

O

Albuquerque's Brightest and Busiest Store

A Special SaJe of New Spring Silks

CO.

Put

THE ECONOMIST
IHKDAVI.CHI

&

ALBUQUERQUE

Corner Firsr Street and Copper Avenue.

11

LED

three days' spree.
Monday the pair came on vatch after Imbibing too freely of the wine
ih.it Is red and the ale that Is nut colored
Tin y proceeded In tear things
up about 12 o'clock and the day chef
waltzed into the room and gave them
the G. B. They went sorrowing away
While the day chef took their trlek
for the remainder of the night. Next
night they made another appearance
and the day chef drove them away
with the butcher knife.
At
o'clock they made nnother
appearance and tried to butler down
the doorway. The officer was called
and the pair were given a flouter.
They have not been seen since.
wimlup of

We have no secrets! We publish
the formulas of all our medicines.

We've Hats made by Manufacturers with a reputation for mak
ing the besi lais on the market- - Hawes and unlap,

Correct Linings

Gilbert Snteens. luster nnd finish
Our exclusive brands.
MM
equal to salln; black and all colors, per yard
The new Spring Skirting; Pres de Sole hns the cry rf silk, and
the nearest approach to silk that Is made; 36 Inches wide;
per yard
A beautiful line of shndes In n Rood quality of Samson Taffetn
Tor light weight and summer dress lining of good wearing
5 So
quality, per yard

I

New Jacket Suits of Voile. Chlifon Panama, and English Serge;
In old rose, Alice blue, green, grny, black, white, checks nnd stripes;
box and fitted eton Jacket styles; with short sleeves and funcy vests;
full circular, circular gore and bell shape skirts at $25.00 to $50.00.
Several new White English Serre Suits, short jacket and full
skirts; prices range from $25.00 to $05.00.
Silk Shirt Wulst Suits, lace yoke nnd short sleeves; some have
the adjustable fronts so thnt the waists may be worn as a Jncket;
all the new shades, ut $20.00, $25.00 and $92.50.

Sheer White Linens
In the Sheer White Linens for waists and dresses we have splen$5c, 50c, 75c and $1.00
did values ut, per ynrd
In the heavier weights we have them nt, per ynrd
50o, 65c,. 75c, toe, $1.00, $1.35 and $2.00

J5he

Embroidered Robes
For Spring Weer

Shirt Wotists
on Irish
These nre our own Importation,
1.50, $$.50, $3.50 and $5.00
linen, nt
shirt waists on Japanese linen, very
Japanese
10.00
handsome, at
plain material of both the above to make full
We also
$!
wide, at, per yard
dresses of;
-"

New and Inexpensive
Shirt Waist Suits
New Shirt Waist Suits, mnde of a new style Flecked Satine, full
Special at $3.65.

flaring skirt.

Another shipment of Embroidered Robes Just received.
come complete with embroidered Skirt, embroidered
material and embroidered Rdfea and Insertion! to
A complete dress and only one of a kind at
t.50, ia.50, $15.00, $17.50

These
Waist
match.

and

$22.60

'ATP.
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Twenty-Fourt-

UP

STILL

PLAN
AIR

THE

IN

demo. rati. CltJ
was held last night

the
office of Dr. I). H. Corns
building, at which all memleitrs
of the committee save one were pres
In

the
Oram
In

ent.
Dr.
mlltee

NAT.

ift

IN

FAVOR OF IMMEDIATE

d
hal'rman of the
at the meeting at
free and Knifmi discussion
whl h
of th tjucstlons Involved In naming
for th approaching city aiec
a I
i ion
wai hud.
tared
Th committee, as a whole
for thf nomination and election If
possible i a straight democratic ticklection,
et lii thf coming municipal
although from expressions from various members of the committee after
the meeting. It In mili likely that an
understanding can In" i cache. I by
which a Ingle ticket may be agreed
upon between democrat! and icpitbl'
cans.
The democratic primaries Will be
held (wo wee ka from tonight, March
24th. at places which will be named In
the official call for the primarle.--whic(
days by
be iseued In
Secretary K. V. Chaves of the central
committee. The convention will occur
on the Monday night following, or
March 26th.
The Qjttettlftn of candidates in a itv
election In which a party content is
to incur appears to be ,i somewhat
dlfUciilt one
There are a number of
I epl e.senta live
men in the democratic
party, it Is understood, who are qUlte
wlllTng to take plaits on a
are to
tic ket, but who do not
Isa
go to the trouble Of engaging In
election,
fight
for
partisan
The opposition in the democratic
pla
committee to the
seem to be found In the fad that the
republicana now have a majority In
the city council and that the latt ir
parly would Insist cm retaining thai
majority. What position the republican committee will take in the meet,
nig which win probably be held earli
next week, remains to be- .seen
plan w ho
l'i lends of the
have been advancing the interests of
thai plan for the past two or threi
Hull
weeks. Ilinl another dlfflCUlty
Way ill t lie existence of the elPctloll
h
pnsseel
law. or alleged election law
This
the late lamented legislature.
law provides among other curious
things, that tin- name of a eshdldsts
shan not appear on more than one
not
would
That this law
ticket
stand the lest of the- courts Is agreed
more
the
pretty generally among
prominent lawyers of the territory, Si
candidate
no
It Is clearly shown thai
for mayor, fm instance, would car.;
to go to the eXp"Ue of .'Sting the law
to an office
In order to be elected
which has no salary. Nelthei would
any parly likely tec appear In a muni-Ipal election ' ire to Incur such an
expense.
- Wanted,
t.iHMi Mm mi Hun
There Is no objection so far us I
know to a compromise or
ticket.", said n prtHnlnanl memfillc ceimllllltee
ber of the delinee
(owing the meeting last night, "pro vid.
ec there If a spirit of fullness on both

'arns.
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Hov Choir from South
appear al the First M. K. has paeeed.
Monday
evening next. This Is
Church
(liven lacnin. Teller. Salt -.HI m, Iteh.
nn attraction of rare merit,
Barbers'
Rlrtg Worm, iicrpcmore than live hundred limes with
Itch.
marvelous success.
All these disease are attended by
He fore ion Iniv ii piano, see l.cnru-urIntenM Itching, which Is almoat InA Uiitletnnnn aiHiut it.
stantly relieved by applying Chamberlain's Salve, and by Its continued use
SHERLOCK M0IMBR
cure mny he effected.
IS permanent
Couldn't find Hie one man In this It has. In fact, cured many cases lb it
low n w ho wants that anddle or driv- had resisted other treatment.
I'rlce
ing hnrse of ycuirs as surelv and as
per box.
For sale by all
ciule klv as ii Fnr Sale ad can do: and It cents
druggists.
Sherlock's fee would bo larger.
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New

Ie

above-mentiom-

Spring-Dres-

Goods
By this store this week
The New Grays We wish to call your special
attetnion to the new gray novelties we're showing. As you well know, gray is first among
the woolen fabrics for suits A great variety
we show in exclusive patterns one of a kino

in all kinds of weaves. Specially pretty and
serviceable are the English Cassimeres, French
Panamas, German Bareges, and Mohairs
priced from 75c to $2.50 a yard.

Cream Serges and Mohairs

Will Make You One

Dress Goods for Separate Skirts
and Shirt Waist Suits

a Fine Figure?
Madam Gross
Do You

All-Wn- ol
All-Wn-

All-Wo- ol

It-In- ch
h

this class of goods it

In

Went to Be

MADAM
you up.

(iliOSS will ft
Latest cut and

M

finest liinsli in I'iiiiit', Duck
and Linen Tailored Gowns,
Shirt w.iist Suits. Walk
in"; Skirts, Sliirt Waists,
Siding Ilaiiits also Fancy
(

is difficult to attempt

to describe the beauty and range of the
assortment we show

Well Dressed?

46-n-

All-Wn-

44-ln- ch

All-W- ool

4(-tn- oh

All-Wo-

AY

BLACK VOILES

Voiles for. per yard
Voiles for. per yard
Voiles for, per yard

tSg
(.$I.0U

$1.25

NOVELTY. MOHAIRS

(real Variety of the

A

.'owns.

ch

latest styles

Newest

Mohairs for, per
Mohairs- for, per
Mohairs for, per
Mohairs for, per

18-lh-

Call and talle over the

U-lh- ch
Ijl-ln- ch

oloilngs In Plata und Fancy Weaves.
W)c

yard
yard
yard
yard

MJ

$!"
$1.25

KI.ACK MOHAIRS

Madam Gross

flood Hlack Mohairs, for, per yard
(Jood Hlack Mohairs, for, per yard
Oood Ulack Mohairs, for, per yard
Oood Hlack Mohairs, for, tier yard
Good Hlack Mohairs, for, per yard
41- - tnch flood Hlack Mohairs, for, per yard

Moved to 118 West Gold Avenue

40-

-

iin

50c
$5c

Ii

7.V
,,M.'

42-in-

I

I

t-

Do Yovi Want

PATTERSON
MURPHY
Livery and Boarding Stables

.111-31-

.
TO
M
JOIN Tin:
I
I
IT THK
ill I ni l: I)
ALL IT COSTS
II Al l. TOlflOHT.
Is tin:
FARE Ml si Itv THE
mío
MEXICAN oitcill'.STK.V

f-

This season great will be the popularity of these fabrics for, separate Skirts to wear with Shirt Waists. We've prepared splendidly for
this style by showing the best of values in
CREAM SKHtJF.s
Washable Serge for, per yard
,'I?
,'Í?
Washable Serge for, per yard
Slslneh
$l-'Washable Serge for, per yard
CREAM MOHAIR8
...ROe
Washable Mohalra for, per yard
l. ,.75c
Washable Mohairs for, per yard
Washable Mohatra for, per yard
''"'"J
$1.2"
Washable Mohairs for, per yard
$1""
4 8 -- inch Washable Mohairs for, per yard

s

ROVV1)

íSL Third

CUmrAMI

d

PHKR DANCE IT CASINO HAM.
Itratcmbejg a piano should Inst a
l.l. IT Mil. I, cost vol
Hint Is otic reason Why it I'ONIGIIT.
(
U 'SIC
HV
THE
IS
All (.'ARE.
pats to Investigate ami etsmlne our MEXICAN
mío
OltCHES'ITtA.
mrgf mid vitricii aasM tiiieiii of high
grade planoa. We un always glad in
Modern Enoch Allien.
sin u our stork. CVen If you are not
A divorce suit with an unusual story
ready to buy.
lack of it was tried In the diatticl
side.
UO TOO) J) TOWN TONIGHT AM court yesterday, says the Phoenix Re- the
I
I
It Was the case of Solomon
There are five members of
viov THF III I DANCE AT THK pUhllCgh.
min v. Baahnm against Bllsabeth Bashsm.
council in In- - elected and it seems ti i
al
be
should
me that the democrats
The suit was brought on the ground
(Small Itoldlng Claim No. 2307.)
Of deaerllon of Bjghtten
years' stati'l-Ing- e
lowed to name a eei lain number ofIt
Notice for I'llblli allon.
sepnrntlon of the couplB
these lllllle ilinien In th" event of
The
irlment of the Interior, United
It Is not a
arrangement.
PuSblO, Tolo.. In HIS.
R ci. s Land Office, Santa Fe. N. M.. took place In
ieiiotl.cn of partisanship with me. ami
Th.' plain lift'. In his testimony, said
I 'ell.
II,
Liar
any
member
It Is hoi with
I believe
Notice Is hereby given Ihnt the fol- Hint there was another man In the
of the committee Hi. nigh I only speak lowing named claimant has filed no- - i aSe and the house and he gave hD
I
concerned
am
(Ice of hla Intention to make final
for myself. So far as
her OhOleo. He bael some prop-therproof in support of his claim under
It is the man who will grade
but he left that with her.
look
sewers
16
1"
and
of
the
the
fix
net
and
sections
of
and
Ills wealth when he walked away
.1.
8 f 4 ) .
(he
IS!H
heal
us
In
I
March
I
Stats..
bualneaa
the
public
after
nf the lnthes he wore and
intended by the act of February 21. consisted
way 'hat should M elei tCd I" the clt) IH'.i.l
Stnts.. 470), and that Said Ills blanket.
council, no matter what his position proof (27
wandering
about the country
After
will he made before 1'. S. Court
may happen to be on the t irlff an Commissioner
at
M.. he enme to Phoenix twelve years ago
ff,
Albuniieniue.
r.ihll
d
the Philippines. The day of
nn the 2Hh dnv of March.
viz: and built himself a house which be
partisanship in elf elec tions Is un- - Felicitas N.claz.ir de Homero10.
to protect by means of this
for the
a
il
difficult
Hilt
douhteelK Met.
helis of J. l'lntldo Homero, for the
e proceeding. He said that he saw
thing to eliminate partisanship In the S. II. C. No. 2387. lota 1. 2. 4, 7. S, 0. hla wife four years ago In Denver,
10 ami II. sec. I.t, lota 5 and ft, sec.
tea,
barticular.
candida
of
nomination
called upon her for the purpose
14 lot 15. ser. 23, and lots 12 IH. und lbIv when the party shall claim a maseeing his two children, who were'
jority of the andidates and Insist on I14. B.In sees. 23 and 24. In T. 7 .V. E- nf
names the following wlt- yet living at home. He was slttln'J
.
naming
If it could be possible , n esses toHeprove
his nctual continuous In Ihe house talking to his wife, who
certain
for the democrats to name a
i se
possession of anld tract for pointed to a man outside the house
v
representatlv
iwe 'iiv ve irs next t,
number of absolutely
the sur- - .end siild he was her husband and that
..f the the township, vli: I'lueldo her name was Perkins.
men and for the republicans lo MSII
v
ny
Otero,
A
N
of
Salazir
Ibuciuernue.
an eitin niimner uie
Hhe said that she had henrd thai
.lesas M. I, una. of I.ns l.unua. N. Basham
council of the higii.- -i baractar, ther.'a M.;
had gone to Washington uild
M
Desiderio Ourule, of Peralta. ,N.
Would I- I- none eel lie all'n'N Mice of
M.
Samor.t. of I'erulta. N. M. having heard that he was dead she
partisan elec lion and the business of Anv Manuel
safe. ig.cinsiaaraM who desires to protest remarried.
cl.s.e lately
ul. I l.e
Ihe city
the allowance of aaid proof,
The plaintiff started to leave the
Whether sii. h n it langenn-n- !
or who knows of anv substantial rea- house and met Perkins, who Invited
I
son under the Jaws and regulations of him to stop nnd make a visit. The de-- i
be maele Is unc ertain. If it could be
Department why auch
a in sure that everyone would like in the Interior
granted ami It was adjudged
proof sluiuld not be allowed will be ree was
see II. hilt l.iere veil are.
that his hOm belciiigs lo hlin. He Is
given
an
the
opportunity
hand,
should
d
at
the
other
tin the
I highly esteemed resident of this cily
e
time nnd place to
re to
rood government league deal
witnesses of anld claim- and is active in religious work.
plac e a tliket In ihe field, constating ant and the
to offer evidence in rebuttal
or nomine- -, from the other ticket, of that submitted
If ou m i el II carpi ole i. telephone
bv claimant.
whom thy consider the bast men
MANUEL K. OTKIlo. Hcglster. lies, Men. Auto riioiic .h.
l
i
thi' bib ulous,
they re C4MI fronted
election law p.css.., by the11 last
pfobabl)
although
which,
of the ce nt
would not stand the tesl something
tin
la there to be tested,
candidate for a ity office would rare
to undertake.
eOOnOt, of course, attempt to sa
what lln- democratic convention will
a Hon
do, but I WOUld like lo ee
partisan ticket of strong am) absoprovided
men
lutely repreacntattva
nil
It could be arranged upon
ble basis."
Alttai Kceie. luiMiIs rliilii s Cough
Itemed) In Hie House.
"We would not be without I Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. It
on hand continually In our home."
says W. W. Kearney, eelltor of the
Independent. l)wry City. 4o. That
la Juat what every family should cn
When kept on hand ready for Instant
hec ked lit the
use. a cold may he
outset and cured In much lean time
than ofter It ha become aettled In
the ayatem. This remedy If also without a peer for croup In children, and
will prevent the attack when given
aa aoon a the child becomea hoarae,
or even aftar the croupy cough appears, which can only be done when
For
th remedy la kept at hand.
aale by all druggists.
I
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Acorn Ranges
"The Best"
$5 down, $5 a month
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I ii
spite of the various objections
advanced, of drainage problems and
other obstacles, the matter of street
n
paving for the central business
of AlbUOUSrqUr is gaining friends
evry day and advoc ates are appearing
Hotel
among the business men who are accustomed to be heard with respectful
attention. The friends of street paving are becoming so numerous that It
A Large Line of Brass and
will be brought
Is expected the matte-before the city government In soiup
' p ' 'V
length
any
great
definite form before
Iron Beds, and General
of time anil the belief Is confidently expressed that when it does come Up
House Furnishing
something will he done. The advocates or paving are not urging any
Goods.
extensive work, but merely the improvements nf these sheets where the
greater part of the city's retail business Is done and which are most USed
7
f
by a majority of the people.
There Is a law on the New Mexico
statute book which gives to ity counw
cils the power to order the paving,
mac adamlxlng or other repair of any
ü. smr'7t
asm
street within the city limits when l.i
the Judgment of the city council the
Rugs
are
best Interests of all concerned
served thereby. The cost of such leaving or Improvement Is to be charged
The
against the abutting property.
law provides for a hearing for the
property owners, who may appear betheir
fore the eOUncll ami express
views on the question, but it leaves the
matter entirely in the discretion of the
S 4ctasosa4a4oxa4a4oS4srs
council.
adbeing
The chief argument now
ANÜL LVMbLK.
Ghe R 10
vanced by the friends of better Htreets.
Is In the matter of appearance.
In
best
sidewalks
has the
the country ami the worst streets. The
S&sh and Doors -- Paint and Glass
AtbUqUerquO,
comes
to
who
ranger
si
Contractors' Materials
say the street leaving men. sees th"
streets before he sees Ihe sewers, the
city hall, the parks or anything else.
Me sees the slreets in Ihe business disBoth Phones
THIRD B MARQVETTE
trict before any other slreets and thS
.tW..A.4S.4kejaoOo'oo4ai
m
ImpreMloti created by theae streets
ItOW
not favorable.
(in South Second street and Hail-roaColorado Thone 57
avenue, and on the avenue Itself, Automatic I'lionc 522.
every
In
business
of
time
the
for much
day. express wagons and cabs are sta&
tioned, standing where they obstruct
passage for Ihe greater inert nf the
I'slially the cabs and express
day.
wagons ItSnd in mud holes. The view-IAlbuquerque, New Mexico
3
West Silver Avenue.
paving of
attractive.
The
not
Railroad avenue from First to Fifth
street and the paving of Ihe cross
streets for two or more blocks oneither side Is the dream of the ad- vocatas of street paving in Albuquerleuc nnd it Is a dream they hope to
see realised before much mon lime

Men who are closely allied with the
Interests Involved Hi I he case of the
Caledonian Coal company against the
Sunta Fe rnllrond nud the Colorado
Kin
anil Iron company, the famous
Santa Ke rebate case, deny flatly and
In detail the statement
made in the
evening paper lust night to the effect
that Hon. Nelll H. Field, counsel for
the CaledOfllan Coal company has
gone tec New York seeking a compromise of the action.
The suit of the tiniiup coal corporation against the Santa Fe in which
14ml. muí damages for alleged rebating and discrimination Is asked, will
conic 11)1 In the regular order of business before Judge Ira A. Abbott, at
the March term of the United Stales
court which opens here on the lftth
An order has Issued
of this month
compelling the Santa Fe company to
produce its contracts for coal, and
hauling cool and mine supplies with
the Colorado Fuel and Iron company
covering the period during which the
alleged rebating Is set down In th"
complain) The case has attracted
wide nttenllon and seems likely to
more attention In the future.
An Attorney who Is thoroughly con-v- i
iraanl with the details of this action
from Its beginning, declnred positively last night that Mr. Field had not
gone to N'ew York In search of a compromise nnd further that he had gone
in SéW York In order to complete his
caae against the approaching trial.
may he reached
Thill a COm prom
before the date set for the trial 's
poastble and the authority in question
said that he was not In a position to
say that there' would he no compro- mise, bin no such action has occurred thus fnr and Mr. Field's mission
In the' east at present In not In connection with a compromise.

Siiturday. March
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ATTORNEY FOR CALEDONIAN COAL GROWING SENTIMENT
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almost v
erybody Is agreed that there- is
there can be nothing like electric Illumination: yet many fear the
If you will give us un
cost. Bosh
Idea of the space to be lighted, Ihe
location of your house or other
property, we will enlighten you on
the subject without the outlay of a
cent on your part.
fXHt HOME IJOIfTINO

$,

.

-

I

AM) DYNAMOS
MOTORS
ever every industrial Bcrvlce.

for

Fine Fabrics for Evening Wear
Tn this line we show an unusually large assortment in colorings
and weaves of all sorts. Kvery well known fabric required for this
mode is here In one pattern and design of a kind No duplicates thus
Insuring the purchaser a dress strictly exclusive as far as color nnd
$.50 to $25.00
weave is conc erned. PrlcSl from, per pattern

Agents Oeneral Kleetrlc Co., and
Crocker-Wheele-

Co.

r

Let us estimate on your requirements.

criMt-gamin-

The Southwestern Electric

&

Construction Co.

B.Ilfeld(3LCo

--

legls-lature-

k-- pi

i

THERE are reople rendtng our For
Rent column todav who would mak
desirable tananü for that vacant hoiwe
There will be tomorrow
of youra.
too: and there is tima enough for you
column tomorto get vouT ad In that ieeon
in today.
row. It ajeoald have

rTTTr
oart of this naoer

io yea
What
auppoae la the moat Interesting to the
person woo is eageriv loomnw lor
nlace'"
furnished room or boarding paper
i
your ao in inai pun oi in

?3

j

119

West Gold Ave.

j

-:

$1.50

WE WAHf fD CAIiL YpUR ATTENTION TO THK PACT THAT
KNOWH
WE CAjHKY tPWiLLtWEOP TBI WELL
P01Í
NOBBY SUITS
PECK'S
INO
MF.v
BUM H CLOTHES
BOYS.
MEN
NO
M
POR YtH

si

shin

E. L. WASHBURN CO

122 So.

Second St.
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Were You Ever in a. City?
:

l

L

Saw THE Residence Section? Say Did You Go Down, or Up?
Sit Up, You
!
Take Notice, Yoi Investors!
Home-Builders-

Do you realize that Albuquerque is a city; a steadily, rapidly growing young aty? Do you know the critical stage is long passed; that no
matter where or how this territory may develop, Albuquerque demands her toll; that she is IT?

You men who dreem of money!

Do you know we own the "Capitol Hill of Albuquerque'? That we possess the limited
supply of what, from this time forth, must be in much demand? That we, and we only, have The Heights The Slope The View? That, in
one compact tract, only eight blocks from the heart of the city, we hold over fifty blocks to be devoted to Residence purposes exclusively - No Factories, No Stores, No Saloons, No Boarding Houses, etc.? That we own our own water plant and will furnish you water, piped to your property
line, at a price guaranteed to be less than the present rates? That we have established two large parks, and, at our expense, will build the cement
walks and line the streets with trees?

You Conservative Speculators!

AgBcin,

the Entire Addition?
this street, a building
constructed, shall cast
come, his home amid

Do you know that Silver Avenue and the adjacent blocks comprise the Cream of
That, beginning at one park and ending at another, it also will be parked on both sides throughout its length? That, on
line is drawn beyond which no dwelling may project? That, though no time limit is imposed, yet here no residence, when
less than $4000? That these excluding clauses follow in all deeds and assure to the purchaser and his heirs, for all time to
beautiful residences and the quiet and refinement of such surroundings?

Just Sixty Sites on this Avenue! We now offer Building
Sites, 100x132 feet, $1000 to $1200. Think you ambitious
man; borrow, if necessary,
buy! Wait,

someone will be
but
and
your
glad to treble
price! We hold not all the best, but the best of all!

The Terrace Addition Improvement Go
iYl.

P.

Stamm, Secretary and Selling Agent

v

s

be occupied by a
remarked.
on the islands about
he continued. "Ostensibly tnuse Japs are coolie laborers but I was reliably informed that
20.000 of this number are trained soldiers plodding along quietly as faith
lul servants, but patiently awaiting
tbe time when thoy can appear in
their true light and shout 'Bartaal' is
they attempt to take Honolulu for Japan.
"There is no doubt but that Japan
is possessed of much
Her easy victory over Russia hs
made her long for more land to conquer. To the Japanese all Caucasian
look alike and It Is my firm belief
th.it Japan and this country will haw
trouble later due to the aggressiveness
rind muid easily
foe," Mr. Werner
"And there are
30,000 Japanese,"

E

PROMISES 10 8E
'El
Mining Expert Talks of New

of the Jan."
Mr. Werner stated that the
ttcss of the Hoxer diltlcultles in China
had not been overestimated.

District.

IS

IELL

TERRIBLE STORY OF

KOI

CANNIBALS

Watch Savages of Campeche
Devour Spaniard.

WORKS

AND

A

SMEL1ER NOW BUILDING
Col, w. J. Murray returned to
morning from a
qtierque
few davs' visit at firogrande. the new
mining camp on the line of the HI
In Otero .ounty.
Mr. Murray reports that the camp
air and that new
has a business-lik- e
building are going up rapidly and
that new settlers are coming in very
rapidly from Colorado and Arizonj
Albu-vesteiu-

points.
"R. G. Mullen, formerly of Cripple
Creek, has some very tine properly
there," said he. "and the camp Will
undoubtedly prove to be one of th"
best ever opened In New Mexico. In
the Lucky property there is a big body
of ore that will average twelve per
cent In copper, and also carries upward of an ounce in gold to the ton.
The vein has been thoroughly opened
up and is from six to eight feet in
thickness. The town is building a fiti"

water system and tho contract has
heeti let for a smelter with a capacity
of four hundred tons dally."
Col. Murray Is a mining man of
vears experience and for years was In
the camps of Colorado, particularly in
Aspen and Cripple Creek. He has
been in the city for the past several
week! and will in all' probability locate here and engage In business.
HEM EVEN WII.Y JAP Wil l.
STItIKE HI.OW AT AMUItlt

"I was and am yet afflicted with PHILADELPHIA ENGINEERS
rheumatism," says Mr. J. C. Bayn
editor ol the Herald, Addlngton, InVOUCH FOR INCREDIBLE TALE
dian Territory, "but thanks to Chamberlain's Pain Ralm am able once
It Is the
more to attend to business.
City of Mexico. Mar. 9. A party of
If troubled with
best of liniments."
rheumatism give Pain Ralm a trial Phil idelplh.i engineers, one of whom
and you are certain to be more than claims lo be 11. I.. Strong, have arrivpleased with the prompt relief which ed in
this city from Campeche and tell
One application relieves
It affords.
,
For sale by all druggists. a story which seems hardly ctiiiceua-blethe pain.
although tlie entire party vouch
for each statement and ay that but
The Harmless Business oiniK-tltor- .
a
No business man ever feared
Prov-Idecompetitor who did not advertise: It's for a e marvelous Intervention of
they would never have reuch- tho one who advertises a little more
aggressively than yoursalf who in- ed the capital lo lell the story.
duces your Insomnia. Isn't this true?
Il has been the subject of much
You will hB satisfied if yon buy a Comment here, many people refusing
pimío from l.eainard & l.lmlcmnun. to believe It at all; ot.iers. those who
have been In the country, which was
i hat is worth something.
n

while the Oral waa "being roasted.
Some of them even wanted to force
the Americans to eat the human
llesh. tailing them it was a great delicacy.
Tiie dreadful orgy lasteil until midnight, when the savages suddenly dis-

appeared with their booty and went
to the Guatemala side oi toe line. The
Americans were left penniless and
lost lii the woods,
and after many
hardships, again reached the seacoasl
and caini' to Mexico City. They say
relish.
and that
The Philadelphians had been sent they are cured of Campeche worse
in
they never saw anything
o the forest on ,i Unbar
deal by their
lives than the feast around the
some New Yorkers, and before starlcamp
lire.
ing out they were told that the peo-ol- e
Were bad and that they would do
DON'T I' Ml. TO ATTEND Tilt:
anything for motley. There was a
wealthy Spaniard ill the crowd, from FREE DANCE AT CASINO HAM i
MUSIC in tin; MEXi- TONIGHT.
Campeche, who was to show them the
m 0
ORCHESTRA
timber. He was Don Felipe Iscarrlga,
banker, of Campeche. Reemployed
SPRINGS BUTTER AT
the guides, and all seemed to he well
until about nightfall of the lift ti day. MAM ) S.
when the party was wall in the heart
of the jungle and near the bonier of
EXTRA PINE SAUSAGE, EX 1,1
SIVEIiY.
Guatemala,
GROCERY CO.
THE .1 M l
Then, whrti (He Sbanlard sat down
"Good Tbiiis to Eat."
lo his Mlpper, one of Ills trusted motos suddenly stepped un behind him
DON'T I All, TO ATTEND THE
ami with a terrific blow, severed his EREE
DANCE AT CASINO HAM,
head I mm his boidyi
Instantly there TONIGHT.
MUSIC HV THE MEXIvm re fifty Indians at the body, teemCAN ORCHESTRA.
mlO
ing to spring ui from every side.
Thev roble: the Spaniard and the
Nearly Every Merchant
Ame' ;. .ins. completely overpowering
tile latter by their show of savagery Can systi matizo his business by tin'
uní then proceeded to dismember the use of special ruled blanks and acWe can rule and bind
bloody corpse of the luckless banker. count bOOka.
The Americans were bound and set them to suit your needs. Let's talk it
up against trees In the full glare of over.
II. s. Ltthfow .v Co.,
the wood lire, and were thus comIlooklilndf rs.
Journal llullding.
pelled to watt h the disgusting ipse
lacle.
Each savage whetted his ma
l or prompt une. courteous treatment
chfte to a razor edge and carved
the rent choicest of incuts ion will
strip of th" quivering llesh from the and
mal, o no mistake In riillintr on Emil
This they roasted and ate. klcimvort. 111! North Third street, or
trunk.
often returning for another chunk tclciilionlug tour order In.
i

Afillcted with Rhenmailenti.
WATER

Opposed to have been the scene of
the crime. sa that it may be true.
It is a recital of awful
savagery.
Which is said to have taken place In
the heart of the forest of Campeche,
where several Americans were forced
to see a wealthy Spaniard decapitated
and bis iloody .trunk deeecrnted by
the Indians, who, with their sharpened machetes, cut off long strips from
a round the rilis and heart and roasted them, eating them with evident

itiiii

M

dyke and report on what work should
he done to make It safe for the present spring, for It is now too late to
undertake extensive work of a permanent nature, even If the commission
had the funds at its command, which
unfortunately it hae not.

E PROBLEM

ONCE

IRE

OPTO

The matter at mailing this defensivo
permanent, however, Is going to
up to the county authorities
sooner or later, ami the general opln-- i
Ion is thai the sooner means are found
to do it the hi tter. .Much regret has
been expressed by a great many people
that the offer of the Santa Ee railroad
lo build a dyke of stone could not
have been accepted, the railroad
at that time to build a spur
out onto the dyke and dump rock
there In sufficient quantities to turn
the river for all time to come provided
the city should bear half the expense.
II is the opinion of these people that
nothing but a rock structure will da
as a permanent defense.
The proposal to build n dyke all
along the river on the east side of the
river bed. wide enough for a roadway
ami high enough to defend the entire
valley on this side. Is recognised as a
task that would require not only much
time hut more money than Is likely to
be In the possession of the county for
many years to come.
The plan has its attractive features
and Is likely to be put Into effect a'
some f ut ure time.
The county engineers and others
who are thoroughly informed as lo the
conditions nl Alameda ure of the opinion that a wire fence, strong enough
to stand the current In high water,
v"ild protect tho dyke adequatelv
and prevent the washing, which Is now
the chief danger to this structure.
There Is no queatlon that the dyk
can he made perfectly safe for the
present spring without any large
Work

come

IRE
Perenial

MISSION
Flood

Protection
j

Proposition
NEED

FOR

for Repairs.

PERMANENT

STRUCTURE BEING

URGED

t the meeting of
the county commission called by Chairman Üruhs-ter- n
or ii) o'clock Ibis morning the
question Of making safe and sound the
dykes at Ajamada will be taken up.
That
ertaln amount oí uneaelneee
exists about the dykes Is evident. Bally
among
lícela
the people who live
near that portion of the valley which
has been Inundated In past prlnge.
Engineers who have examined the
dyke quite recently have said that it
was In fairly good condition, but there
has never uei n a iicstlon thut some
work of a permanent nature should
be done there. The county commission
will probably instruct the county engineer to make an examination of the
i

GOLD COIN FLOUR

l

in Vwceon Nays Banaal'i at
the Bottom of It.
, "If our government Is wise preparations will be mude without delay for
all possible contingencies that may
arise in the far east," remraked 0tts
tavc Wernor to a reporter in Tucson.
Mr. Werner is a wealthy California!!
He ha
whose home Is in itedlands.
traveled extensively and has just com
Us Tucson for the benefit of his wife's
health.
His observations In China and Japan have led him to the conclusion
that war between Japan and the
Chlted States Is inevitable and tha'
unless the government awakens to a
full realization of the conditions of
affair in the orient, Cncle 8am will
be caught asleep by the wily Jap.
Mr. Werner was in Japan at the
tlm of the demonstration against K.
He also
II Uítrrlman and his party.
party
saw Secretary of War Taft's
were
in
the
Orient
they
while
."In tbe Hawaiian Islands Is the
i... ,n it ni cltv and nort of Honolulu.
mi Is absolutely witnout protection

Californias

i

This Flour has been on the market in Albuquerque
for twenty years

GOLD COIN FLOUR
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POLITICS

ken to her by kind friends who met
her at the station. She was nearly
prostrated with grief.
The deceased was a member or the
local council of Knights of Columbus
and every member Is especially re
quested to be at Borders' undertaking
parlors this morning at 9 o'clock to
attend the funeral, which will occur
Conception
at 9:30 In Immaculate
church. Interment will take place In
Santa Barbara cemetery.

IN

Xttention: Knights of Columbus.
Kvery brother who can possibly do
so Is urgently requested to be at BorFIGHT FOR GOVERNORSHIP
ders' undertaking parlors at 9 o'clock
this morning to attend the funeral
PROMISES TO BE HOT ONE services of Brother Leo Lavlnc. whlcn
will be held at Immaculate Conception church at 9:30.
Washington. Mar 9. The Alaskan
LOCAL AND PERSONAL.
government contest has taken Ml an
Miss Charlotte O'Brien has rcturn- Interesting phase, probably without
che president being conscious of It It ;ed fro, il triP 10 s'- - Louis,
i certain that no one has railed his
is
Charles F. Vorhees. of Belen.
attention to it. as that might have de- spending a few days In Albuquerque.
feated the chances of Cither "f the
Hon. Solomon Luna returned from
two candidates
lm have been princia brief visit In Santa Fe last night.
pally under consideration
H. G. Bell, of Kelly. N. M.. Is among
The two men the president has be n
trying t. decide between In the gov- the visitors in Albuquerque today.
ernorship are Wilfred H Hoggatt "f
J. M. Gallegos, of Duran. N. M..
Juneau and John P. Clum, of New was an Albuquerque visitor iesterday.
York, recently appointed postmaster
Merrill, of
Mr. and Mrs. W. K.
at Fairbanks. Alaska. Boggart Is an
Indiana man and his nomination and Jackson. Mil h.. are guests at the Slur-geconfirm itlnn as governor would, it is
believed, presage the sending of
O. P Hovey. of the Sandoval count'
Fairbanks delegation from Alaaka to Official fori e. was down from Berni'.-lill- o
the next republican
yesterday.
national
Clum is an specially .lose
Mr and Mrs QeOTge HolSteiB. of
.
i'ortel-youfriend of Postmaster General
Iieadwood. South Dakota, are guesls
Is
His nomination would, it
hinted, probably mean a delegation at the St urges.
W
Strong s
Harry Strong, of
from Alaska elth'T for Cortelyou for
president or for some one he desired Sons, left yesterday for I. Angeles 10
visit his parents.
to have the nomination.
Alaaka has six votes in 'he national
It. L Baca, of Santa Pe, was In the
convention, and these might ut hi city last night on his wai to Socorro
Important llgure In the presidential on a business trln.
nomination of two years from now.
Miss Kalhryn Nlsle has left for an
At any rate, the selection of a govvisit with the family of h IT
extended
ernor has possibilities connected with
It that have not failed to appeal to brother In Pasadena.
Q. Thayer,
I and Charles
J A W
those who dabble In politics and try
to find motives and hidden springs In of the Qolden district, were Albuquerque visitors yesterday.
everything that is done.
Neither of the men mentioned, howW. C, T. I'. will bold a parlo,
ever, has been much Identified in pol- no The
o'clock p. in..
Saturday at
itics during his life. Mr. Clum has at eting
home of Mrs. W.
ii
had more experience In that direction 905 the
South Edith street.
than Mr. Hoggatt Aftei leaving th-- '
Indian service In the southwest a good
FREE DANCE AT CASINO IIAI.I.
many years ago Mr. Clum was elected TONIGHT.
11, 1, com vol
ALL IT
mayor of Tombstone Ariz. His Idenis CAR FARE. Ml sit BV TIM,
tification with the government service MEXICAN
mlO
ORCHESTRA.
has caused him to live more or less
In h political atmosphere.
Hoggatt
spent most of his Hie us an officer o
HAS
LEGS
BOY
the navy, where politic! played llttl S ESTANCIA
part He is. however, a man of strong
part' and has the facility of adapting
himself to rlrrumstunces.
The mere
BY
II
fact that he Is an Indiana man might
not mean that he would work for a
Fairbanks delegation from the territory, hut a significant thing in connection with It Is that his main backer Is
Senator Hemenway. who is allied with
Vice President Fairbanks In the conn
employ' of til.
T. i labaldon,
trol of the republican organisation of
H'e inope
as advise
Santa
Indiana. Senator rlemenwa) saw the
Ara
president yesterday in behalf of Mr lerda) thai his nephew, Disidir!
under sixteen years
Hoggatt. and called again today. An- gón, a young man badly
near
Injured
f age, had been
other Hoggatt supporter to see the
over hy a
presiden! was l H Jarvis. who de- Batánela by being runThe
accident
siting of freight cats.
clined the governorship.
when Araunci Thursday evening two
Senator Elklns gave the t'liiin side o.,
fi eight
a boost by urging the president to ap- gón tried to gel between
the
ats whli h wctc being coupled, on was
point Mr. Clum.
Ha
Une.
danta Pe Central
Alaska'- - Congressional Representation
ami both
The president is represented
is thrown under the wheelsboy is betna
were crushed.
The
greatly pleased at the passage of the feel
Albuquerto
brought ai roas country
Alaska delegate bill In th" bouse. H" que
to i a cared for here.
has recommended a mensure of tlilt
kind in several messages to nngress.
I
HONOR OF DELCAB8E.
and he will promptly sign the present measure as soon is the slight dif- King Edward Gives Dinner at Paris
ferences between the house and senRecognition of Services.
ate bills are reconciled In onferem e
Paris. Mar. 9. King Kdward ga
committee,
lu
This mensure will result In the nrai I dinner nl the British embassy
former
general election ever held in Alaska, former President LOUOOl and
pre.
The
for the territory has no local self. ForelTii Minister Delcasse.
to be
government, and ill the other offices euro of the latter Is considered
's
M.
of
a graceful acknowledgment
ore appointive. The tlrst A laska
services in connection with
Hon will be held next August, before
agreement.
h
the freezeup comes In the northern thpart of the territory and under the
terms of the hill which passed
FINANCE AND COMMERCE
to
nre
delegates
two
be elected one for the short session
of the present congress, which will
i on vene on
Wall Street.
the Ural Monday or next
December and the other for the full
Speculation it
New Vork. Mar. 9.
term of the Sixtieth congress.
sto.k market took on a consider
the
Although two delegate slips are to able degi
f animation today, tin
be elected In this way at the same volume of dealings expanding ngan
time, ii is probable that each candi- to over a million snares.
107
date who may be nominated will run Amalgamated Copper
for both terms.
i4 m
Sugar
27 4
R. fl. Ryan, of Nome, who is now in An n onda
Washington, is one of the leading can- Ati Bison
II
delegate
as
from
. ios
didates for elocllon
dO preferred
undoubtedly
will
Alaska, and others
N'ew Jersey Central
it-j- j
announce their candidacy as soon asr
& Ohio
the delegate I. ill ! ones a law. How-fa- Big Four
party politics will go Is not seen, st. Paul, preferred
Ii
although the two leading parties both totorado & Southern
IS
i 2
hnc strong men In the territory. putIt
do Drat preferred
Is presumed that the parties will
tu v
do second prefei red
way,
out their candidates In the usual
it
Erie
i
be
between
and that the race will
Manhattan
5
democrat and republiiati. unless a so- Metrópoli! in
:,i
be
nominated.'
cialist
II
Mbwoui Pacific
I
,
New
'en!
ral
York
m IENTIKJ
LOOK! 1'OH AM,
IP.N-Pennsylvania
IK
KINDn 01
st. iouis a san Franclsci
Hi
ond preferred
Relieve solar Radiation Cuiisc Dis- 'Southern
Pacific
turba pea.
P.o III
Garrett P. Ser- Cnlon States
I
New York. Mar.
Steei
vís, the scientist, gives the following United
I mi
preferred
do
explanation of the unusual winter:
Union
"As far as can now be told th Western
I'lllted Si lies Itolnls
mildness of the pasi winter ha- I" n Refunding
registered
I
due to a change In the amount of
do coupon
A few
of the sun's radiation.
.
regletered
Refunding
í'i
years ago there was a falling off In
ion
do coupon
two
one
or
In
itsultlng
I
that radiation,
in::
Old Vtt i' gistered
Now
extraordinarily cool summers
103
do coupon
an Increase of solar action has New 4's. registered
111
brought about the prevalence of a
,110
do coupon
higher temperature on the earth
"On the land this Increase of tom
n Board of Trade.
perature has simply produced mild
Chicago. Mar. 9.- - Wheal pi li es here
climatic conditions, soft, apringllke
low record for the crop,
new
ored
winds and a comparative absenuc of tin- May delivery al one lime selling
snow and Ice. On trie wn the raMll at 7i. I4 par bushel. May opened al
has been different, because there the 7i to TS. The lowest point of
i eberga and Ice flelds, released from the diiv
was reached at 7K1;. Til
their wintry chains In the Arctic re- .lose was steady at 7H! 'i. July
gions, have flouted down Into middle opitlon i.inged between 1
and 77 '4
r Ic
numbers end closed with a net loss of
latitudes In extraordinary
end the consequent chilling of the wa- at 77c.
ter and the air has brought about vioMay mili opened at I3' to
lent winds, causing the North Atlantic sold al 1149 4 and then gradually
along the ordinal y paths of commerce declined tO 42V
Filial quotation;
to bei time i region of fierce storms, were at i 2 .
perilous mists and dangerous seas
May oats opened at I'.n to :',ii,.
"It msy be safely predicted that cllned to ;".i a and closed at the lowei
cxperl-encemote violent tornadoes will be
point
lii the southwest and
middle
west, and it Is not Improbable that
Kansas Cllj Lite stock.
we shsll hear of other hurricanes afKauris City, Mur. 9. Cat'lu
fecting exposed Inland groups and t h'
I, tM, Including 100 southerns.
coasts toward which cyclones advance Market itgaidp, Native steers, g rt a
:i.50j I.. 00;
steers.
In their career across the level ex- I.N; southern
panse of the oceans."
natlv
southern cows.,
S.!II.I6:
atock- cows and heifi-rsfirst-cia- s
Boten alnmmi
bulb.
ers and feeders. 13.001 i.sá
"Jerry Prom Kerry." whbh appear- 12. H.". a 4,'JO; calves. 3.00i 7.T.0: westnight,
a
made
ed in Elks' theater last
western
ern fed steers.
Th fed ows, $:'.á0'!i 4. Ml.
derided hit with the audience.
MB.
plav l a good one with plenty of
Matk't
Sheep Receipts. II.
action and the specialties are mutually strong. Mutto.is. $4.7.'.ti .'JO; lambs,
i lever.
In addition to Its band the r,.7á n S íé
range wethers
I :..: '9
ompuny carries a first class orchestra 6.00; fed ewes. 14. 50 AG. 40.
which was one of the most pleasing
Chicago IJw SliN'b,
features of laat night's enter ta minen-.
Cattle receipts.
Chhago. Mar.
of
,mhh
Funeral
:.000: maraet. strong to 10c RlghOI
The funeral of Leo Lavlne.
Reves 13.001 H. 10. ows and helf-l- ..
man who died In St Joseph's It SOft 00;
stockers and feeders,
Wednesday will occur l2.ltfH.70; Texans. 3.Sf4.tO.
sanitarium
Conception
7.000: market,
s i, 1,
iei elpts.
from the Immaculate
MIm strong.
Sheep. IS.sOft .10: lambs,
.hurch at :J0 this morning
Kate laivllie, a sister of the deceased. $4. 7:.f .0.
nl.ht from Savannah
ih'Ml laal
M. LOOMS W.sd.
expecting to And her broth-- )
Si.
louls. Mar. I. -- Wool III ke'
of stil! ali'e and to nurse him in his:
Illncsa, The sad neaa was gently bro- - latead), unchanged.

Sa tardar. March 10.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
AMi CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS PAYABLE IN ADVANCE

FOR

PRING is fast approaching, and that time of the year
when the well dressed woman plans her gowns for
Spring and Summer wear is fairly under way. In addition to the dresses to be worn on general occasions.
Easter claims its share of attention. For this year fashion
decrees that that the proper gown must be made to the individual measure, and by one's "own modeste." William Allan White, the well
known writer and traveler, declares the Albuquerque lady to be the
best dressed in the whole west that "Her Majesty," the Albuquerque
lady, may be gowned in the most approved fajshion and maintain her
reputation as a wearer of good and tasty dresses mmmmhmmm

H

j

The Globe Store

s.

Has placed on the Shelves one of the Most Handsome Stocks of Cotton, Wool and Silk

.'!

For the Week Ending March 10, we wish to call especial attention to
the following numbers:
In different colors,
beautiful fabric for
inches wide;
warm Weather wear. Worth 11.50 a yard.
Our regular price, per yard

silk Warped Lansdown
,".X

silk

M

i

Plain, light gray, II inches
finish and luster; in plain
beautiful
irle:
Bngllah an eleganl fabric suitable fur any
yard; our retW
occasion; worth lie
yard
per
lar price,

M

Sicilian Sultlncs- - In different patterns, 44
inches wide; very desirable ami considered

Plain white Mohair If Inches wide, suitable
fin evening wear, iplendld value; "ur reg""''
ular price, per yard

delicate shades, 37
Inches wide; those rimhIs are for the finest
yard.
evening wear and are worth $ r 0
11.18
Our regular price, per yard

Prench ESolienne

811k,

1 .

"'

11

While ami BMtCh Check Suiting
nollilng; nicer- for .street
4Ü inches wide,
wear; one regular price, per yard
-

"''

color, per yard
Plain white Barge
snft finish and brilliant
price, per yard
All-wo- ol,

In

7;

Wont Crept BuUlttga 41 Inches
beautiful Bonds and very cheap at
$t.'J."
our price of, per yard

Silk and

Inches wide;
effect. Our

wide;

tM
The greater part of the goods bought for Spring and Summer have arrived and we
arc showing- - Silks of all kinds, Lawns and Dimities, India Linons, Batistes and
Suitings, Percales and Ginghams, and

i

BEAUTIFUL WHITE GOODS
the latest pattern at pricos that ate just a little below those asked by other dealers for the nanin
quality of goods, Our first IhOWing Of Silks, made last week, resulted In so many sales that we know
d we arc now prepared to show elegant materials in
the ladies of AlbuquerejQe appreciate good (roods
warm reojptinn that the silks did. A cordial insame
the
with
will
meet
Whlcn
expensive
fabric.
less
new arrivals.
Inspect
these
lady
to
call
and
every
to
vitation is extended
In all

Del-nana-

!

Anglo-Frenc-

For the Gentlemen of Albuquerque, this week, we wish to
few suggestions concerning

in ke a

....FINE SHOES..

.

certainly showing an elegant line
We ate receiving Bprklg and Summer weights anil styles now. and are
to those worth $7. no per pair,
1.90
shoe
every
the
grade
from
comprises
stock
the
While
of Footwear.
superior
hoes good enough
shoes
really
at this time we wish to call attention to a few numbers of
n
Justly popular
carry
and
we
the
Men's
Shoes
for any man to wear and be proud of. In

.

Che.-npeak- 'c

well-know-

I

DIAMOND BRAND AND CASE SHOES

i

and are prepar

d

to supplv any kind

wanted.

1

can be asked for, ho long us good style and high quality arc

that

Below we give

few numbers and prices:

a

i

T

ii

ii:n

-

HO! dun metal oalf oxfords, four butInst, militon, extension sole, foot-fortary heel, capped toe; a snappy shoe with

.

style and

N

No

Il.lt.ll;

.

lii

T,

,

'h-org- i

-

11

BlUOhar oxford, swing
a shoe that will be np- -,
t.
eclated hy well dressed m n, of superior
$5.00
quality throughout, per pair

Patent colt
nil military
heel;

HI J

last,
sob

fhhf

it.tlfl.ll;

,.

la--

Surpass kid Uluchcr oxford, swing
toe, military heel, extension
the very latest In oxfords, per

swing hh,
i;;:s r.un
capped toe, military heel, Blucher lace.
suitable for general wear, price per pair. $:(.".
N
141 Velour ealf laoe sime, foot form
last, capped toe. military heel, extension
sole, a handsome street shoe, per pair . . $ l.aO
HO,
Vlcl kid laee shoe, something en43
tirely new; light extension sole. Straight
capped toe, military heel; If you see
$5.!MI
this shoe the sale Is made, per pair
metal catr snoe.

J

No. (47 Surpass kid six butoii shoe; l'otay
last. Dapped toe. military hel; the material in this shoo is the very best and the
style that will please the most particular,
$."..")()
per pair
No.

Vbi kid lace shoe, mat top, potay
last, capped Inc. military heel, extension
sole;
made for wear and comfort, per
I
pair

Mo,

Satin calf six butt in shoe, eol
legt last, heavy egtcmion sole, military
heel, capped toe; the best value ever put
$.(10
Into a shoe, per pair

44

$'!

Ivtty

Kangaroo kli1 lace shoe, heavy
cushion sole, straight last; made for Comfort and durability, per pair
$.

No. I!::

$5.110

pilr

I

ip-- -

,$l.'itl

Heavy undressed buckskin oxford,
Blucher, extension wiles, capped toe
straight last; made for comfort and ser$l..'iO
vice; our regular price, per pair

in:;-II-

d

. .

0$- -

i

it,

combined, per pair.

t

I

Patent colt lace shoe; plain toe,
light extension sole, mat lop, military
heel, straight last; a shoe with all the
snap and style that can be put into one
article, p- -r pair

No. MR

.

.

No

Money to Loan

Furniture. Pianos. Organs. Horses.
Wagons and other Chattels: also on
receipts, ns
salaries and warehouse
low as $10.00 !id as high as 1200.00.
and strictly
made
are
ouicklv
Loans
one
private.
Time: One month to your
In
to
remain
year given. Goods
possession. Our rates are reasonable.
Call and see us before borrowing. all
Steamshln tickets to and from
parts of the world.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO..
Rooms 3 "nd 4. Grant Bid.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
OPEN EVENINGS.
305 West Railroad Avonpe.
WANTED
Majestic
WANTED A second-han- d
or Home Comfort range. Address P.
tf
D. Q., Morning Journal.
week
day,
by
WANTED Boarders
or month. Good home cooking. Ureeu
ml4
hotel. 523 S. First street.
Laborers, native and
WANTED
white, and all trades supplied with
help on short notice. Also domestic
servants. Abraham's Employment OfAutomatic
fice, 315 S. First st.
lf
'phone 290
WANTED" Clean cotton rags at
Morning Journal office.
ivANTvn if von want to buy. sell
or exchange anything, talk with F. h.
tf
McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
Sewing by experienced
WANTED
109 North Walter. Old
dressmaker.
tf
phone 180.
WANTED To exchange a good
$1,800 business for city property. F.
L. McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
Laborers, native and
WANTED
white, and all trades supplied With
help on short notice. Also domestic.
Servants. Abraham's Employment OfAutomatic.
fice, 315 S. First st.
If
'phone LMIO.
MAÍE HELP WANTKI.
Bookkeeper, state ex
WAXTKI"
perience. Address P. O. Box 333.
On

tr

twenty-eign- i
FOR SALE About
hundred wethers, mostly
twelve months wool, at $5.00 r
head; about half of them fat mutton
now.
Are now about ninety miles
northwest of Magdalena. N. M.. movll
ing east. Reference:
Co. at Magdalena for particulars
Write J. H. Nations, El
of location
Paso, Texas
Twelve
lots on 8.
Ft lii SALE
Second street, business location. John
VI
mió
Miinre Realtv Co.
FOR SALE Furniture and household goods. Call at 701 W. Copper
avenue from 9 to 11 a. m., except Sun
days.
FOR SALE Davenport couch, tacots, chairs, child's
bles, chiffonier,
bed, kitchen cabinet, cupboard, ew-In- g
machine, stoves. 620 S. E.dlthst.
house, 12x
FOR SALE
14, apply Fourteenth .street and BOMa
three-year-old- s,

Becker-Black-we-

m10

FOR SALE Furniture and Household goods. Call at 701 West Copper
,
avenue from 9 to 11 a. m., except Sun-niS

if.es

FOR SALE Eggs for hatching,
White Leghorn. $1.00 per setting;.
f5
104:1 N. Eighth street.
FOR SALE Eggs for setting, $1.00,
Bqrred Plymouth Rock. 210 north
a4

401 West
Furniture.
FOR SALE-LeamlO
avenue.
FOR SALE Furniture of a
house; also fine swinging mirror and
dressmaker's large cutting table. 401
gtl
North Fifth st.
5.000 rhubarb plant.
SALE
FOR
'IM,,.
In 111,,
U
jt.tm. Moilll Hl'OS.
IC K,,ul
llfM Hi
Hie 1:111(1.
ts ror
FOR SALE Safe 8 investí
per cent; real
urnjail sums, paying
Melcalf. 31
estate security.
mlO
Gold av.
In
house
FOR SALE
Highlands: close In: plenty of shade;
B.
Address A.
town.
party leaving
tf
M
mi. "l,,ilt-ti:l,,,,,,
,,,,,r.
few choice settings
t.",i
ot Buff Orpington and White Minorca
eggs.
$1.00 per setting. H. N. Packer!. 17 Marble av. Colo, phone 211.
FOR SALE -- Furniture, sewing machines. ( heap. Room 4. Grant build-1
d

rtiir,l
and tools, good business, no opposi
tion. $1 .200: half down. Will rent. 3.
mlO
A. Rolls. Watroui. N. M.
Laborers, natiVe and
WANTED
white, and all trades supplied with
help on short notice. Also domestic
Servants. Abraham's Employment OfAutomatic
fice, 316 S.
First st.
tf
'phone 29 n.
LOST
LOST- - Brown purse containing sum
of money.
Return lo this office and
ml 2
receive liberal reward.
1,1 '
ing.
painted oval shirt
LOST
Hand
FOR SALE See McSpadden, the
nln in the Methodist church or
Exchange Man, before you buy any- waist
between church and postoffice. Leave
thing. He has over $ .000.000 worth at
mil
Journal office.
land, merchandise, etc..
of houses,
If
O I t S'l't ILEN.
ST í A Y
for sale. 301 South Broadway.
LOST, STRAYED OR STOLEN Bay
FOR KALI:- - small stockT. ofL. merchandise, at B bargain.
rising three branded on hip.
horse,
300 S. Broadway
over left eye. Return to
film
White
New and second-han- d
mlO
FOB SALE
518 W. Conner.
Co.
Carriage
bur ics at Allumm roue
BAKERIES.
single
FOR SALE. Several sets of
BREAD. PIES AND CAKES DR- sold
and double harness. A bargain lf 31'-:: llvered to anv oart of the cltv. wedat once.
Murnhv & Patterson.
::
ding
tf
cakes a specialty, satisfaction
West Silver avenue.
8. N. Balling. Pioneer
- All lots in Coronado guaranteed.
sal
T. L. McSpadden. 300 South Bakery,207SojuhFirat street.
place.
DiaVBIUUUJ

i

'

J

Six-roo-

aíi.Rí

-

1

1 . 1

All-Wo-

Silk Bol i en ne-- Same as above, only cream in

PERSONAL PROPERTVJXAN8.

1

!

the latest effects for street and afternoon
$I.'J."
wear; OUT recular price, per yard

Eollenne- -

"

Avenue.

ever shown in the city. And, what is more, the styles are absolutely correct.
and
Ladies who examine these goods will at once notice the absence of shelf-wor- n
old style fabrics; no left overs or last spring's goods to offer as the latest thing just
from the mirket. The year of 1906 will be a "White Year" more than any in the
past. White from top to toe will be the proper thing, and our stock contains some
of the prettiest white fabrics "you ever saw," and right now is the time for selection

IOC

-

One-roo-

DRESS GOODS

White Mohair Suitings FtffUred, ;ifi Inches
wide: suitable for afternoon and evening
wear; worth Sic per yard. Our regular
pn
pel

SALE-

FOR SALE Smsll drug store In
small town. T. L. McSpadden, 300 S.
Broadway.
FOR SALE The furniture of a fivePl.vroom house; also
11 8N;Walter st. m
111011 th rocks.
FOR SALE Ten thousand gallon
cedar tank, cheap. J. H. Heald, 805
Grand avenue. Colo, fnone
ni 1 2
rings.
FOR PALE Spaniel puppies, two
months old. 1007 N. Second 8t. m!2
FOR SALE Fine Chickering Piano,
nartv leaving town. Address A. B..

Patent OOll six button shoe; plain
mat top, military heel, potay last;
nothing better and suitable for full dress
$7.00
wear, per pair

60'

toe.

Wo have
In men's, women's and children's shoes.
Our slock comprises all that Is good and UP'tO-dtt- e
you can
per
pair;
to
$7.00
range
25
from
prices
MMl
the
nJ
to
select from.
over III different styles
THIS
e
try
convinced
anil
be
that
nin
on
shelves
our
any
wear
of
kind
Is
Wanted
tT
find Just what
quality.
;i,UHK SHoKS are the very best that money can bUg guallty for

As you have probably learned by this time

The Big Globe Sign
On Wet Railroad Avenue is the sign of Reliability and maks the
entrance to the store where the best of everything in stock is
sold at the lowest possible price.

for
"oadway.
on easy
for SALE.I haveBuy two home
snaps. T. L.
payment
10-

PROFESSIONAL.

a

ATTORNEYS.
tf 11 w n nttVAW """
300 S. Broadway.
at Law.
Attorney
FOR SALE OR TRADE. Ranches
In First National bank bulld- from $900 to $25,000. T. L. McSpad- Ipg,Office
1,
AIDUinieniuc,
tf
300 S. Broadway.
MnSnaddan.

den,

FOB SALE OR TRADE Two rooming houses. T. L. McSpadden, 300 S.
Broadway.
FOR SALE OR TRADE. Are you
interested in mines. I have some said
to he eood deals. Talk with me. T.
tf
L. McSpadden. 300 S. Broadway
FOR SALIO! have some good values In residence property. See me before you buy. T. L. McSpadden, 300
It
SgUth Broadway.
$4,n00 TO LOAN on good real estate,
at 8 per cent. P, Q.Box218.
FOR .RENT;
FOR RENT Two or three furn
ished rooms, modern conveniences
mil
1323 W. Tijeras.
cottage at
FOR- RENT Five-roo10(1 t h street, will
sell tne
Ill S. VST)
cheap, or will rent furCall 124 8.
nished or unfurnished.
ml2
Edith street.
.
house in
Foil" RENT New
ihc HiL'lilands. c osets, screen porrncs,( itv water.
An ideal place for healthL. T. Delaney, 215 W. Gold
mu
avenue
,
clean four-- i
FOR RENT ;A neat,
v a
mnn
room cottage.
W. Gold ave- L. T. Delaney. 215
mil
nue.
FOR RENT Rooms with board,
mil
',19 N. Second street.
house,
FOR RENT New four-roobath and electric light. High and Iron
mil
it venue.
FOR RENT Large front room. 713
tur-nltu- re

.

--

'IIYSICIANS.

rIJ Vj,w,.'T.
1

UTTStT- 1CO M

T Arlmtto Rids
Tuberculosis treated with High Ere
KipCtri(.a Current and Germl
,.jC- Treatments given from 8 a. m. t
i p. m. Trained nurse in attendance.
Ho th 'phones.
DR. J. H. WROTH
Physician and Surgeon.
Alhuqueroue, N. M
DR. J. E. BRONSON
Homeopathic.
Physician and Surgeon.
Room 17 Whiting BIOCE.
,11I1PnL.v
-

DR. W. G. SHADRACH

Practice Limited
Eve. Ear.. Nose. Throat.
Oculist and Aurist for Santa Fe coast
lines. Office 313 'A W. Railroad av.
Hours 9 to 12 a. m 1.30 to I.P.JtL
DEMISTS.
DR. J. ir. K ft A FT
Dental Surgeon.
over
Rooms 15 and 16 Grant Block,
the Qolden Rule Dry Goods company.
164.
272;
Colorado.
Phone
Automatic
j10. ; rrirrT r n a
'offices: Arimlio block.' onnoslte
Aen iu,.. Office hours. S'.KO a. m. to
p.
auio- 1:20 to b A P. m. rr,
12:30
. . . . m.:
v
j(q
nnnlnl an I
"'"VL
made by mall.
DR. L. E ERVIN
Dentist.
Auto Phone 691.
Rooms 20 and 22. Whiting block, over
Learnard and Lindemann.

C'vii.riT

iirni'VTTvr..

ul.jInmAMlu

,

,

,

e.

improved systems installed. Twenty
n,
cchi-sexnerlence. Satlsfact on (ruar- Ill
W. Cebp4 r avenue,
George H. Browne, 110 South
anteed.
modern;
house,
FOR RENT New
Second st.. Albuquerque. N. M.
also tent house, 509 South Walter.
'
CIVIL I Nt.lMOIOKS.
FOR RENT Small store room; will
make line office. Light, heat and elec-Itrl- e J. R. FARW10LL Engineer.
fans In hot weather. Porterfield Room 23, Civil
T.
T. ArmlJpbul!d!nK.
mlO
j& Co., lin West Gold ave.
architects;
I
One furnished front
foRRENT
W. SPIONCEIt- I room,
south nd east exposure, mod- V'. O.
WALLINGKORD
ern: board In vicinity; no Invalids
tf Rooms 4 andArchitects.
423 South Fifth st.
Harnett Julldlng.
Moth 'Phones.
FOR RENT Brick house with
Maynard
bath ut 2117 N. Fifth st.
I'NDEitTAK ERS
tf A. RORDF.FiKroom,
mod
t.'iiiiilshed
im.'VT
l
Undertaker.
tf Black or Clty
ern. 724 S. Second at.
white hearse. IB. 00. Com- IIkíMImi,
houses i. mullía,
.1.1 ni..h
A,,l,.
FOR RUNT Two
mii.
i, in l,,lnl,oAuto, phone 513 01 CHtj31: Colorado, red 115. n Albuquerque,
furnished.
at IUH S. Fourth st.
. e w m exico.
wishing
In persons The
For RENT
ele- ns with hoard.
private r
Pointer for Conductors.
422
Barth.
of
Nathan
u.uit residence
neatly
Don't send in a worn out, dogeared.
North Sixth street, has been
s
a
furnished and started us
tram hook: get a lull leather cover
private boarding and rooming house. for V(llll.
lk ,mi) when It Is "turned
(La.ri;c airy rooms, reception hall and ,..." wU haVe a neat appearance
A.
....
..
unrpiii'H.
(..ii,,.,
iiuf LTritll fl .
,.v
11.
V"
M lifou & 10.
át
Terms reasonable
Phone 38.
Journal Building.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms, all
415
North
modern conveniences.
OTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
w
Bej (ind streel.
Notice Is hereby given to Charles E.
FOR IIPONT Furnished rooms b I Crary, a resident of the city of Los
the dav, week or month, also rooms Angeles in the state of California, that
V.s. Eva the territory of New Mexico, on the
for light housekeeping.
avr.
el;(Oiiiir ll.l wesi
a lfith day of March. 1908, at ten o'clock
;
the forenoon of said rtay, or AS
FOR RENT- - Apartments In Park- 'in
soon thereafter as hearing can be had.
View Terrace, eight room eacn, mod111
present to the district court of
ern equipment throughout. H. H. TilBernalillo county at the court house
ton. room 19. Grant block.
of said county, a petition praying for
the appointment of commissioners to
tHomestead Entry No. 6232.)
.assess the damages which he. the said
Notice for Publication.
OfCharles E. Crury, may sustain In con-fic- e
Department of the Interior. Land
at Santa Fe, New Mexico. Feb- - sequence of the taking of lot one In
section 21 In township 10 north of
ruarv 17. 1908.
Notice is herehv given that the fol- - range 3 east of New Mexico principal
field
meridian, containing 18.65 aeros and
notice
lowing named settler has
,.f hi. InUnl
make final 1, roof so much of lot 2 In said seetio'i urn 114
I

'

I

,

tlrst-clas-

11

(

.

.

t

New Mexico for the 8. E. W. See. 10. use of said territory
T. 8 N R. 9 W.
He names the fol- - Ings and grounds of
lowing witnesses to prove- h(. roll. XeU' MeV e(t nieaain
(InuoiiH residence urion and cultiva- the owner of
viz: John Uwa.
tlnn nf .aid land
George Tealan. Jose Ross. WyneClerk oí the District
llllo county.
all of Seam". New Mexico.
If ANUEL R. OTERO, Reaister. January 20, 1901.

for public build of
the University .,,
(,
naries
land.
W. E.

D"A M E.

Court of

Berna-Thoma-

s.

mii
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GENERAL RAISE
III ASSESSMENTS

GOLD COIN FLOUR

GOES INTO EFFECT

Equalization Board Demands
Values Be 60 Per Cent.

If your grocer does not handle Gold Coin Flour
Ask him why?

TERRITORIAL AND COUNTY LEVY
MAY

BE

LOWER

THIS YEAR

The taking of assessments for Bernalillo county lias been under way
since the first of March and Assessor
George F. Albright reports that the
rolls for the city are progressing
fairly well. There are two Important
conditions in the taking of the assessments this ycai.
One of these Is that under an order
of the territorial board of equalization
the valuation returned on all property, real and personal, must be 60 per
cent of Its total valuation instead of
the thirty per cent heretofore return-

GOLD COIN FLOUR

mills
for repairing and building
The other is that then It likely to bridges.
a reduction of 20 per cent In the
It is also believed that some reducterritorial tax levy upon this county tion can be made In the levy for court
and that county taxes will be consid- purposes, since there was a deficit in
erably reduced over last year. The tiie court fund at tho beginning of
latter will be welcome news for the the last fiscal year which had to be
tax payer, if it be fulfilled, while the made up from taxation.
former will not create much disturbance, provided the Increase demanded
FRESH FOR SATURDAY.
by the board Is made general not onCELERY.
ly In this county but throughout all
LETTUCE.
the counties of New Mexico.
ASPARAGUS.
That an honest effort will be made
FRESH TOMATOES.
to see that the Increase is general in
CAULIFLOWER.
this county, Is recognized. What will
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
be the condition in other counties re"Good Things to Eat,"
seen,
to
as well as the result
be
mains
of the effort in this county.
aroiN nii; crowd and go to
The provisions in the oath of affir- THE FREE DANCE AT THE CASImation which must be returned by NO HALL TONIGHT. ALL IT COSTS
property owners Ibis year, which have IS THE CAR FARE. MUSIC BY THE
been Incorporated by the board of MEXICAN ORCHESTRA.
equalization are as follows:
The following values were fixed by
FRESH TODAY
the territorial board of equalisation
HEAD LETTUCE HIU'BAHB.
at Its January meeting. 1906, as a baYOUNG ONIONS, TOMATOES,
sis for the valuation of property for
GREEN PEAS, WATER CRESS,
assessment purposes:
NEW POTATOES, CAILIFimVER
Assessors and boards of county
ItADISHES, SPINACH, FTC.
in
making
commissioners
assessments
A. J. MALOY.
and approving same will be guided by
these values In order to Insure an
Don't Be Deceived.
equal assessment on property of the
Styles or forms of ruling or punch- same class and value in all parts of ing cannot bo patented. We will duthe territory.
plicate any job of special ruling or
Agricultural Land.
punching you may want for your loose
Agricultural land In actual cultiva- leaf system.
tion with permanent water rights, not
II. S. Lithgow & Co.
less than $15 per acre.
Bookbinders.
Journal Building.
Agricultural land actually in on i
permanent
vattOB
water
without
Our easy payment plan places a
rights, not less than $7.50 per acre.
within your reach. May we not
Agricultural lands capable of culti- teH you about it? Lrarnard &
vation but not actually In cultivation, deniann, the Square Music Dealers.
under ditch or artesian lands, not less
than S.i per acre.
GEORGE WASHINGTON OF NEW
(irazlng Lands.
MEXICO OOFs TO BUGHOUSE
Grazing lands with stock water
lothereon by wells or otherwise, so
Colored Individual Whose Hobby is
cated or situated as to utilize priviCollecting can.
leges of grazing on government land.
George Washington, colored. wh'
$1.25 per acre.
prefers decomposed meat as a diet,
Grazing lands so situated or locat- has a penchant for collecting old tin
ed as to utilize grazing privileges .m cans from which he appears to find
government land, without stock wa- a good deal of amusement, was tried
ter, $1 per acre.
In the probate court yesterday on an
Grazing lands other than above spe- 'Insanity charge, and committed to the
cified, 30 cents per acre.
territorial asylum for the Insane, says
Timber Lands.
the Presentí Journal-MineAll timber lands within ten miles of
In his lucid moments Information
any operated railroad. $5 per acre.
was gleaned from him that Indicated
specified
All timber lands not above
that his career was more or less of an
$2.50 per aero.
eventful one. He stated that he was
l
ands
Coal
born In Texas, that his father was a
Coal lands within ten miles of any Scotchman and his mother a French
operated railroad, $20 per acre.
negress. He exhibited a gunshot
Coal lands more than ten mile:' wound on his person which he receivfrom a railroad, $10 per acre.
ed during a quarrel while a resident
Mineral Lands.
of New Mexico, and remembered havAll patented mineral lands other ing served a term In the penitentiary
than coal lands, $20 per acre Prn- - In Iowa, and also in the Insane asyvided, however, that If any of such lum In that state.
la mis are timber, mineral, agricultuAmong other peculiar hallucinations
ral or coal lands, they shall be assess- he believes that there Is something
ed as such.
Provided, further, that seriously wrong with his stomach, and
this shall not be construed to include that any food furnished him Is for
Santa Fe Pacific railroad lands, In al- the purpose of finding out whether h
ternate sections, which are fixed at 25 was not a bad character during his
cents per acre.
reside DCS In Texas, where he hail conThe value fixed upon agricultural, siderable trouble.
timber, coal, mineral and grazing
He will be taken to the asylum for
lands are intended to apply to and In- the Insane at Phoenix.
clude all land grants and agricultural, timber, coal, mineral and grazing
lands on such grants shall be Classified and assessed as such by the prop
er officers.
City, town, village and ill othat
property not herein enumerated shall
be assessed upon a basis of 60 per
cent of Its cash value.
Live Stock.
Stock horses, per head. $7.50; saddle horses, per head, $ 5.00; American
horses, per head, $40; American
mules, per head, $50; common mules,
ed.

!

1

r.

p r head,

$15.

Stock cattle north of the 3.",th parallel, per head. $10.
Stock cattle south of the 35th parallel, per head, 9.
Cattle other than range stock, p..T
head, $15.
Improved Angora goats, per head,
$2; common goats, per head, $1.
Sheep, per head, $1.35; burros, per
head, $2; swine, per head, $3.50.

WOMAN'S CLUB HAS

INTERESTING SESSION OF

I

LITERARY

THE

I

HUMORISTS

THE

DECIDES TO

ADMIT

EAUGH WITH TH E

S

CHANGES MIND ABOUT

the

of Mrs.

George F. Albright gave a program
on American humorista.
Hut one paper was read during the
afternoon, but that one was a treat
and excelling In Its scholarly interest.
It was by Mrs. H. B. flay on the subject, "The Place of the Humorists In
American Literature."
The rest of Hie program was devoted to three-minutalks on the fa
inous humorists of the nation, but tho
members called on o respond aluiosi
all gave selections from the several
great
with the result that
the program was one long anil hearty
laugh.
Mrs. S. B. Newcomer talked on Itr. t
Harte, and ended with u reading of
his "Heathen Chinee."
on Mark
Miss Baldriilge talked
Twain and gave some Interesting
points on the life of the famous man.
Mrs. Hinkley gave ana of the treats
of the afternoon In a personal reminiscence ot hiii Nye, with whom sit-- '
was acquainted.
Mrs. Whitcomb also
gave an unusually interesting talk on
the same popular la ugh - ma ker.
James Whitcomb Riley was disi meed by Mrs. Washburn, who gave also
"The Frost Is on the Pumpkin" with
excellent effect.
Kugene Field was diSCUSSSd b Mrs.
It. L. Hust, who recited his popular
"Long Ago."
Mrs. BhUpe read .selections
from
Bob Burdette, and Mrs. E. V. Chives
discussed Mr. Dooley ami his work.
Mrs. Ackerman read a very catching
.Mien's
selection
from Samatitha
"Training Husbands."
The music was exception ily Une,
Mrs. A. G. Harrison winning great applause In a solo and responding to an
encore.
Mrs. H.inna Sowers planyed "Dunce
of the Witches." and was also required to respond to an encore.
Altogether the afternoon program
was one of the best and brightest th"
club has enjoyed.
te

state:
"City of Mexico, Mar , 1108. The
secretary or the interno' advises 014
under date of the 1st Instant as follows:

"The president of the republic has
pleased to revoke his edicts of
the lith and ;0th of last Dec, niber,
which suspended concessions
ting foreigners to acquire mines within the frontier .one of twenty leagues
in the state of Sonora, and the northern district of lower California, awell as the handling of the mineral
requests tilings i presented by foreigners and which were being investigated by the respective mining agbeen

encies.

"I have the honor to make known
to you. advising you that in accord-

ance with this command, orders h&VS
already been given to the agencies
(continue the handling of requests that
nrere suspended, and continue receiving new
requests that foreigners
might present tO then. Orders have
jalso been issued to the governor of
the state of Sonora and the Jefe Po- Utico of the northern district of lower
California, that they should continue
re-- ,
transmitting to the department
quests for acquiring mineral proper-- !
ties that foreigners might present to
them.
"I hand this to you for your Information, assuring you again of my regard
"Signed
MARISCAL.
"Sr. Mexican Consul, of Tucson. Ariz."
I

I

Seven 5c boxes Mutches
H, O, Pancake Flour, per
J pkgs. Shredded Wheal

for....

25c

pkg..,.10c
lie

cans Sugar Corn
20c
Fresh Lemons, per doz
15c
cans Apricots
25c
i cans Baked Beans
25c
::
large Mackerel
23c
Special sale on Shoes. Mens and
Boys' Suits and Gloves.
Caah Buyers' I'nlon,
122
Second St.
II

2

.

PINE AND COARSE CORN CHOP
GOOD
FEED,
WD CHEAPER
t
ol Kansas Citv href
Tho very
THAN
FA'ER BEFORE.
and mutton at i mil Klein wort's. 112
s.
PEE,
W.
020
SECOND ST.
E
North Third htrcct.
tu-r-

out the future which he is
brilliantly realizing.
The
world Is always skeptical regarding
Ian actor who is heralded us competen:
to play those characters who are held
us cherished friends In the popular
i, o;
tinugiuution.
mice this skepticism is removed it Is roplaced by a
complete and unswerving loyalty such
now
as Charles II. Hanford
finds
awaiting him wherever he appears.
This loyalty Mr. Hanford lias never
abused hy Indifferent perforóla nces or
Inadequate productions.
"The Merchant of Venice," ami
"The Taming of the Shrew,' will be
Mr. Huuford's plays at the Klks' theater, on Saturday, March SI, afternoon and evening.
now

May Appear in

'

f tin-

parttntnt under the

carving

Bernhardt the Divine
This Citv

OUT PROSPECTORS

BARRING

DEPARTMENT

Some Great Attractions Ahead
For Albuquerque Theatergoers
-

most interesting sessions
The Hon. Arturo Bilge, Mexican
In the history of the
Albuquerque consul In Tucson, has received the
Woman's club was that of yesterday following highly Important communication from the Mexican secretary of
afternoon In which
literary
One

There is Something more than a
probability that Sarah Bernhardt, the
divine, will appear In Albuquerque
during the present spring. Negotiations h ive been under way for some
days by wire between the management of Klks' theater and the manager of the great Frenchwoman, ami
there is a fair prospect thai she can
be MCUred for one perform. nice.
It is known that the date Of May
2s is open on Bernhardt 'a schedule In
the west, and an offer has been made
by Klks theater to bring her here for
that dale. Up to lata last night no
reply had been received but it Is hoped that the proposal win be accepted,
In the meantime some great attractions will be In the local theater this
month. Chief among Idem Is Charles
B. Hanford, the eminent Bhakegperlan
actor, whose companies have won success season after season for the past
three years.
Btlery'a band, better and bigger and
more captivating than ever, according
to the critics, will appear here for two
concerts on March Nth,
IN FORD TO IPPEAR l
TWO GREAT Pl.Ws
The po ularity of the Shakespearean drama needs no defense when II
is portrayed by an aotor of genuine
fitness for the task he has undertaken,
The playa written by Shakespeare,
and those which because of their superior quality may generally be dis.
sltieil BJ "Shakespearean." never lack
an enthusiastic and multitudinous following when they are adequately presented, This hai been demonstrated
many
time and oft' by Charlei b
Mr. HanHanford'i presentations,
ford has won each year an increase. i
popularity until now it la the exception w hen bis audience is not as large
i one as it is possible for the theater
Mr.
to at commodate.
Hanford, has
Studied tlte public even us closely thai,
Mr. Hanthe public has observe
ford. Convinced that bis ties! wink
aras done in the great legitimate roles,
and finding thll conviction approved by those most eminent of all players With whom in Ills early professional life he was so fortunate as to
be assoclsted, Mr, Hanford appiiei
himself with a determination that
knew no discouragement and an Industry that yielded to no fatigue to
II

so

"Stabat Mater"
Rossini
Sig. Taddeo dl Girolamo.
"Romanza In K Plat" ....Rubinstein
"Lucia dl Lammerinoor" ...Donizetti
Wedding Chorus, Scena, Sextet.
Slgnorl Palma. Plantamura, DI Nata le. Riso, Forte and Manclnl.

Part U.
"PftUat," Garden Scene
Gounod
ove Duet, Window Scene, Finale.

Signar Plañía and Lomonte.
ClarlMt Boto, "Adagio and Tarnn- telle"
Cavalllnl
Sig. Antonio Décimo.
Mullan Mazurka, "Madonnlna" ..Pepe
"Meftatofele," Grand Selection. . Bolto
Prelude Carden Scene, Dance of
the Fives, Classical Sabbath.
Deatli of Margherlta, Triumph
Of the 1 'eavenly Hoat.
I I LFHVs NEW BAND
tM
Bignorl Taddeo, Dl Natulo and V.
RLIiHRY'8 MAN soloists
Di Natale.
Sime the F.llery band passed this
way nearly two years ago, the manaS.W FHANCISOO PHYSICIAN.
ger has added a number of high
lass soloists to the already distin- I SCS lleipleldo Successfully in Treatguished personnel of the organisation.
ing Sycosis of the Heard.
Among these is Slg. Teddeo di Glro-lani- o
He says: ,'I recently treated a ogae
the greatest trumpet player In of sycosis (similar
'barber's Itch')
the United States. Slg. I)i Girolamo Is of the lower lip. withto Newbro's
IWpl-chic- .
a man of striking personality and an
There was .in extensive loss or
ariivt tO the very tips of his linger.
with
Influ mmatlon
extending
Nut only does he possess a tonf of ex- beard
well down on the rihlH. The result of
traordinary beauty, but he is blessed the
application
Herpklde
of
was most
With extreme facility of technique, en-- I gratifying.
The loss of heard ceased
uliling him to perform wonders on his and
a new growth of hair Is now takInstrument with the least semblance ing place over the once Inflamed area.
Of effort.
He will be heard In this
"(Signed) Melville K. O'Neill. M. D.,
city both In special solos to display
"845 Howard St."
bis virtuosity and also In some of the
"Sun Francisco, Cal."
'grand opera numbers in which qual-- l
Hcrplcidc
kills the dandruff germ
Ity of tone and beauty Of phr ising ule
and permits the hair to grow abundthe first essentials. The programs for antly.
the afternoon and evening concerts
by leading druKRlsts. Send 10c
of the Bllery band at Klks theater, in Sold
stamps for sample to The Herplclde
March 14, are as follows:
Co., Detroit, Mich,
B. H. Brlggs &
M'tcrnoon Program
Pari i.
Co., special agents.
March "Under the Double Bagle"
Overture- - Saracen Biavi
Btartllog the Natives.
Merendante
A number of New Mexico cowboys
"The Mill in the Forest," i tese
who recently went to South America,
live
have been astonishing the natives nt
Listen to the Tlc-T- a
Ponchlnelll Buenos Ay res hy their methods of
"i.u Gioconda"
roping and riding. They took their
Prelude Dance of the Hours Cal- - own
horses and saddles with them.
op.
id will no doubt learn the native
Part II.
"
De Angells cowboys some tricks In the trade.
Mazurka "On
ipercttu - "It Happened in Nora-- .
There arc reasons why
. .
ft
Herbert
land"
Mlchaelis Llndwmann can save ymu money In tlio
The Forge in the Forest
purchase
a
ptgno.
of
before,
A Musical Joke, with AccompaniSec UMU
ments of All Kinds of Birds you buy.
and Beusts, both Wild and DoTon Can Give
mestic.
Ulgoletto." Scenes From Act 4 Verdi A customer his statement any moment
he may call for It. without searrhlnn
Prelude Tenor Aria, quartet.
Slgnorl Palma, Plantamura, Di through sevorral hooks, by the uso of
our statement Icdgvr system. Call us
Natale ami itiso.
up and we will be glad to call and exEvening Concert Part I.
Ferulio plain this system.
March "Bllery Hand"
II. S. Lithgow
Co., Bookbinders.
Petrella
Overture "lone"
Auto Phone 12.
Trumpet Solo "Inflammalus," from
Journal Bldg.
.
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fW&O TO BELEsfcTfll
of
Id he

Future

Located on the Veícn

The new City of Belen is

BANKS.

National and other hanking stock
ami surplus at 00 per cent of Its par
value, and all real estate and Im-r- o
cinonts belonging to such bank-- ,
to he assessed as other proitrrty in
that locality, except banking buildings
where any portion of Its capital
took is n vested In such building.
Telegraph and Telephone Lines.
All telegraph lines, carrying one
wire, per mile, $50; for each additional wire, per mile, $5.
Local telephone companies In cities,
towns and villages, for each telephone
instrument, $10.
For long distance telephone companies, charging rates not to exceed 50
cents per message, per mile, for one
wire. $20; for each additional wire,
per mile, $5.
For long distance telephone companies, charging rates more than 60.
cents per message, carrying one wire,
per mile, $(0; for each additional wire
per mile, $S.
County levy Should fie Decreased
That the county levy will be lowered this year seems reasonably certain
since there are a number of levies ordered hy the legislature last i year,
which do not hold over for this year.
Among these special levies which
pass nut of force are 8 mills to pay
bills of T. 8. Hubbell, sheriff. 3 mills
for building and repairing dykes; 2

MCI

- "

-

Center

Cut-- o

of The Atchison

TopeHa f8l

JSfetv

Santa

Mejcico

Fe Rait1ouay

main lines of the Santa Fe system
from Chicago to San Francisco and Los Angeles, El Paso, Texas and Old Mexico

31 miles south of Albuquerque,

N. M.,

is at the junction of the

leading east and west

The Helen ISobun and Improvement Company

"

(INCORPORATED)

r

-

streets and avenuee, RIGHT In ths business
ARB THE OWNERS OF THE BELEN TOWNSITE, Consisting of ONE THOUSAND BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, (size 26xHi feet) fronting upon 80 and
center of the NEW CITY and directly upon the Santa Fe Railway Depot Grounds. The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway company Is now grading Its extensive depot grounda and yard limits 800 feet wide and
mile long, (capacity of seventy miles of aide track) to accomodate Its NEW PASSENGER and FREIGHT depots, HARVEY EATING HOUSE, Round House, Coal Chutes, Water Tanks, Machine Shops, Etc.
70-fo-

eta

THE CITY OF HELEJV

sa

Has a population of 1600. and several large Mercantile Houses, The Belen Patent Roller Mills, capacity 160 barrels dally: winery, etc It la the largest shipping point for flour, wool, wheat, wine, beans, hay and fruit
New Mexico. From Its location upon the Great Trunk line, leading North, South, East and West, to all points in the United States and Old Mexico Its future growth as a Commercial point cannot be estimated.
Belén has a 1 18.000 public school house,
All fast limited, mail, express and freight trains will paas through Belen to Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and the Pacific Coast, The water Is good and climate unsurpassed.
twvj churches, a commercial club, three hotels, restaurants, etc. It needs right now a bakery, tailoring establishment, shoemaker, plumber, planing mill, drug store, harness shop. etc. THE LOTS OFFERED ARB
may remain on note and mortgage for ene year with interest at sight per cent per annum.
Title perfect and warranty deeds
LOW IN PRICES AND TERM8 EAST. One third of purchase money caah; two-thirFor further particulars and prices of lota oa.ll in person er write to
Iven. COME EARLY IF YOU WISH TO 8ECURE THE CHOICB LOTS.
In

ds

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
JOHfl BCJCE. President
'sfcaeBHaSaBBBI

WM. M.

R,

BE-RGE--

Secretary

f HE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL.

PAGE EIGHT.

V. A.

solos)

E)fi1láOf!RAT PUBLISHING COMPANY
Vf. S. BURK8, Editor,
HaCPHERSON. President.
H.
HENINO. City Editor.
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Entered as second-clas- s
matter at the poatofflce
under act of congress of March J. 187.

xxxxxxxxxx

hi Albuquerque, N.

mmm

Larger circulation than :nv other naner

In New Mexico issued cxcry day In the year.

In New Mexico.

Tlie only paper

"The Morning Journal lins a higher circulation rating than la accorded
to any other paper In Albuquerque or auy other dally In New Mexico." The
5.00
60

itlY

moi:m(.. mmu'H

I

Home

hi. mm;

Don't Seem to Want Us

r

a ww
Umllnvtaa
M i.on i. and gave us a hint to that effect yesterda)
full as broad as ihe one given tin gentlemuu who wu.

liny ,,n (he
.New

ne

II

f

the United Stated

Mnrt.,hl

iv

ini?

i

ul

not anxious to have

.. ... ........

.'.

I

THE WILLIAMS DRUG COMPANY

r4 ,1...

afternoon
kidted dow n stairs.
The adoption of the ForaktT amendment killed our chances of admission
so dead that It wan impossible to make them any "deader," but lest there
might possibly have been a breath of life left In our end of the bill .and to
make assurance doubly sure, the senate then went back to the Burrows
amendment and hitched thai on, too. This provides for striking out New
Mexico and Arizona entirely, and admitting Oklahoma and Indian territory.
We indine to think that most of the strength of the latter amendment came
from our friends, who voted in favor of It for the purpose of freighting down
the bill so heavily that the house would not concur. However, as the case
stands this morning we are very thoroughly done for.
Hut then the defeat of the eause doesn't give us any DOW sensation. Uk'
the girl's eels, we are "used to being skinned alive. It has always been don
that way."
MISSOURI people want to move the national capital to the iizarks, on the
theory that pure air will cure graft germ
Penitentiary air. Instead of mountain air. will always be the best cure, Denver Republican.
a
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Rankin & (2o
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Close to the People
mm
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MYER

VICIOUS ASSAULT

Estate

Six-roo-

COMMITTED

FOR

W. P. MfBTCALF
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there
those
Journal classified

the

N. Peach

ARE

a

s.s.

Co.

I
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Baldridge's is the Place
J. 6. BALDRIDGE
ees

STORAGE!.

I

-

Briggs

B. H,

1

Brunswick

L. B.

Putney

CONSULT US

xx

Wholesale Grocer

BILLIARD
&

Croum
Studio

Apt

POOL

PARLORS

Albuquerque

Planing Mill

I

l

I

c.

slrii lies In the back-

Why,
you
OeAuhcr
Ostriches'
THE compilation of the i ondltion of the national banks of the country IQUlnt eyed duffer, those are angels.
by the comptroller of the
based upon the last statement culled for
xx
HI- - Book.
He K
Proprietor.
','Frm a grammatical standpoint."
unpaid xxith HoShows that loans have in, reaseil i:.4.:i0'..ht. a
said Ihe fair maid xvlth the lofty
previous call on November 9th, 15. aM have Increased $34:'.SV0,878, as forehead,
"which do you consider cor- compsred with the Mime period a year ago. Heposlts shim mi Increaae as reel 'I had rather go home,' or 'I
f " ou.u niuier go non e .
s.S97,30l, and an Increase
compared with November 9th. ln;,. of
W.
t o
ret) i d
Ne thel
nrollllit
ago.
a
holdings
year
at
ame
the
time y.oing man xxho xxas engaged In hold
Cash
1471,120.537, ss compared with
In r end of the sofa. Storage and Furniture Exchange
tl
show s decrease of II OH. 3(4. as compfrsd with the samo period iMSt year,'lnK down
1,1 r,,,m r Hta
r Kl'' " r
but an Increase of Mf.llXSHi as compared with the call of November llth.
Household tiomls Sloreil, 'lilted for
.
stranger
unr,.
ihlpmenl, or Sold on Commission.
Clara Hs says my singing Is su- ALBCQi i.hqce
parlor t thai -- r anj khi he knows iih 4.oi,i am:.
AR A good illustration of the gigantic proportions of some of our modern
I! I" a pity
Mamie
Poor feUow!
enterprises take ths Pennsylvania railroad ompany. The statistics of operation he Is unable to extend his acquaint'
anee.
of this company run Into figures almost beyond the grasp of ordinary comI
plana ni
prehension.
For Instance, the gross earnings of all lines east and west of
"The ways of the fair sex'
X"'"
.
..
',,,
m
expenses,
!
!t0.1
operating
ear
Pittsburg for the
are certainly mysterious. Take Miss
WHOLESALE
c
re both
1111,100,141.42. and net earnings. 173 (49.249.14. an Increase In gross earnings, IMIngleUNl, fur instance;
born on the same dux yet I am 37
MERCHANTS
compared with 1904. of 12s, 143. 177. 43. and an Increase In net earnings of iund
she Is only 2&. Now. what do
There were 111,01 1.117 tons of freight moved, being an you think or that"
SS.lff.St9.37.
Wool. Hides A Pelts
Jack Oh, that's easily explained.
Increase of 41,111,297 tons, snd 121,014,223 passengeis carried, an Increase of
a Specialty
You have doubtless lived a great deal
I
Mtt.OOS.
LAS VEGAS
ALBI QUERQUE
faster (han she has.
-
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M.

Gussaroff

J.

MASTERS

A.

J.

Auto phone

LOVE. Prop.
IH.'i

4o:t S.

First St.

I

,

Gro88,Kelly&Co

x
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Dealers

INTERESTED

the rsepei live degreei ot power held by the king of Ores)
Britain snd Ihe presiden I r the United Kates, and also the relative
wfm closeness to ths i pie f ihe parliament and the congress, tic
Top, ui,, Mail net Empire .,
"Our neighbors are contrasting the king's speech with the president';-message and orne of them com lude that under his majesty there Is less of
the monarchlul principia than under Mr. BoosfVfK. Csrtaaaljf, In Knglnnd !l
li the executive, sunt. lined by psrllnment, and. therefore, by the people, th,
rules. In the United States the head of the state exercises the greater degree
ot power, and seems to be free from popular supervision, A British ministry
has gone out because the people wanted a change. How could such a thins
for these
possibly occur next door?"
ground?

ml

e

W00TT0N

'

aa
THE light of the recent work j tie- Chloajjo Board of
at the
stock yards there seems considera Me Justification for suspicion as 'i
the effectiveness of the government's Inspection of the meat supply of
the country. This work la conducted by the bureau of animal Industry,
a subdivision of the agrii uiturai department,
it is the business of this
bureau to maintain a healthy, lean, and wholesome supply of meat for foreign
export and interstate eommen e,
There hHS for a number of year BOM neoe ar less
criticism
as to the careless way in which meal for home consumption was examined,
and last year the correspondent of a leading British medical Journal severe'
Is at HoChicago stock yards. Little
criticised, in a series of articles, in.-notice was taken of them In this country Decease of the obvioUMy prejudiced
state of mind of the writer.
About the middle of las Mmittel however, a flSV man. rr. Charles .'.
Whalen, took charge of tin Chicago board of health, and one of his flisi
acts was to investigate the work of hi two 1,, al Inspectora at the stoi k yard'.
As a result the diseased meat condemnations "i the local department were
soon raised from a few thousand pound! per week to over a hundred thousand,
moer nearly four hundred thousand
snd during the last fourteen daya of li
pounds of diseased and otherwise unwholenoni meat was destroyed tiy tin1
board of health's inspectors.
.
ic
In many cases car,
eminent inspectors, and bearing
stamp, were found diseased by lie- local Inspectors, and both I)r
Whalen and his bacteriologist explicitly state that If it bad nut boon for tin
increased activity of their Inspectors thousands of pounds of diseased atea'
would have been sold in the Ity "f Chicago.
In a careful editorial review sf the condition of affairs outlined above
the New York Globe saya: If this means whal it seems to mean -- namely,
that the present government Inspection la not effective in preventing the ni
ihtrj there is certainly
tli
of great quantities of diseased meat t!'r,,uho
Industry, although, not,
at
of
animal
bureau
arraignment
the
cause for severe
perhaps, for much surprise. The vast amount of meat which Its Inspectors
have to pass upon every day and Ihe race horse speed ai which they work
n
prastlcal Impossibility1.
must render any effective ms
10 assume that
VOH where ttM
In the large cities one might be Incll
government Inspectora full Ihe local health board would detect the diseas-- d
i Chicago, at least, this assumpi. trusses and the consumer be protected.
As for the smaller
Dr.
by
discoveries.
Whalen'a
tion has been disproved
.Hies mid towns throughout the country, to IctlcaU? their sole reliauci is ,oi
the effectiveness of the national government work.
In view of the state of things found In Chicago It would certainly not be
unreasonable for Secretary Wilson to ask congresil for a larger corps of meat
Inspectors. If the work la worth doing at all It Is worth doing thoroughly and
effctlvely. whb h. It seems, la impossible wi:h the present force.
a
j
!

j

'Six-roo-

Selling Diseased Meat

t

Soaip and Shampoo

A. E. WALKER

anti-klHsin-

VIDENTL1 the senate

,

1

a

aM

in both golden and weathered quartered oak

WilliatnVs Liquid Antiseptic

NEW MEXICO
BATI

1

Six-roo-

SO

ALBUQUERQUE

sets, finished

See our migsion and colonial

J. D. EMMONS

American Newspaper Directory.

11 K.MS OF SIBSCHIPTION.
Dally, by mall, one year In advance
Dally, by carrier, one month
Dally, by mnll. one month

Encourages a delicate appetite.
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Sweet

NEW TELEPHONE 4tt.
MONEY TO LOAN ON GOOD HEAL
ESTATE SECURITY AT LOW

M
I ! I I J I
RATES OF INTEREST.
a
$18.00
Pedestal, Quartered Oak Table.
FOR RENT.
"Won't you pleaae pul something in
S.
on
$15.00
House
St..
and
Leg-furniture
Arno
m
Table
Oak
tartllng
Quartered
French
""
r:,Ih' ;
,,1kl, K1 ,'s
for sale.
ou to Pit Isbuigc- i- OIJ
' 'lust
- room house.
St..
$12.00.
East
the street corners by pretty young la
We luive several that
room furnished. 315 N. Arno. IS. 00.
It
These are rare bargains and you should not fail to see them
this week.
In explanation
dle
- room lodging house, $45.00.
arc the real thing.
should be said that the Plltshurgers II
bric k house. 311 S. Arno, $12.
Do you love the cook? Buy her a Hoosier.
are expected to drop a nickel 111 a pretbrick house with bath. Baca
You can get one of
av., $25.00.
tily embroidered sample of hosiery
house, furnished.
xxith a drawstring which the young
Baca av.,
tbeu on ea-- y
$20.00.
lady holds in her hand, proceeds to go
terms.
frame house, S. Third St.. $30.
to the Salvation Army.
brick, with bath, $22.50.
DO T now:
ron sai jo.
Webster Davis announces that Adam
was a Welshman. A storm of protest Four aerea of land In the city limits,
Money to Loan on
with good house and stable, fruit
West End Vinduct
is expected from a large I
Cor. Coal anil 2nd St.
Wholesale & Retail
trees, etc.. In a line location.
Auto. 'Phonw 474
Estate.
Ileal
Colo. Thonc, Red 177
population.
house on West Coal av.; up
to
$3.000.
That pipe on the isthmus you se- Lot ondate,
st.
West Gold av.. near
25c A BOTTLE
so much about in the newspapers is Corner Iron av. and IOdith Sixth
25c A BOTTLE
st..
house; modern: lot 75x142 feet; line
Just Mr. Poult ney BlgtlOW'l story.
cement sidewalks: good stable. This
PORTERFIELD GO.
property will be sold cheap if taken
New Yoik policemen are getting '
at once.
mild and gentle that they will eat
Cine lot near Twelfth st., on Tijeras
110 West Gol-- A w.i ue.
out of Mr. Klngham's hand.
road at a bargain.
Seven-rooon
frame
a
corner
house
Mighty Is the slot machine. ConIn Highlands, with bath.
Lot 60x
gress has ordered the coinage of more
Delightful and beneficial, Insuring freedom from "Itching" and "Dandruff
142: in a fine location 11 7An.
nickels and pennies.
House and lot on South Second st.. beleaves the hair soft and glossy, and not burnt as is the case with most
tween Lead and Coal avenues, at a
shampoos. Also refreshing when used In the bath.
The maids of Dallas have formed
oargain.
g
house, two blocks from nost- society.
an
They must be
olil maids
office, with two lots.
FIRE INSURANCE
House wel'
furnished. This property is In one Secretary Mutual Building Association
Is
over. Hut
The statehood suspense
of the best locations In this city,
t horror
is
the Eastei b
Both Phones
117 West Railroad Avcnne.
and Is for sale at $5,500.
Blue Eront.
Ofllce In J. C. ISahlrldze's Lumber
anace
Automatic '1'hone 324.
house, North Fourth street. Yard.
?
with 3 lot 75 xH2 feet, near in
iiioks very much as if tin System
Price, $3,600.
had inserted the gaff into Mr Heinz
Ixits on North Fourth street.
riiin women are now the fashion. Brick house and lot on West Coal
s,
woman are too thin.
ave.; 5 rooms,
$2, COO.
EIRE INSURANCE
uuiit Itciil probably wishei he wai Brick house, 7 rooms, with 3 lots, on
REAL ESTATE
North Second street,
back on the pay roll
LOANS
price, $2,650.
modern
FOR BALE: Five room
451
Autsmatlc
The government wl lift the elevabrlcs- house, nearly new, mod
cast
Highlands,
In
lot,
corner
brick,
10.
N.
ROOM
T.
ARM
MO
tor trust.
BUILDING
ern improvements, at $3,15C, on
front
North 4th street.
house, Coal avenue. $2.700.
The agony is over- - once more.
brick house. Tijeras avenue;
&
SALE:, 50 foot lot 7" feet from
modern, fine location; $3,300.
house, furnlshel. gr.od localiallroad avenue, level, line location.
tion, $1150.00.
Highlands, only $050.00. If you want
Dealers in Real
frame In o;ie af the best
a real bargain ace about this at Once.
locations on Broadway at a bar123 South Third Street
gain: modern
house,
South Edith
atreet; fine location; $1.500.
Washington. Mar. tl. Somewhat of
house on North Second street, WE HAVE
SALE
a sensation has been caused in police
In good repair; $1,660,
In b s by the (hiding of a strange In- Three hundred and twenty acre ranch,
dividual In an ash barrel back of th"
hay alfalfa, grafted fruit trees. A few small ranches, ranging from
good hullulngs. etc.
CaoltOl building, who had been badly
three to ten acres each; nil under
Seven-rooframe, thres lots N. Third
up by soiik p. son or persons
d
ditch and under high state of cultiunknown. The man was unconaciousLJt.. 12,700.
brick house. S. Third at..
Votary Public, Insurance, Bonds, Motley to Loan.
vation.
When found and for a w hile II xv is
321 Cold Avenue
LCI III.
thought he was dead. He finally reAlso, desirable lots in the different adBUSINESS
gained his faculties, however, and la Oood ranches near CHANCES.
the cltv for sale
ditions to the ity.
now in a
condition, In
at reasonable prices.
i
u id interval in response to a re- lire Insurance,
Houses for Rent. Wo have several small cottages, vxell
Bents I'lleded. Taxes Paid, ami
quest for his name he managed
in, for sale on reasonaMC terms.
WORLD
ODD ANDCURIOUS
entire charge taken of nronertr for
gasp out "Hamilton Bill' before
RH
residents
and
may
so
still
be
rambled off again. There is no dobl
who have
Colo. Phone. Black 144
Mill xvas the Victim of foul play and
. H. DUNBAR & CO
Morning
not used
ad
columns.
it Is believed that he xvas sandbagged.
The nan xvas painfully injured, both Corner Gold Avenue mid Third Street.
legs being talked Off at the knees, his
neck dislocated, right arm badly
crushed, and one eye driven In. Care$ a
s
ful examination revealed severe bra Is.
M on the hack,
breast. shoulders,
head. face, arms and neck, xvlth txx i
YOU
REAL ESTATE
bullet hales through the solar plexUf
and the left ear badly chewed. The
top of the unfortunate man s head
FOR LUMBER, SHINGLES, AND LATH. A LARGE
showed unmistakable evidence that he
had been scalped and a physician who
stock of WíncJbws, Doors, Paints, Oils, Brushes,
was called said that the Indications
Office: 208'.: W. Gold Avenue
Cement, Building Paper, etc., always on hand.
WON that Bill had taken a large dOS
Auto. Phono 335
In Drug Stores because yon
of laudanum, The man's clothej had
been torn almost entirely off ami the
can't know when disease or acpolice strongly suspect thill all atyou or
cident mil) overtake
tempt was made to seriously disahl
him, for what purpose Is a mystery,
sonic monthcr of your family
Sixteen stitches were taken in a large
mi xc unlit In call row attenSOS SOUTH FIRST STREET,
Al.liUQl'EHQUE, NEW MEXICO
stab around In his back. Ills skull
tion to iic kind oi a DftVG
STORAGE!
A half empty bottle
was fractured,
e
STORE WE HAVE
of chloroform found nearby has given
the police an important cine, and red
It is complete In every detail
ineyes
pepper particles found in his
xx e
compound medicines
THE SECURITY WAREHOUSE COMPANY
o
thug-tby
the
used
dicate the method
to iiiedorn methods.
hold him up. The man shows that
GÓOCla ordered at oar store
he was struck violently from behind
VIII safely keep your PIAXO. FORK-TURxvlth some blunt Instrument, probably
TRUNKS, VEHICLES, MERby messenge,,
telephone,
iy
or
a telegraph pole, which b)0W undoubtCHANDISE, MACHINERY and any
arc delivered promptl) xxlihnut
edly stunned the unsuspecting xlctitn.
rtlcle, large or small, for any length
extra charge.
That an attempt was made to drown
Of time, In their tiexv and
him after using the pole Is Ihe theory
torago ware house,
In (act.
e give yon the
nt reasonable
oiEllceni,
out
being
borne
of the
this
gtes. Money Loaned on goods stored.
bSal of
everything
at prices
by the discovery of a large ba(h tub
OFFICES) GRANT HLOCK
lower than yow are nccustom'fl
full of water which was surreptitiouslHOIil PHONES
y smuggled to the scene of the
paying
to
for such qualities sn1
sen Ice.
The authorities have come to the
conclusion that tin- attack w is made
with deadly Intent. Several suspicious
hat lotera are under surveillance, including one Foraker. who has been
teen In company with Bill several
times lately and who was observed to
ax Into the
a Urge double-bitte- d
.illy
apitel a few days ago.
&. Company
Hamilton Bill xvas reported retting
easier at a late hour today. an I
hope
Is
for
nursing
there
with careful
The First National Bank will rent you a Safe Deposit Box for 11.51
Props, Alvarado Pharmacy
i bis
reCOVSr) but It is feared he will
Children's Photos a Specialty
'I wo men
I,, pci inani mix disfigured
First St. and Gold Ave.
a year and up. Call and let us explain the system.
named Beveridge and llodey. as far as
Auto Phono 320
Can be found tin' only Irieiids of Uninjured man. were at once untitled
and are at his bedside. Tiny ale almost prostrated at the condition of the
victim of the roughnecks.
Important arrests xxlll probably b'
made tomorrow ai the police are leaving no stone UMumed to tlnd the guilben you have the "little thing" or
hsUbllshed 187S
ty parlies.
the biggest thing to tackle In what
must be done by Plumbers, and our
Merely u Suuse-tlnt- i.
unid for It you will gain In time, in
The good man sat In alien! meili FEED. FLOUR ANO GRAIN
money. In worry, and because wou'll
tUtlolt.
not have to get the work done all over
After a time the spirit moved him
for Mitchell Wapns
again.
and he began to speak.
our patrons say even more 'good
"What," he queried, "shall I give
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
things about us than xve say ourselves.
up during Lent?"
Well," rejoined
his xvife, "you
might give up J," for my new Kaster
headgear."
STANDARD PLUMBING AND
,
And the good man proceeded to
HEATING
COMPANY.
mciiilute in silence some more
Auto. 'Phone 671
Bel', P.ed 284
The llnest place In the city to
In xx fui dolt.
412 West Railroad Ave., Albuquerque
a
( proudl
I leAuber
Ib e's
spend xour idle hours.
painting
have Just finished. What
All kind" of mill xxork a
Best Brands of Csri ami To
do you think of It. old man.'
specialty. The rigid place
i 'i Ulcus
it isn't half bad. My the
buceo alxvnjs on hand.
for good work at low price
xxax. did you draxx on your Imuglna-tlm- i
I f

IS THE LKADING KKI'UBLICAX PAI'Elt
OF NEW MEXICO, SUPPORTING Tilt: PRINCIPLES OF THE KEPUIILI- i.i inr-gf - inri.iin
TIliTiMi xxi. i in mi ri.i.iw wa.
av
iinvi, v
PARTY WHEN THEY ARE KIGHT.
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FURNITURE

Home,

COLUMN

REAL ESTATE

stands fur Statehood

THE MOKXIXG JOURNAL

rtNMRTt

JET.

Al.i-i- i

10, lBOfl.

Pretty Dirving Room

0 ÜNBAR'S

fmmmmmmammmm

Saturday, March

.;

STAR FURNITURE GO,

214 Gold Avenue

Economy W.y

California
You do not sacrifice comfort for
economy when you go in a
Santa Fe Tourist Pullman.

OFFICE

DESKS

$25.00 for a Colonist ticket, Albuquerque
All the Way

AND CHAIRS

xx

Ask S. F. Agent at

All Kinds HOUSE FURNISHINGS

Stoves and Ranges

Albuquerque for
tourist sleeper booklet

to California.

Daily, Feb.

15

to April

7.

Slight extra charge for berth. Seat in
chair car free.
Dustlesn roadbed

tUrvcy muU,

snliintaft

March,

fj,

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAE.

itOJ.

FREE SEED

CHORE

HIFT

I

GRAND AUCTION SALE

BU E

THEjOHSS
Annual Attempt

(o

We want to see a home built on every residence lot in the PEREA
and EASTERN Additions, and in order to do so quickly, will sell
144 beautiful residence lots in those additions at Public Auction, on
Saturday, March 17,from 2 to 4 o'clock in the afternoon and from 7tol0
o'clock that evening. Only $5 down on each lot, balance $5 per month

Stop the

Farce Under Way.
SOME AMENDMENTS

gJHAVE

PAGE

THAT

BEEN OFFERED IN PAST

The Morning Journal Bureau.

1229 Pennsylvania Ave., X. W.
Washington, D. C. Mar. 6.
Another of the annual congresslon- il farce Is now on the boards. Timtime It is the distribution of seeds by

tJRETY INVESTMENT CO., OWNERS

the agricultural department at tli'
command of senators and representatives. Xobody believes in it. The ag
ricultural department is convinced the
money spent for it is wasted. The
ongrcssmen would hail a relief from
Hie business of distributing the seeds
vlth no attempt to conceal their
never
The people would
know it had happened save for the
reduction of the budget by about

ú

n.

tí

44

"JILU" I

$200.000.

the
fear of dissatisfaction
among the constituents represented at
the capítol is so great that It I not at
ill certain the abuse can bo stopped
low, even though the house commit
tee on agriculture has struck the seed
clause from the appropriation bill.
As a matter of fact not a tenth of
these seeds are either asked for or desired. Private secretaries cuddle their
brains to give them away to advant
age. A great proportion is never giv-v- n
away, but Is collected It is just as
well to speak out with the truth by
employees of the capítol and sold. The
farmer does not care to experiment
with a handful of middle grade corn.
when he has the planting of a hundred acres on hand. The farmer's wife
dors not care to sow mignonette and
grow red poppies in her flower beds.
It is a safe prediction that If this dis
tribution were stopped today not ten
voter! to the district would complain.
he work of the agricultural depart
ment Is of the greatest Importance
to the whole nation. It is correspondingly expensive. To weigh It duw.i
with an allowance of more than
$150.000 for work which has no place
in the general scheme of departmental activity and which the department
u believes to be practically useless is
"an extremely undesirable use of the
nation's funds. But to spend that mo- r ney for the distribution among the
people of a commodity which the peo- pie do not want is worse than unde- sirable it is profligate waste.
In 1839 there was no department of
r agriculture,
but that year congress
appropriated 11,000 to enable tho
commissioners of patents to purchase
l and distribute rare and valuable seeds
and to publish agricultural statistic-In 189,1
appropriations for the
i
' department the
of agriculture had grown
to about $1.000.000 and the appropriation for the purchase and distribution of seed had reached $150,000.
Secretary J. SterllngMorton looked upon this free distribution as petty graft,
and he refused to "purchase and distribute." But congress made the distribution mandatory, and each year
the appropriation has been increased.
until for the current twelve months it
la $250,000 in round figures. This year
the agricultural bill carried $7,000,-onThere have been sporadic attempts in the past to do away with
the free teed graft, but they have always failed, not because a majority
of the members favor the practice,
but because most of them are afraid
their constituents would kick. And
yet the action of the committee km
Tuesday was very largely In response
to resolutions adopted
by the state
granges In Illinois, New York, and
Connecticut urging the stoppage of
the free seed distribution.
in January. 1897, the seed item in
the agricultural
appropriation
bill
was under discussion during one entire afternoon, and many attacks were
made to have it stricken out.
"Dave" Mercer, then representing
the Omaha district, offered
as an
amendment a substitute which read:
"Provided that the secretary of agriculture (list distribute to each senator, representative, and delegate six
chickens, six hogs, six cattle and six
horses, all thoroughbreds, and divided as to sex half and half."
Congressman Bartlett. of Georgia,
offeccd hound pups as a furth'-amendment.
Chairman Wads worth
was willing to accept the whole paragraph and "Tom" Reed assured Mercer that the Idea met his views, and
the Ironical amendment would probably have been adopted If It had ever
come to a vote, but Steele, of Indiana, made a point of order, and the
amendment was withdrawn.
Representatives of a large number
of seed dealers throughout the country have come to Washington to devise ways and means to fight the "free
seed graft." The officials of the agricultural department claim that thfl
dealers have the situation entirely
in their own hands. The department
does not care a particular
whoop
about the work. In fact they would
rather devote the time and enerfy it
.consumes to some " more striking and
useful work, r
ft
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Ml About How a Bartender Was Easy
Money.
Setting their dinner palls down on
the bar with the statement that they

are working at some mine In the
(amp, and asking for a drink un.il
pay day, Is a great bit ff the "Weary
Willies" are working on the saloon
men in Hlsbee, says the Review.
Whenever they want a drink and hav
en't got the price, the blue dinner pail
works like a charm, and th thirst of
the applicant Is readily appeased
Tuesday at a popular saloon, one
of the cleverest grafts that has been
worked on a bartender In Hlsbee a
played bv three men who were thirst;',
and were not working at any shaft.
The first one of the trio entered the
saloon, and setting his dinner pall
down on the bar, asked for a drink
until payday, stating that he was going on shift, and was sick and needed
a drink. The bartender set down a
bottle and a glass, and the applicant
Indulged freely. Shortly after he left
and flatanother entered the saJooiibar.,
went
ting the bucket on the
same eremonr. only
the
he
changing the shafts at which
worked. He, too. worked his game
very easily und left the saloon. The
same spiel
.third came In with thepall,
and was
and the same dinner
CequaJky successful.
McKimddcii, the Exchange own. 800
Moni h Broadway.
vtiw-Miir-

t
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POSTOFFICE NAME CHANGED
ACTIVITY

IN

LIVE

CAMP

(Orogrande Times.)
Commencing April t, the official
name of this place will be Orogrande.
The postoffice department has granted the change In the name, from
Word has been reJunction.
ceived to that tffect, and the change
is most acceptable to the people here,
since many letters have been addressed to Orogrande in the past, and there
has been delay in ttair transmission,
to the
or they have been returned
writer to have the name Jarilla Junction written on them.
Jarilla. though known locally, proved to be a taw breaker to eastern and
northern men, who rlled It around In
their mouths as though it was a red
hot potato, and then failed to pronounce it right. Whereas, when they
pronunciation
did hear the proper
they thought you were talking of another plaue.
The result of the confusion was the
decision to change the name. It was
easier to do that than it was to educate the country on the proper pronunciation of Indian and Spanish
names. So Orogrande was selected.
anfl met with Instant favor.
The change will be welcomed by all
for Orogrande Is the City of DesJa-rll- la

tiny.

in by the railroad c ifnpany, and
Is manifestllvlty of the liveliest
ed on all sides.

We are the Leading Druggists

Fall to Find lM Mine.
D. S. Mytlnger and Modesto Aguirre
spent a few days last week prospecting on the east side of the Organ
Sometime in the fifties,
mountains.
Don Mariano Aguirre. father of Mo- desto, did some work on a lead In
mat vicinity wnicn was ncn in goui
and silver, and the ore was packed
on tint-into the nlrl Auiliri'p in til.
about one mile north of Las Cruces,
where it was smelted in in an adobe
furnace, and paid well, but on account
of Indians he was compelled to sus-- ',
pend work, and shortly afterwards
died. This mine is what D. S. and
Modesto went to find but failed.
they found a lead, supposed
to be In the Immediate vicinity, and
according to an assay It runs 7 ozs. sil- vre, $3 in gold and K.i per cent lead to
the ton. Las Cruces Citizen.
SEND I S YOUR ORDERS. THEY
WILL BE FILLED WITH THE VERY
BEST (i(MH)S THAT YOU CAM POSSIBLY BUY, POR THE LEAST
MONEY.

THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
"Good i'liiugs to Eat.'

Do you want to

get into business.,

Snuill capital required. See
the Exchange man. 300
way

MrSpud-den-

,

i

.

:....,

h

At Work on Big; Dam.
gang of men with scrapers Is
employed making the big dam across
the gulch at the foot, of Hand hill,
which is to retain the water In what
will be the biggest reservoir In the
Sacramento valley fl reservoir capable of retaining 25.000.000 gallons oí
water.
Machinery Is being unloaded on the
smelter site, more material Is arriving
the new leg of the wye is being built

ticles and Fancy Goods between
Denver and Los Angeles.

PRESCRIPTIONS

man's Candies

J.

Always Fresh

O'Rielly Company
Druggists, Barnett Building
H.

Free Delivery to any part of
the city.

AI.FAI FA

CHOICE HAY
500

Your Friends
Back East

TONS

Communication Made Easy
'

Might decido to
settle along
the

Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago,
and all points North and East by the

El Paso

Ell

A SPECIALTY

Lowney's, Guntlier's and Whit-

Palmetto Roof Pa hit Lasts Five Yean
and stops Leaks.
Cash Paid for Hides and Pelt.
408 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

,

Southwestern System

Hock Island System

If they knew more about your
neighborhood.
Send us a list of their names
and addresses. We will mall to
them our descriptive land literature. Why not work together
In this matter.
It only costs you
a postal card. Address,

Shortest, Quickest, therefore the Best. The Only wny with two
through trains dally, carrying Standard and Tourist Sleejiers, Ob
scrvntion Dining Cars, Chnlr Cars and Coaches. For any trip, anywhere, any time TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.

General Colonization Agent
A. T. & S. F. By.,
Chicago
Railway Exchange,

GARNETT KING

For Full Particulars see any Agent or Address
General Agent

V.

R. STILES

Gen. Pasa. Agent

EL PASO, TEXAS

WM. FARR MELINUEAKIN!J!LLE
Wholesale and Retail Dealer In

Fresh and Salt Meats
SAUSAGE A SPECIALTY
FOR CATTLE AND HOGS BIGGEST
MARKET PBICE PAID

WHOLES ALB

Liquor Q Cigar Dealers

Exclusive Agents for
Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies.
Moet & ChaiuFn White Seal
St. Iouls A. B. C. Bohemian
(In effect November 12. 1906.)
NEW MEXICO MEAT MARKET
ami Jos. Kchllti Milwaukee Bottled
Eastbound.
Beers,
Distributors
and
and
Owners
No. 2., Atlantic Expresa, arrives 7:65
Andres Romero, Prop.
of the Alvsrado Club Whiskey.
m.,
a.
depart
at 8:25 a. m.
Cataltgu
our
for
Writs
Illustrated
&
No. 4., Chicago Limited, arrives 11:6
and price list.
p.
in
departs 12:0 a. m.
Automatic Telephone, in.
211 West Gold Avenue, Albuquerque
No. 8 Chicago & Kaneaa City E- Salesrooms. HI Sooth first Street.
GAME IN SEASON.
press, arrives 6:46 p. m departs
NEW MEXICO.
ALItroCEBUl'E
Ctiam-Dag-n-

Fresh

e,

Salt Meats

7:45 p. ni.

Write for Quotations
TO

i

in;

DCrn3llll0lVlCrC3ntllC
COMPANY,

BERNALILLO, X. M.

::o. 10.. Chicago Fast Mall, arrives
(:50 a. in., deonrts 7:30 a. in.
Westbound
No. L, California Expreaa, arrives 7:80

THE ENGLEWOOD
MRS. 3. BOULDEN. Prop.

m

Aut0 Phon
Second Street and Copper Ave
Albuaueraue. New Mexico.

C"

O. & R. G. SYSTEM

B. F.

COPP, D.

J.

S.

Room 12, N. T. Armlio Building

P. m.. denarts 8:18 p. m.
No. 3., California
Limited, arrives
11:10 a. m departs 11:20.
No. ".. Mexico & California Express,
arrives 10:45 p. m departa 11:69.
No. 9., Fast Mall, arrives 11:85 p. m

Southbound

No. 9 Mexico Express, departs 12:16
p. m.
Local freight train, No. 99., southbound, departs at 6 a. m. and

Santa Fe Branch Effective December 10, 1905.
carries passengers.
STATIONS
Westbound
Eastbound
Arrives From South
is
a "Boost" No. 10., Mexico Express, arrives 6:60
Ar ... 3:30 p. in Every "Knock"
11:00 a. m.
.Lv
Santa Fe
a. m.
Española
. Lv
.Lv. ... 1:26 p. in
12:51 p. m.
No. 1, runs direct to Los Angeles.
"Uncle Johney"
No. 7. runs direct to San Francisco.-No- .
2:11 p. m. . . .Lv
Embudo
Lv....l2:26 p. m
3. runs direct to Los Angeles and
11:36 p. irLv.
3:00 p. in. . ..Lv
Baranca
San Francisco,
,
4:02 p. m. . ..Lv
Servilleta
Lv. .10:29 p,
All trains dally
4:32 p. in. ...Lv
Lv. .10:00 p
Tres Piedras
SANTA FE CENTRAL RAILROAD
6:415 p. in. . . .Lv
Lv. . 8:10 p
Antonlto
8:30 p. in. . . .Lv
Lv. . 6:40 a
Alamosa
In Effect Deo. II, 1904.
Lcnclonl, Props.
Dlnclll
3:00 a. in. . ..Lv....,
Lv. .11:06 p
Pueblo
Southbound
Northbound
4:3E a. m. . ..Lv
SUOON, BEST AC BANT AND
No. I
STATIONS.
Lv. . 9:40 p. m
Colorado Springs
No. 1
RÓOMING
BOUSE
1:00 pm Lv. .Santa Pe..Ar 4:20 pm
7:30 a. in. . ..Ar
Denver
Lv. . 7:00 p. n
1:20pm... Donaciana ... 4:10pm
111 NO. FIRST STREET! 1:45 pm .. .Vega Blanca... 8:46 pm
Trains atop at Embudo for dinner where good meals are served.
lfAnAlft1MA1P9 TRENCH FEMALE
2:20 pm... .Kennedy
1:10 pm
CONNECTIONS
2:45 pm
Clark
2:46 pm
3:30pm
At Antonlto for Durango, Sllverton and Intermediate points.
Stanley...,. 1:66pm
, CIM4IH Riliiv fcr Sirmauao )lBmmaTio.
.A
1:20pm
4:05pm.... Morlarty
sum sim h...i.
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and Intermediate points via either the
s.r.i
imwi ti orrait.
mi OWMleed
K,
4:30
rVlinn
roc
pm.... Mcintosh .... 12:45 prn
IM rfent
Motte.r
.! i
Denlers In
gauge
forfl.00 r ho. Wll! Mad litem on trtl,v b II4 foi
gauge
making
narrow
Veta
La
or
Salida,
via
via
the
pm
line
standard
Pass
pm
6:45
11:20
Estancia
GROCERIES,
PBOVISIOXS. HAY.
bo llfffl. Himw I'n. If four druggist "4 net
AND FUEL.
Wllllard ....11:16am
6:20pm....
Mr tru Mtmn j uur orden lu tM
the entire trip in daylight and passing through the Famous Royal Gorge, also Fine LineGRAIN
of Imported Wines, Liquors 6:60 pm . . .. Progreses .. . . 10:46 am
UNIT! O MEDICAL CO, so T4 lnuil.a
for all points on Creede branch.
nnd Clirurs. Place Your Orders
10:25 am
7:20 prn
Blanca
For
Jills Line With Us.
,
8:10 pmAr.. Torrance ..Lv ;4am
A. S. BARNEY,
Sole! In Alhiuineraue by the J. II. S. K. HOOPER. G. P. A.,
O'Rielly Company.
NORTH THIRD STREET Bead down
Agent .
Rad ud
Denver Colo.

FOR SALE

A

Ar-

Paints, Oils and Vanishes

To Work Placer.
The Electric Mining and Milling
company has decided upon the method by which their placer will be
Albuquerque
worked.
It is the. Intention to send the gravel to grizzlies, which throw out ev- Foundry and Machine Works
erything that will not pass a
It. P. HALL. Proprietor
ring.
The grizzlies will be fol
by
lowed
wire screens, only material
and Brass Castings, Ore, Coal,
that will paxs an inch ring will be Iron
and Lumber Cars, Pulleys, Grat
the product of them. These In turn,
Bars, Babbitt Metal, Columns
wtll bo followed by another set, from
and Iron Fronts for Buildwhich it will pass again to screens, to
ings, Repairs on Mining anl
cut It to 20mesh produce, at which Mlllln- - Machinery
In Our Specialty
size it Is to be fed Into a sluice, and
the gold rocovered in that manner,
FOUNDRY
the water to be pumped back to be East Side Railroad Track Almmneraue
used over again.
Amalgamating machines will follow
the sluices and, perhaps, concentrators to follow the amalgamators.
The
black sand from this placer carrier
$22 per ton In gold.
The caliche which Is encountered
Black Minoren. I'lunmitli
at a depth of several feet Is thrown
to one side, bv the first operation, is
Rock and Rhode Island
explained. This is allowed to weathBed Eggs: $1 per Betting
er, and after about four to six months
exposure. It disintegrates, when It is
sent to the sizing screens, and follows
In the order above described.
Caliche
thrown out In the fall Is workable C. D. KLUMPP, 1006 South Edith St
next spring. It Is as rich as the balance of the placer.
two-inc-

of Drugs, Chemicals, Toilet

tf

Leather, Harness, Saddles, Lap Robes,
Hone Blankets, Etc.
t

And carry the largest stock

S. Broad-

THOS. F. KELEHER
.,

of the Southwest

f

PILLS.;

I

.

RICO HOTEL

....

Toti & Gradi

....

GOLD COIN FLOUR
Insist upon your merchant giving you Gold Coin Flour
Don't take anything else

GOLD COIN FLOUR.

....
....

AGK
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T. Y. Mayn.rd

Ceo. W. Hlckox

Saturday. March
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JUST RECEIVED

Be Hickox May nard Company
New Mexico's Le ding Jewelers

A LARGE

It is the Place to find Everything the Nicest and the Best
Our Watch Repairing- and Optical Departments are In charge
of men of highest qualifications. Special attention to orders
.
by mail and satisfaction guaranteed,
imatfTl

CONSIGNMENT OF

-

tjsj.

The A.rch Front

RUGS AND CARPETS

South Second Street

LOCAL ITEMS OF INTEREST

The Latest Designs and Colorings.

WEACH ER FORECAST!.
Washington. Mar. 9. Nro Mexico
-- Kalr in siuth, rain and colder in
north portion Saturday; Sunday
r

John H.!kn.ii..

K.--

ALBERT FABER.

in

l

yesterday on tiusiiifs;'.
Mit. .1. F. Kirkendall, of
Clncinn.it; ire guests at the Alvarado.
John A. Orendorff. of fprlngfielrl.
III., has returned to Albuquerque after
a brief stay lif El Paso.
Erii"t livik'-- . alone and unattended, was fined the dollars in police
court yesterday jnorning for drunkenness.
f "le Fort
Agent it. Perr'r
aaen y. in tliie Navajo reserva
tion, and Mrs. Perry, left for the for t
last night after u sSiort visit ill Albti- Albuqut-nru'-

'

Mr. and

Furniture, Carpets and Draperies

F.J.H0VST0N

Charles

of the John

I

S, BEAVEN

JOHN

In our new location
205 W. Railroad Av.

Bjoerque.
i,

I

e

Beck-

er Co.. Belen, was in Albuquerque
early yesterday morning on his way

home from a Visit in Chicago and
Wisconsin points;
Hon. John Becker, of Belen, was
Goods
among lie visitors In Atluiuerque
returning
Be
is
Mr
ker
last night.
home from a visit lti Will. int. when
a branch of the John Becker Co. store
is doing a big business.
y
Friends in tins city yesterday i
ed word of the death of Jim Bentley,
of Corrillos, one of the bet known
Characters of central New Mexli o.
Kodiwk Finishing and Bicycle
stare driver In th"
for man) years
Cochlti district. His denth was caused
a Specialty.
by the bite of a mad dog.
Bishop John Vills Kendrlck, of the
Bplacopal ihurthv ! in Albuquerque
to remain nvr Stindav. On Sunday
vennig In St. John's church Bishop
Kendrlck will ofil'iiate in lontlrina-tio- n
service, there lu ing a large class which Mr. Kurt, is president In the
Guanajuato district of the southern
to be received Into the church.
republic. The article says that the
J. A. Welnmann, proprietor of the Company has
Installed the most comlog Golden ituie dry goods store, re- plete silver treating
In the re
turned yesterday morning on the Cal- public and that It isplant
sure to return Choice and Bright Kansas Hay
ifornia limited from New York and anormoUt dividends from
the start.
past
three
Chicago, when for thxBurAim, of
weeks he has been buying a large . Superintendent II.
stock of goods or the summer trade. 'the I er ri tri:i i e e n r If IV :l s In 11,,.
K. A. Kaynolls. brother of Joshua city yesterday morning a short time
SEKÜ
M.I Al l
Reynolds of tin's city and Jefferson on his way to Sania Fe from Socorro.
1(1,1 I GH 18H SKKI)
Raynolds of -i Vegas, died Thursday
A suit has been tiled In the district
night of pneumonia in Canyon City, clerk s office entitled f. m. Kent ver;it SEI I)
HITE I
He was president of the Fre- sus Thomas s Hubbell, B, L. Medter,
Colo.
mont County bank An Canyon City Mid attorney for plaintiff.
i he well
on
known men or oio- Howard Clark, of Hi'- Benhem Inrado.
GltOL'ND AMI MIXED it; ed
dian Trading company, left yeeter-da- y
A. Lovell, superintendent of, motive
o
Ol All KINDS.
a
to
buying
trip
the
curio
"ii
power foi the Santa Ke. and S. I.
reservation.
Iti in
mechanical supitlntenilent of
Oloml and B, Gradl have return-e- d
the huh; lines, left last' night for the
from an extensive trip through the
west after a day In Albuquerque spent
Go
II r. southern part of the territory.
in Inspecting the local shops.
i,oveii i on sn inspection trip through
Ilrfl, W B. Maharam, of West Itail-roa- il
the western shops.
avenue lias returned from an ex02 SOUTH FIRST STREET
lp to New York.
Dr. Paine, th" able Mlfwauk-- e le, . it nded
larsji audl
turer. iddresspd another ifjst
Attorney B. Li.
spent yesterchurch day in Sania Fe Medler
ones In the First Kethi
on business before
ni
last night on the subj t ''an.
ihe United states court.
Cnited
Whiof.f th
MM) Glimpses
LIVERY, FEED V BALE
illustrating
the
. l!lt
Th" views
States."
CANS.
STABLES
- audi' in
tinvery
anil
fine
I
ED,
leeture are
IMI'I:
M l! HEAVY OUTpleased.
highly
was
$1.(10. Our now
SIDE
PITTING
COVER,
addition Kivea us the
HITNET COMPANY,
Patrons of the i ian i.t l ooming
best equipment in the city for boardavenuami
house ,,n West llailroad
ing your private rig. Talk With me
HANI il FOB SALE.
of the Kllte rooming bous,- on West
about it. Baggage delivered to any
city.
Silver avenue report attempts at rob-bei: INCH OF MM 1CRES, ALL part of the T. W. FORD, Prop .
by sneak thieves in both of these
WD UNDER DI K II Auto. Phone r,(l4.
houses! some time Thursday night, FENt ED
j John St.
111 ST FARMING LOCATION
IN THE
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Perfect in Every Detail

WOOD

Kodaks, Sporting

Typewriters and
Bicycles

Although every part and principle of the sewing machine
has been studied, improved and perfected to make the Volo
the best and easiest running machine on the market, other
features for general convenience have not been neglected.
On one side there are two dust proof drawers of equal
depth. On the other a shallow drawer contains spindles
forspoolsand an emery cushion. Beneatli this drawer is a
deeper one in which an oil can may be stood upright.
The body of the machine is dust proof so that in standing
the dust cannot penetrate it and reach the head. It has
s
and "is adjusted with the most painstaking care; the result is, the Volo is the fastest sewing,
easiest running and must convenient for every use and does
work that cannot be equalled with any other machine in the
world.
The stand is highly finished in black with the finest
Japan, and In addition is finished with a high grade varnish.
The Volo represents perfection in material, workmanship and efficiency.
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Re-pairi-
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roller-bearing-

502 S. FIRST ST

BOTH PHONES

THE UGHT (!' LOVE
right in Its place. Hut for pracuse the electric light Is
tical
heller, ii' you are getting along witli-othis modern method of IlluminaSuption von arc behind the times.
lióse you let us tell you the advantage!
,.f ELECTRIC LIGHTING. They are
many, including convenience, safety,
beauty and economy. We are at your
service any time. You can call on us
or If you say so we will call on you.
Which shall il be?

Price, $40.

Is all

Every

ui

506

W.

Railroad

fully guaranteed.

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO
SOLE AGENTS

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

3I9-32L32- 3

Nash Electrical Supply Co
Both Phones.

Volo
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Na-Mij-

Glarkville Produce
The

(

Hihlsmd Livery

W. L. TRIMBLE

H CO

FEED AND TRANSFER
STABLES

LIVERY.

First Class Turnouts at Reasonable Rates.
Old Phone
Now Phone 12- -.

The Birdsell Wagon

2

THE WORLD'S BLST"
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Did you ask him?
Did he know?

1

.
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COKE

X

BAR-DEL-

WOOD

'.

W.H.Haiin&CO

lv.

Albuquerque

Whitney Company

Cash

Grocery Company
The iub

Wholesale Distributers for New Mexico and Arizona

North Ea)4 Store.

Write for Wholesale Prices on Plows and Other Farm Implements

Colo, lilk 279. Auto. 023

Phones:

i

.iiltt.i:

I

The Largest Stock West of Kansas City
the Best piece of Plumbing
This
c have
New- - thai
"u for
i

iui

i

nuin

122 W.Silfer

Our prices are RIGHT.
When bought right are a good investment
We Invite you to call and examine the beautiful diamond goods we are
Also Watches, Jewelry, Silverware, etc. Mall orders receive
ofTerlng.
prompt attention.

PVFRFTT
sL,
bLB1- - I I

9

At):

AlBUQUERQUé,

are ready to give you ,i o
estimate mi any kind of n
panliiK oi eiv work.

If you wan

job. oenfi

J. L.

a good,

"Bell Co.

The Tromot Tlumberj

White and Black Hearse

Friends tell us that we'er cn the road to the "Greatest men's shoe business in the territory' Why not? It's the goal we've striven for with might and main.

The Spring and Summer line, 1906, of Hanan Shoes and Oxfords

revelation in fit, finish and workmanship, a triumph of brains, experience and the
steadfast purpose to produce THE BEST.

THE MOON STUDIO

I Every
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;

KARL F.

nuare that

THE MOON STUDIO
. ...... ... .titii.iit'n
moon

style, and there are numbers of new ones,

can be put

era have on (He all ol the negatives made by
while In biilii" in this city and all negatives made by
' BiHman.
his successor. Mr. V.
We miiUe HUrtil natW SB duplicate pliaolos from all nt'gallves ami
tan make llicm In ail) Mlc and size.
We v.i-- h 10
Mr. VortKM

ALBVQVERQVE LUMBER CO
Albuquerque, New Mexico
a

North Seoond Street

is a

FUNTKOTE ROOFING.

41 Mairqueile Avenue,

201 211

:

Sash, Doors, Gless, Cement

First Stre

a ND OXFORD

J

LUMBER.
AND REX

--

NOW ON SALE AND DISPLAY

MONUMENTS

v

HANAN SHOES
Advance Styles for Spring and Summer

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

Ruilroad Avenue

North First Street

NEW MEXICO

enduring

with us!

.W.STRONG'S SONS

THE LEADING JEWELER

401-40- 3

We

I

DIAMONDS

South First Street

113 115 117

iiav.

in a

Hanan Oxfords

$5.00 to
$6.00
I

contains the very best that

shoe.

Ci"l"Al"M

OIlTlOn
OlGril
THE RAILROAD AVE. CLOTHIER

Hanan Sno

$5.50
$6-5- 0

to

